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Summary

Model-based estimation and control of the particle
distribution and discharge supervision in nuclear fusion

reactors

Controlled nuclear fusion is a potential sustainable source of energy to com-
plement other energy sources in meeting the increasing energy consumption of
humanity. The furthest developed concept for a fusion reactor is the tokamak.
In a tokamak reactor, a plasma (an ionized gas) is confined using magnetic fields
and heated to achieve the conditions for fusion.

Control of tokamak plasmas is important for reliable high-performance oper-
ation in future reactors. Among other parameters, the plasma particle density
must be estimated and controlled in feedback. Also, various control tasks must
be simultaneously executed by the plasma control system, in both normal op-
eration as well as in off-normal conditions, such as unexpected deviations from
the target plasma scenario and hardware failure.

In this thesis, first, a model-based approach to real-time estimation of the
particle density distribution in tokamak plasmas is presented, based on Extended
Kalman filtering. This estimator merges multiple measurements with a control-
oriented model of the density evolution. It is employed in experiments on the
ASDEX Upgrade and TCV tokamaks. A good agreement between the real-time
estimated density and offline available measurements is obtained. Also, a model-
based feedback controller for the particle density is designed and employed on
TCV. This controller achieves good tracking despite disturbances.

Second, a generic architecture for task-based supervisory plasma control is
proposed. This architecture is implemented on the TCV control system and
integrated with an actuator management algorithm, state estimation algorithms
and controllers. In experiments on simultaneous control of the plasma pressure,
the safety factor profile and neoclassical tearing modes, the supervisory controller



ii Summary

assigns priorities to the relevant control tasks based on the plasma state.
The methods developed in this thesis for distributed control and supervisory

control are expected to be relevant for other distributed control challenges, for
fusion reactors and in other applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The relevance and principles of nuclear fusion energy and tokamaks are intro-
duced and a number of challenges related to control of tokamaks are stated.
Next, the research objectives of this thesis and the contributions are presented
and an outline of this thesis is given.

1.1 Nuclear fusion: a clean source of energy

The ever-increasing energy demand of humanity, combined with the environmen-
tal impact of the consumption of fossil fuels, calls for new sources of clean, sus-
tainable, environmentally-friendly and long-lasting energy production [Intergov-
ernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2007, 2018; International Energy Agency,
2016; Mackay, 2009]. Various renewable energy sources (e.g. wind power, so-
lar energy, hydropower, geothermal energy) can provide significant portions of
our energy consumption. However, they are difficult to scale to proportions
needed to sustain the total consumption on earth. Nuclear (uranium) fission
power plants can provide large amounts of energy, but produce long-lived nu-
clear waste. Moreover, the public opinion often opposes the production of fission
energy due to safety concerns.

In looking for another more viable solution, we can take inspiration from
our sun and other stars. They produce massive amounts of energy by nuclear
fusion: the process by which light elements are fused [McCracken and Stott,
2012]. The application of nuclear fusion in a power plant on earth could provide
a sustainable energy source without greenhouse gas emissions [McCracken and
Stott, 2012; Sánchez, 2014]. The resulting nuclear waste has a considerably
shorter lifespan compared to the nuclear waste from fission power plants. Among
other sources of energy, nuclear fusion power is considered as one viable option
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to provide clean energy in the future. The international community has initiated
the development of nuclear fusion reactor power plants [McCracken and Stott,
2012]. However, the realization of a nuclear fusion power plant is extremely
problematic and many challenges have been identified. In order to illustrate
these challenges, the basics of nuclear fusion energy are briefly introduced.

The fusion reaction between deuterium and tritium nuclei (two isotopes of
hydrogen) is the easiest to initiate, and yields a helium nucleus and a neu-
tron [Freidberg, 2007; McCracken and Stott, 2012]:

D + T→ 2He4 (3.5 MeV) + n (14.1 MeV) (1.1)

This produces an energy of 17.6 MeV (about 2.8 pJ) per reaction. Deuterium
is naturally abundant in sea water and can easily be extracted. Tritium is not
available and has to be produced from lithium by a fission reaction which is
triggered by a neutron that is released by the fusion reaction (1.1) [Freidberg,
2007]. Lithium is abundant on earth.

For the fusion reaction, the repulsive forces between the positively charged
nuclei must be overcome. It can be shown that a deuterium-tritium fuel temper-
ature of 20 keV is optimal for the fusion reaction, that is 2.3× 108 K. A reactor
must confine many deuterium and tritium particles as efficiently as possible at
this temperature. It has been shown that for a self-sustained fusion reaction,
the product of the particle density n, temperature T and energy confinement
time τE must exceed a critical value, see e.g. [Wesson, 2004]. This event is called
ignition and the condition is expressed as

nTτE > 3×1021 m−3 keV s (1.2)

The energy confinement time quantifies the confinement quality; it is the thermal
energy divided by the heat loss power, i.e. τE = Eth/Ploss. Different values of the
value on the right-hand side of (1.2) may apply depending on assumptions of the
spatial distributions of density and temperature [Freidberg, 2007; McCracken
and Stott, 2012]. Under these conditions, the fusion fuel is in the so-called
plasma state of matter, where all atoms are fully ionized. Plasmas are electrically
conductive and respond strongly to electromagnetic forces [Freidberg, 2007].

Unfortunately, creating deuterium-tritium plasma that satisfies the condi-
tion (1.2) at 2.3× 108 K is not easy. On earth, it can only be achieved in dedi-
cated machines. Magnetic fields can be applied to confine hot plasmas. Multiple
machine concepts for magnetic fusion reactors have been developed [Freidberg,
2007; McCracken and Stott, 2012]. The most advanced magnetic confinement
concept is the tokamak [Wesson, 2004].
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Figure 1.1 – Schematic layout of a tokamak. Magnetic field coils produce a helical
magnetic field, that can confine a hot plasma. Source: EUROfusion (https:
//www.euro-fusion.org/.)

1.2 Magnetic confinement of a hot plasma: the
tokamak

Tokamaks are machines that use magnetic fields to confine a hot plasma. They
have reached the highest value of the product nTτE (see (1.2)) compared to
machines of different (magnetic) configurations [Braams and Stott, 2002; Mc-
Cracken and Stott, 2012]. It is therefore the most promising design for nuclear fu-
sion reactors that will produce energy in an economically efficient way. Economic
considerations, engineering constraints and nuclear physics constraints imply
that a realistic fusion reactor must operate at a density around n ≈ 1.5×1020 m−3

(about 170000 times smaller than in air at room temperature), a temperature
around T ≈ 20 keV and a confinement time in the order of τE ≈ 1 s, see [Frei-
dberg, 2007]. For comparison, the core of the sun has a temperature of about
1.57 × 107 K. The ITER tokamak [IAEA, 2001] is currently being constructed,
and will generate 500 MW fusion power at an input power of 50 MW [The ITER
Organization].

The principles of magnetic confinement in tokamaks and the operational
limits are provided next, in order to introduce the control challenges later on.

1.2.1 Magnetic equilibrium and kinetic profiles

A tokamak consists of a toroidal (torus-shaped) vacuum vessel surrounded by
magnetic field coils to confine a toroidal plasma. Figure 1.1 shows the layout of a
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(a) Nested flux surfaces in a magnetic equi-
librium. Source: [Boyer et al., 2014].

Normalized flux ρ
0 1

Te

ne

(b) Representative profile shapes of
electron density and temperature as a
function of the radial variable associ-
ated with the toroidal flux.

Figure 1.2 – Graphical representation of a cross-section of a tokamak plasma
and typical profiles of density and temperature.

tokamak. A toroidal magnetic field BT is generated by toroidal field coils. A loop
voltage is induced by ramping a current in the primary transformer circuit and
this drives a toroidally flowing current Ip. This current produces the poloidal
magnetic field. The combination of the toroidal and poloidal fields produces a
helical magnetic field. Additional poloidal field coils are used to position and
shape the plasma. The helical magnetic field creates a macroscopic force balance
(called equilibrium) in which the kinetic pressure of the plasma is balanced by
an inward Lorentz force [Freidberg, 2007]. The force balance implies that the
plasma is confined.

The plasma equilibrium has a set of nested surfaces of constant poloidal
and toroidal flux, called flux surfaces. These surfaces are toroidally symmetric.
The surfaces are labelled by the normalized radius ρ. In Figure 1.2a, the flux
surfaces of a tokamak plasma are shown. A special flux surface is the so-called
last closed flux surface (LCFS). Inside the LCFS, the plasma is organized in a set
of nested closed flux surfaces. The kinetic pressure is constant on these surfaces
because of the force equilibrium. Transport of heat and particles parallel to
these surfaces is orders of magnitude faster than perpendicular to the surfaces.
As a consequence, the surfaces also have constant temperature. Outside the
LCFS, the magnetic field lines intersect the reactor wall. Particles and heat in
the narrow region outside the LCFS flow towards the wall structures. The LCFS
is represented by ρ = 1, and ρ = 0 represents the magnetic axis. In this thesis,
we approximate that also the density is constant on a flux surface, although this
is strictly speaking not correct. In Figure 1.2b, typical profiles of density n (ρ)
and temperature T (ρ) are plotted.

Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), i.e. the combination of fluid dynamics, Maxwell's
equations of electromagnetism and the Lorentz force, provide a framework to an-
alyze the plasma equilibrium and perturbations thereof, as well as the evolution
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of the kinetic quantities and magnetic field, see [Zohm, 2014].

1.2.2 Tokamak reactor performance and stability limits

In order to produce energy in a economically viable way, a nuclear fusion reactor
must operate at high performance. The design of a nuclear fusion power plant
originates at the integration of the requirements, technological constraints and
design variables. As such, the machine dimensions and nominal plasma param-
eters are determined by the desired output power, constraints on the maximum
heat load, maximum magnetic field strength and maximum mechanical stresses,
as well as nuclear physics constraints. This is explained in e.g. [Freidberg, 2007].

However, the resulting designs of ITER and DEMO are such that the plasma
is inherently unstable. The normalized plasma pressure β ∝ nTB−2 at which
these machines must operate is above MHD stability limits [Zohm, 2014]. The
performance-limiting instability for ITER and DEMO is a MHD stability called
the neoclassical tearing mode (NTM) [la Haye, 2006; Zohm, 2014]. The presence
of a NTM in the plasma leads to a reduction of the energy confinement, which
will reduce the reactor performance below its requirements. Other MHD stability
limits set limits on e.g. the achievable plasma current, density, magnetic field
distribution and shape [Greenwald et al., 1988; Wesson, 2004].

More importantly, exceeding the MHD stability limits can cause a plasma
disruption. This is a quick and violent expulsion of heat and particles from the
plasma, which can result in structural damage and downtime of the reactor [Ric-
cardo, 2008]. On ITER, a disruption during high-performance operation has the
potential to do significant damage if it is not mitigated. For example, in a dis-
ruption, a thermal energy of roughly 350MJ is released to the wall structures
in tens of milliseconds. Disruptions have to be avoided by proper control of the
tokamak. This is further introduced in Section 1.3.

1.2.3 Tokamaks considered in this thesis

The results in this thesis have been obtained on two tokamaks: TCV and AS-
DEX Upgrade. Over the years, many tokamaks have been built for scientific
research as well as fusion power demonstration. For example, TCV [Coda et al.,
2017], ASDEX Upgrade [Neu et al., 2016], DIII-D [Luxon, 2002] and JET [Hor-
ton and JET Contributors, 2016] are used for scientific research into the nature
of (fusion) plasmas. Additionally, the JET and TFTR tokamaks have demon-
strated the production of energy from nuclear fusion, although with considerable
external heating power [Bell, 2016; Keilhacker et al., 2001]. The ITER tokamak
is currently under construction in France [IAEA, 2001; The ITER Organiza-
tion], and will produce net energy from fusion. To provide a sense of scale to the
reader, TCV, ASDEX Upgrade and ITER are shown in Figure 1.3, and some
dimensions and parameters of these tokamaks are listed in Table 1.1.
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(a) TCV (b) ASDEX Upgrade (c) ITER

Figure 1.3 – The interior of TCV and ASDEX Upgrade, and a cutaway diagram
of ITER.

Table 1.1 – Dimensions and parameters of TCV and ASDEX Upgrade (AUG)
as of 2018, and ITER.

TCV AUG ITER

Major radius R [m] 0.88 1.65 6.2

Toroidal magnetic field BT [T] at mid-radius 1.5 2.5 5.3

Plasma current Ip [MA] (maximum) 1 1.6 15

Installed auxiliary heating and current drive
power Paux [MW]

3 31 73

1.3 Control of tokamak plasmas

In order to achieve stable, high-performance plasmas in long discharges, active
control of the plasma is necessary. In the context of this thesis, control refers
to the automated manipulation of a process such that quantities in that process
follow a desired evolution in time [Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 2001]. Many
important control problems in tokamaks exist [Gribov et al., 2007; Humphreys
et al., 2015; Pironti and Walker, 2005], corresponding to control of:

• the plasma current, position and shape,
• the radial plasma profiles of density, temperature, and current density,
• magnetohydrodynamic instabilities: sawteeth, (neoclassical) tearing modes,

edge localized modes, resistive wall modes,
• detachment and power exhaust,

Additionally, plasma supervision must coordinate all control and actuation. On
a tokamak, a plasma control system (PCS) hosts all real-time algorithms, such
as feedback controllers. Plasma control can be divided in three categories:

1. Control of the quantities along nominal trajectories The PCS must
ensure that the plasma quantities evolve along time-varying references.
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These bring the plasma from the start of the discharge to the desired op-
erating point (for fusion power production or scientific research), and vice
versa to the end of a discharge. Feedback control is needed since discharge-
to-discharge differences in machine conditions and other disturbances can
otherwise lead to the quantities diverging from references.

2. Avoiding operational limits and stability limits Some plasma quanti-
ties are open-loop unstable in the operating point of the reactor, or the
trajectories to that operating point. Almost all of the aforementioned op-
erational limits are the result of unstable dynamics.

3. Intervening when instabilities are triggered When operational (stabil-
ity) limits are exceeded, the PCS must take corrective actions to bring the
plasma back to the nominal trajectories.

The avoidance of plasma disruptions is part of the second and third category.
Feedback control of tokamak plasmas is not trivial. It requires immediate

and accurate knowledge of the system state. Often, sensors in tokamaks do not
directly measure the quantities of interest, but measure quantities that are de-
rived or are spatially located elsewhere, see [Hutchinson, 2002]. While sensors
on present-day experimental devices are numerous, the set of sensors on a fu-
sion reactor is restricted [Boivin, 2016; Donné et al., 2007]. This is because of
the limited space available for sensor equipment, as well as the harsh nuclear
(radioactive) environment inside the device [Biel et al., 2015].

This thesis addresses two major challenges in control of tokamak plasmas:

1. the control and estimation of the spatial distribution of the plasma particle
density, and

2. the integration of various estimation and control algorithms with supervi-
sion algorithms, in particular for avoidance of operational limits.

The state of the art, future required solutions and challenges are discussed next.
After that, the objectives and contributions of this thesis are presented.

1.3.1 Plasma particle density control and estimation

In order to achieve a high fusion power in steady-state, the density n of the fuel
nuclei in the plasma must be maintained constant at a relevant value [Gribov
et al., 2007].

Density control requirements

The requirements on the bandwidth, steady-state error and disturbance rejec-
tions of the closed-loop on, e.g., ITER has not been clearly documented. How-
ever, it would be advantageous to achieve zero steady-state error, maximize the
bandwidth and reject low-frequent disturbances within the physical limits of
the system in order to achieve maximum operational flexibility. In any case,
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the bandwidth is lower-bounded by the discharge duration, and upper bounded
by the particle confinement time, actuation timescales and measurement noise
content.

Disturbances on a density feedback loop

There are multiple sources of disturbances acting on (a feedback loop for) the
plasma density. An example of physical disturbances on the plant is variation
in energy confinement and transport due to magnetohydrodynamic instabilities.
Examples of other disturbances entering the feedback loop are sensor noise,
sensor artifacts (e.g., spurious biases on interferometers), and sensor failure (e.g.,
hardware damage, misalignment or interference leading to inconsistent signal
values).

The state of the art and gap analysis

On present-day tokamaks, feedback controllers are often tuned on a trial-and-
error basis. Sometimes many discharges are required to obtain a satisfactory
result. However, on ITER there will be limited opportunity to use discharges
for the tuning of control algorithms. Experimental time on ITER is costly and
limited. Moreover, most often a single measurement channel is used for density
feedback control, see e.g. [Janky et al., 2015; Vijvers et al., 2012]. This proves to
be vulnerable to measurement errors, such as embodied by spurious biases [Gil
et al., 2010; Mlynek et al., 2014]. Over the years, different low-complexity models
have been developed that can be used to tune feedback controllers [Juhn et al.,
2012; Vijvers et al., 2012], but these did not consider the spatial distribution of
the density.

The challenge

On future nuclear fusion reactors, the real-time controller and estimator for the
plasma particle density should operate properly from their first deployment with
minimal tuning on a trial and error basis. Real-time control and estimation algo-
rithms should be tested thoroughly in closed-loop simulations before being used
in plasma operations. The estimation results should be as accurate as possible
with the given measurements, and should not deteriorate due to measurement
errors. Furthermore, the steady-state control error should be as small as pos-
sible, the control bandwidth should be as high as possible, and disturbances
should be rejected. This challenge calls for model-based design of controller al-
gorithms, such as seen in [Felici et al., 2016; Moreau et al., 2013] and validation
of the control system (components) in simulation [de Vries et al., 2018].
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1.3.2 Operational limits, integrated control and plasma
supervision

A reactor plasma control system (PCS) must simultaneously control all relevant
plasma quantities such as density, temperature, safety factor profile, shape, po-
sition, NTM island width, sawtooth period, etc. [Gribov et al., 2007; Humphreys
et al., 2015], ensuring that they stay close to their targets and references. The
instabilities mentioned in Section 1.2.2 can cause the plasma to deviate from its
targets and can lead to a disruption [De Vries et al., 2011]. In order to protect
the investment and avoid structural damage to the hardware, a tokamak reac-
tor is equipped with a machine protection system. One part of the protection
system is the disruption mitigation system, which is designed to alleviate the
adverse effects of a disruption when a disruption occurs. Still, disruptions are
undesired even if mitigated. To this extent the PCS should, as a first line of de-
fense, actively avoid operational limits or exciting physical instabilities as best
as possible with its resources and its capabilities. Some physics instabilities can
arise unexpectedly throughout a discharge.

The state of the art and gap analysis

A multitude of actuators for the suppression and stabilization of these instabili-
ties have been identified, see e.g. [Maraschek et al., 2018]. Moreover, (feedback)
control methods have been developed using modern control theory for these in-
stabilities, see e.g. [van den Brand et al., 2013; Hennen et al., 2010; Kong et al.,
2017; Lauret et al., 2016; Olofsson et al., 2016; Witvoet et al., 2012]. However,
the resources for actuation are constrained on a reactor. The total installed ac-
tuation power is only slighty larger than the nominally required power, to min-
imize investment and operational costs of a reactor. Also, actuator availability
can change during a plasma discharge and the actuation is shared (i.e. actuators
for heating are also those for suppression of instabilities) [Maljaars and Felici,
2017]. Depending on the state of the plasma and the actuators, not all con-
trol objectives may be realized simultaneously. This implies that a PCS must
prioritize its control objectives. This can be called plasma supervision.

The challenge

The plasma control system of a reactor should contain a plasma supervision
algorithm. This supervisory controller must manage the allocation of actuators
to individual controllers based on the state of the machine. For example, it
must respond to off-normal events such as (the onset of) magnetohydrodynamic
instabilities, the approach of operational limits, or hardware failure. Plasma
supervision requires a careful integration of (developed) state estimation algo-
rithms, state monitors, controllers, and actuator allocation algorithms.
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1.4 Research objectives and contributions

The challenges stated in Section 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 cover a wide range of problems
and topics in the control of tokamaks. The aim of this thesis is to accomplish
two specific research objectives, which contribute solutions to those challenges.
The first research objective of this thesis is formulated as:

Research objective 1: Develop model-based techniques for the estimation
and control of the spatial distribution of the plasma particle density in
tokamaks.

The contributions to accomplish this research objective are:
Contribution 1: A design of a control-oriented physics-based model
for the evolution of the electron density in tokamak plasmas. The dy-
namics of the electron density profile is modeled using particle conservation laws
and low-complexity empirical particle transport and source models. The model
is suited for real-time computations and is geared towards control applications.
It is called the RAPDENS model1.
Contribution 2: A design of a model-based state observer for the
plasma electron density profile in tokamaks. An Extended Kalman filter-
based observer for estimation of the electron density profile is derived from the
RAPDENS model and a forward measurement model.
Contribution 3: A design for model-based feedback control of the
plasma electron density in tokamaks. A feedback controller for the elec-
tron density is derived using robust H∞ synthesis on the RAPDENS model.
Contribution 4: Demonstration of density profile estimation in reactor-
relevant experiments on the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak. The observer
is implemented on the real-time plasma control system of ASDEX Upgrade. It
uses both interferometry and Bremsstrahlung measurements for density profile
estimation. The accuracy of its profile estimation is evaluated by comparison
to offline-available measurements. The observer is employed in feedback control
experiments with pellet fuelling, where the observer provides the estimated core
density.
Contribution 5: Demonstration of density profile estimation and feed-
back control in experiments on the TCV tokamak. The observer and
feedback controller are implemented on the real-time plasma control system of
TCV and employed in feedback control experiments. The profile-averaged den-
sity is controlled in presence of disturbances from electron cyclotron heating and
current drive. The profile estimation accuracy is evaluated by comparison to
offline-available measurements.

1The model is called RAPDENS (RApid DENsity Simulator), since it shares some similar-
ities with the RAPTOR model for the evolution of temperature and poloidal magnetic flux
profiles [Felici et al., 2011]. The observer implementations are called RAPDENS-observer.
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The second research objective is formulated as:

Research objective 2: Develop a control system architecture including a
plasma supervision system that allows operating a tokamak close to opera-
tional limits.

The contributions to accomplish this research objective are:
Contribution 6: A design of a plasma control system architecture for
task-based supervisory control on tokamaks. A generic PCS architecture
is developed. This architecture integrates state estimation and reconstruction
algorithms, a monitor for finite states of the plasma, a supervisory controller,
actuator management for resource allocation and (feedback) controllers. The
supervisory controller prioritizes various tasks depending on the finite state of
the plasma and actuators. These tasks embody the objectives of the individual
feedback controllers and their priorities determine the allocation of actuation
resources to controllers.
Contribution 7: A demonstration of task-based supervisory control in
experiments on the TCV tokamak. The architecture is implemented on the
TCV control system, integrating existing controllers and observers with a novel
plasma state monitor and supervisory controller. Its capabilities are demon-
strated in experiments on NTM detection and integrated control of NTMs and
the plasma pressure and safety factor profile.

1.5 Outline of this thesis

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the control-
oriented modeling of the plasma electron density is presented (Contribution 1).
Also, its application to density profile estimation using an observer is shown in
simulations using TCV data (Contribution 2). This chapter is published in
Fusion Engineering and Design ([Blanken et al., 2018b]). In Chapter 3, the
model-based observer is summarized and the model-based feedback controller
design is presented (Contribution 3). Moreover, the implementations of the
observer and controller and experimental results on ASDEX Upgrade and TCV
are presented (Contribution 4 and 5). This chapter is submitted to Fusion
Engineering and Design. In Chapter 4, the control system architecture with
the plasma state monitoring and task-based supervisory controller is proposed
(Contribution 6) and experimental results of plasma state monitoring and
supervisory control are presented (Contribution 7). This chapter is published
in Nuclear Fusion ([Blanken et al., 2018a]). Finally, in Chapter 5 the main
conclusions of the presented work are drawn, the work is discussed in relation
to current research and recommendations for future research are given.





Chapter 2

Control-oriented modeling of the
plasma particle density in

tokamaks and application to
real-time density profile

reconstruction

Abstract A model-based approach to real-time reconstruction of the par-
ticle density profile in tokamak plasmas is presented, based on a dynamic state
estimator. Traditionally, the density profile is reconstructed in real-time by solv-
ing an ill-conditioned inversion problem using a measurement at a single point
in time. This approach is sensitive to diagnostics errors and failure. The inclu-
sion of a dynamic model in a real-time estimation algorithm allows for reliable
reconstruction despite diagnostic errors. Predictive simulations show that the
model can reproduce the density evolution of discharges on TCV and ASDEX
Upgrade after tuning of a few parameters. Offline reconstructions using experi-
mental data from TCV show accurate estimation of the density profile and show
examples of fault detection of interferometry signals.

This chapter is published as: T.C. Blanken, F. Felici, C.J. Rapson, M.R. de Baar,
W.P.M.H. Heemels, the TCV team and the ASDEX Upgrade team (2018), Control-oriented
modeling of the plasma particle density in tokamaks and application to real-time density profile
reconstruction, Fusion Engineering and Design, 126, 87-103.
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2.1 Introduction

A key challenge in tokamak operations is maintaining stable plasma conditions,
remaining within safety limits and accurate control of the plasma state [Pironti
and Walker, 2005]. Plasma control has expanded in recent years from control of
bulk plasma quantities (such as total plasma current, average particle density
and average temperature) to control of the spatial distributions of these quan-
tities, e.g. the profiles of temperature, safety factor and rotation [Barton et al.,
2012; Boyer et al., 2014; Goumiri et al., 2016; Maljaars et al., 2015; Moreau
et al., 2013].

Since the density profile affects the plasma pressure and fusion power [Wes-
son, 2004], drives radiation, influences the non-inductive current distribution,
determines diagnostics validity (e.g. ECE cut-off), and can trigger detrimental
plasma instabilities [Boozer, 2012; Zohm, 2014], real-time monitoring and con-
trol of the particle density profile is of great importance for safe, reliable and
high-performance operation of large tokamaks such as ITER [Biel et al., 2015;
Gribov et al., 2007; Hender et al., 2007; Loarte et al., 2007].

An important challenge can be identified as to enable density control, namely
the reliable real-time reconstruction of the density profile from diagnostic mea-
surements. Most tokamaks have diagnostics for the plasma particle density that
can be used for monitoring and real-time control. Often an interferometry sys-
tem is used, which measures the line-integrated electron density along one or
more laser chords intersecting the plasma [Donné, 1995; Hutchinson, 2002], but
other possibilities include Thomson scattering [Donné et al., 2008; Hutchinson,
2002] and reflectometry [Hutchinson, 2002; Weiwen et al., 2006].

In control and monitoring of the density, the line-averaged density is often
considered, which is conveniently derived from an interferometry signal if the
chord intersection length is known. Moreover, there exist data fitting methods
for reconstruction of the density profile for analysis or control that minimize a
least-squares criterium or fit splines on multiple interferometry channels [Chi-
ang et al., 1997; Fischer and Dinklage, 2004; Furno et al., 2005; Koponen and
Dumbrajs, 1997; Mlynek, 2010; Mlynek et al., 2011; Park, 1989] or Thomson
scattering [Fischer et al., 2002; Maddison et al., 2006] at one point in time.

However, the estimates obtained by these static data fitting methods are sen-
sitive to diagnostic faults [Mlynek, 2010; Murari et al., 2006], notably drifts. For
example fringe jumps occur in an interferometry system if the density fluctuates
rapidly, often when a pellet is injected. This may result in a loss of control
performance or even a loss of density control.

Despite ongoing research on detection and correction of fringe jumps [Gil
et al., 2010; Mlynek et al., 2011; Murari et al., 2006; Zabeo et al., 2004], no
reliable solution is being used on TCV and ASDEX Upgrade. Moreover, data
fitting methods can suffer from ill-conditioning, leading to unrealistic profiles
with spatial oscillations [Mlynek, 2010].
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The inclusion of a dynamic model of the density profile evolution in the pro-
file reconstruction may solve these issues by promoting proximity of the mea-
sured quantities to solutions that are feasible with respect to our knowledge of
the modeled process. Thereby it can suppress unrealistic spatial oscillations in
the profile estimate, reject measurement noise and anticipate for the effects of
actuation, such as fuelling, on the density evolution.

For this purpose, we present a control-oriented model of the plasma particle
density evolution. We prefer a white-box model-based approach over identifying
models from data since nonlinear behaviour and physical couplings that evolve
in time complicate identification of processes from measurement data. On the
other hand, full first-principle physics modeling is challenging since

1. transport inside a tokamak plasma LCFS is modeled by the combination
of a set of 1D PDEs for radial transport and a 2D elliptical PDE for the
magnetic equilibrium (see [Hinton and Hazeltine, 1976; Pereverzev and
Yushmanov, 2002]) which is difficult and time-consuming to solve in com-
bination with calculation of the particle fluxes, and

2. transport outside the tokamak plasma LCFS consists of complex processes
such as wall retention and recycling, neutral particle dynamics, and atomic
and molecular processes (see [Stangeby, 2000; Wesson, 2004]) which are all
complex to model in themselves, let alone in their interaction.

Because of these complications, heuristic models are better suited for real-time
applications in this case. We present a control-oriented and real-time nonlinear
model for radial (1D) plasma density transport with additional particle inven-
tories (0D) of the wall and vacuum. Compared to existing multi inventory (0D)
models for density control [Boncagni et al., 2013; Brelen, 1994; Fielding et al.,
1978; Juhn et al., 2012; Maddison et al., 2006; Vijvers et al., 2012; Wong et al.,
1992], we replace the plasma particle inventory by the spatial distribution of
the plasma density. Moreover, we include the influence of plasma equilibrium,
temperature, current and operational modes (limited or diverted plasma, low or
high confinement [Wesson, 2004]) on the transport processes and diagnostics.

In this paper, we use for the first time a model-based dynamic state observer
for density profile reconstruction. The observer, comprising of an Extended
Kalman filter [Anderson and Moore, 1979], provides both estimates of the den-
sity profile as well as reality vs. model deviations that persist over multiple
confinement times from multiple diagnostics signals. Here we build upon earlier
work in [Felici et al., 2011, 2014a], where physics-model-based dynamic state ob-
servers have been applied for real-time estimation of the current and temperature
profiles. In the observer, we employ a threshold method to detect fringe jumps
[Murari et al., 2006], from the discrepancy between the measured interferometry
signals and the model-based predictions of these measurements.

The proposed dynamic state observer algorithm can be implemented on con-
trol systems of existing tokamaks, and used for e.g. real-time density feedback
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control and/or deriving whether ECE channels are in cut-off in real-time. For
future tokamaks as ITER, this model-based design procedure can be performed
today with models extrapolated from existing tokamaks and iterated using the
same methodology as density transport parameters become better known in the
course of ITER operation. We want to emphasize that the purpose of this paper
is not to make statements on the physics of density evolution in tokamaks. In-
stead, the objective is to demonstrate that a control-oriented model can be used
to enhance real-time reconstruction of the density profile.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The control-oriented
model of the density transport and synthetic interferometer model is introduced
in Section 2.2, along with simulations of a TCV and an ASDEX Upgrade dis-
charge. The design of the observer, the detection of fringe jumps and the offline
estimation results on experimental data are discussed in Section 2.3. Exten-
sions and future work that is in line with the proposed solutions are discussed
in Section 2.4. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 2.5.

2.2 Control-oriented 0+1D model of the particle
transport

In this section, a 0D+1D diffusion/drift transport model is presented for control
purposes, with the flexibity to adapt for multiple devices, multiple diagnostics
and multiple actuators. Particle transport in the plasma, particle flows and
sources in the tokamak are modeled in a heuristic fashion, rather than using
complex first-principle transport models.

Existing physics models of plasma particle transport (e.g. [Romanelli et al.,
2015; Tamain et al., 2007]) and models used in offline profile reconstruction al-
gorithms (e.g. ASTRA [Pereverzev and Yushmanov, 2002], CRONOS [Artaud
et al., 2010]) are not directly suitable for the task of real-time density recon-
struction, since their execution time generally exceeds the discharge duration.
It has been shown in [Barton et al., 2012; Boyer et al., 2014; Felici et al., 2011,
2014a; Maljaars et al., 2015; Moreau et al., 2013] that low-complexity 1D models
can be used for reconstruction and control of the temperature and safety factor
profiles.

Our model consists of a 1D drift-diffusion PDE for radial particle transport
and two 0D ODEs for the time evolution of the inventory of the wall and the
neutral vacuum, all based on particle conservation laws. This approach is simi-
lar to multi inventory (0D) models for controller design on TCV [Vijvers et al.,
2012], JET [Brelen, 1994], TEXT [Wong et al., 1992] and KSTAR [Juhn et al.,
2012], but here the radial particle transport in the plasma is also modeled. Since
transport on flux surfaces is several orders of magnitude faster than radial trans-
port (perpendicular to flux surfaces), we may consider radial plasma transport
only [Hinton and Hazeltine, 1976]. The ionization, recombination and recycling
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2.2.1 1D radial plasma transport

Let us start by defining the usual toroidal flux surface label ρtor =
√

Φ
πB0

where

Φ is the toroidal magnetic flux and B0 is the vacuum toroidal magnetic field
strength at the major radius R0, see [Hinton and Hazeltine, 1976]. By defining
ρtor,B as ρtor on the LCFS, a dimensionless flux label ρ can be introduced, given
by

ρ =
ρtor

ρtor,B
(2.1)

The flux-surface average of a quantity Q is defined as 〈Q〉 = ∂
∂V

∫
QdV (see

e.g. [Pereverzev and Yushmanov, 2002]). We assume a quasi-neutral plasma with
a constant effective charge Zeff = 1, so consisting of hydrogen (isotopes). The
methodology may be extended to time-varying Zeff and/or additional particle
species.

Electron density continuity

The evolution of the flux-surface averaged electron density ne (ρ, t) resulting
from radial transport and a net source is modeled as a PDE [Hinton and Hazel-
tine, 1976] on the domain Ω = {(t, ρ) ∈ R | t0 ≤ t ≤ tf , 0 ≤ ρ ≤ ρe}, where the
constant ρe > 1 represents the location of the scrape-off layer edge and t0 and
tf represent the start and end time. The PDE is written as

1

V ′
∂

∂t
(neV

′) +
1

V ′
∂Γ

∂ρ
= S (2.2)

where Γ (ρ, t) is the radial electron transport flux, S (ρ, t) is the net electron
source and V ′ = ∂V

∂ρ with V (ρ) the volume enclosed by a flux surface. Strictly
speaking, ρtor is not defined outside the LCFS due to the open field lines. How-
ever, we choose to artificially prolong ρ up to ρe and we set ∇ρ|1<ρ≤ρe := ∇ρ|ρ=1

and V ′|1<ρ≤ρe := V ′|ρ=1.

Radial plasma particle flux

The radial electron flux Γ (ρ, t) is governed by diffusion and a drift (pinch) ve-
locity [Hinton and Hazeltine, 1976; Zabolotsky et al., 2006] and is given by

Γ = −V ′
(
G1D

∂ne
∂ρ

+G0νne

)
(2.3)

where D and ν are the coefficients of diffusion and drift (pinch), and G1 =〈
(∇ρ)

2
〉

, G0 = 〈|∇ρ|〉 and 〈|∇ρ|〉 = 〈|∇ψ|〉
(
∂ψ
∂ρ

)−1

are geometrical parameters

that depend on the ψ (R,Z) equilibrium [Hinton and Hazeltine, 1976]. The
values for D and ν are estimated to represent the empirical system behaviour.
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Figure 2.2 – Modeled diffusion D (blue) and drift velocity ν (red) coefficients as
a function of ρ. Solid and dashed lines indicate the coefficients for low confinement
(cH = 0) and high confinement (cH = 1), respectively.

Thus, D (ρ, cH) and ν (ρ, Ip, cH) are chosen as simple functions of ρ and cH, and

it is assumed that ν = ν0
Ip
Ip,0

to represent the increase of pinch at higher current,

where Ip,0 is the nominal plasma current, being the programmed flat-top current.
An H-mode implies a reduction of transport in the plasma edge [Willensdorfer
et al., 2013] and is reproduced by lower edge diffusion and a lower drift velocity
for cH = 1. In Figure 2.2, the chosen functions D (ρ, cH) and ν (ρ, Ip,0, cH) are
depicted for both L- and H-mode.

Domain and boundary conditions

The domain edge ρe is chosen as ρe = 1 + λSOL where the dimensionless scrape-
off layer width λSOL is assumed to be constant and estimated a priori as λSOL =√
D|ρ=1,cH=0 πR0q95c

−1
s [Stangeby, 2000; Wesson, 2004], where q95 is the nom-

inal edge safety factor at 95% of the normalized poloidal flux and cs is the ion
velocity at nominal scrape-off layer temperature. At TCV and ASDEX Upgrade,

this is 50keV. The boundary conditions are ∂ne
∂ρ

∣∣∣
ρ=0

= 0 and ne|ρ=ρe = 0. The

outflux at the domain edge Γ|ρ=ρe is treated as a source to the vacuum inventory.

Sources

In our model the source is composed of four parts and is written as

S = Sinj + Siz − Srec − SSOL→wall (2.4)

These four contributions are depicted in Figure 2.1 and are modeled as follows.

• The electron source of ionization of injected neutrals from NBI and pellets
is modeled by their particle deposition locations, and is given by

Sinj = ΛNBI (ρ) ΓNBI (t) + Λpellet (ρ) Γpellet (t) (2.5)
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where ΓNBI and Γpellet are the NBI and pellet injection fuelling rates. The
functions ΛNBI (ρ) and Λpellet (ρ) model the spatial deposition of the ion-
ization of injected neutrals, with

∫
Vp

ΛNBIdV =
∫
Vp

ΛpelletdV = 1 such that∫
Vp
SinjdV = ΓNBI + Γpellet, where Vp =

∫ ρe
0
V ′dρ is the plasma volume.

• The electron source thermal ionization of other neutrals equals 〈σv〉iz nnne
where 〈σv〉iz (Te) is the ionization cross-section [Wesson, 2004] and nn is
the neutral density, but is approximated as

Siz = 〈σv〉iz (Te,b) Λiz
Nv

Vv
ne (2.6)

where Te,b = Te|ρ=1 is the LCFS electron temperature, Nv is the vac-
uum inventory, Vv = Vr − Vp is the vacuum volume and Vr is the vessel
volume. The function Λiz (ρ, cD) models the product of the spatial dis-
tribution of the neutral density and the ionization cross-section such that
〈σv〉iz (Te,b) Λiz

Nv

Vv
≈ 〈σv〉iz (Te)nn.

• The thermal recombination sink of ions equals 〈σv〉rec neni where 〈σv〉rec (Te)
is the recombination cross-section [Wesson, 2004] and ni is the ion density,
but is approximated as

Srec = 〈σv〉rec (Te,b) Λrecn
2
e (2.7)

The function Λrec (ρ) models the spatial distribution of the recombination
cross-section such that 〈σv〉rec (Te,b) Λrec ≈ 〈σv〉rec (Te).

• The particle sink in the scrape-off layer due to wall impact of particles
exiting the plasma through the scrape-off layer is modeled as

SSOL→wall =
H (ρ− 1)ne

τSOL
(2.8)

where H ( · ) is the Heaviside function and τSOL (cD) is the time constant
for particle loss through the scrape-off layer [Stangeby, 2000], modeled as

τSOL =

{
πR0q95c

−1
s if cD = 0

gdπR0q95c
−1
s if cD = 1

where gd > 1 is used to model the reduction of net outflow to the wall in
a diverted plasma.

The functions Λiz, Λrec, ΛNBI and Λpellet are chosen ad-hoc in this study,
see Figure 2.3, but could be computed using more detailed physics models of
e.g. neutral beam injection [Feng et al., 1995; Pankin et al., 2004]. The width
of Λiz (ρ, cD) is decreased for cD = 1 to model the decreased ionization depth
experienced in a diverted plasma, where the main plasma is located farther from
the wall components due to flux expansion.
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Figure 2.3 – Example of spatial distributions Λiz (blue), Λrec (red), ΛNBI (green)
and Λpellet (magenta) for a limited plasma.

2.2.2 0D model of the neutral wall inventory

All particles in the tokamak that are not in the plasma are either assigned to the
wall inventory Nw (t) or the neutral vacuum inventory Nv (t). The wall inflow
is formed by the scrape-off layer sink SSOL→wall and the outflow is denoted by
Γrecycle (t), see Figure 2.1. The wall particle inventory balance is given by

dNw

dt
= ΓSOL→wall (t)− Γrecycle (t) (2.9)

where ΓSOL→wall =
∫
Vp
SSOL→walldV . The wall recycling outflow Γrecycle (t) is

modeled by a linear term representing outward diffusion of particles embedded
in the wall material and a term representing particle expulsion due to impacting
plasma particles. Hereby, the latter outflow matches the inflow from the scrape-
off layer if the wall inventory Nw approaches the saturation level Nsat, and is
given by

Γrecycle =
Nw − cwVv,0V

−1
v Nv

τrelease
+

Nw

Nsat
ΓSOL→wall (2.10)

where Vv,0 = Vr−Vp,0 is the nominal vacuum volume, Vp,0 is the nominal plasma
volume and τrelease is a time constant for the decay of the wall inventory due
to outward diffusion, cw is a dimensionless constant that determines the steady-
state balance between the wall inventory and vacuum density, and Nsat (cD, cH)
is the saturation level of the wall inventory, modeled as

Nsat (cD, cH) =

 Nsat,0 if cD = 0, cH = 0
Nsat,D if cD = 1, cH = 0
Nsat,H if cD = 1, cH = 1

where Nsat,D > Nsat,0 to model the absorption of particles by the wall when the
plasma is diverted and Nsat,H < Nsat,D to model the expulsion of wall particles
when the plasma enters an H-mode [Willensdorfer et al., 2012]. The coefficients
Nsat,0, Nsat,0, Nsat,0, τrelease and cwv are difficult to obtain from data, since
no diagnostics exist to measure the wall inventory, and retention and recycling
depend on the wall conditioning. However, they can be estimated using studies
that identify retention [Rohde et al., 2009a,b].
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2.2.3 0D model of the neutral vacuum inventory

The particle inflows to the vacuum are the thermal recombination Srec, wall
recycling outflow Γrecycle and gas injection Γvalve, see Figure 2.1. We also include
the plasma outflux at the domain edge Γ|ρ=ρe . The outflows from the vacuum
are the ionization Siz and the (cryo)pump outflow Γpump. The vacuum particle
inventory balance is given by

dNv

dt
= Γrec (t)− Γiz (t) + Γ|ρ=ρe + Γrecycle (t) + Γvalve (t)− Γpump (t) (2.11)

where Γrec =
∫
Vp
SrecdV and Γiz =

∫
Vp
SizdV . The (cryo)pump outflow Γpump (t)

is assumed to be proportional to the neutral density and is given by

Γpump =
NvVv,0

τpumpVv
(2.12)

where τpump is a time scale that expresses exponential decay of the neutral
density due to pumping, which may depend on the number of pumps used and
the strike point positions.

2.2.4 Inputs

The gas inflow rate Γvalve (t), NBI fuelling rate ΓNBI (t) and pellet fuelling rate
Γpellet (t) are considered as inputs to the system. They are constrained to be
nonnegative and have upper limits, expressed as

0 ≤ Γvalve (t) ≤ Γmax
valve (2.13)

0 ≤ ΓNBI (t) ≤ Γmax
NBI (2.14)

We assume that the gas inflow rate Γvalve (t) is either proportional to the actua-
tor input signal, or that the gas valve is feedback controlled to provide the flow
Γvalve (t). The pellet injection fuelling rate Γpellet (t) is a pulsed signal which
takes on either zero or Γmax

pellet. Each pulse represents the arrival of an individ-
ual pellet and the time integral of each pulse equals the number of deposited
electrons.

2.2.5 External input parameter

The coefficients of the model change in time due to a variety of external factors.
These are modeled by a time-varying external input parameter p (t), defined as

p =
[
cD cH Te,b Ip V ′ G1 G0 Ω

]
(2.15)

where Te,b = Te|ρ=1 is the electron temperature at the LCFS, Ω is a matrix
that links the density profile to the diagnostic outputs and is introduced in Sec-
tion 2.2.8, and V ′, G1, G0, and Ω are determined from an equilibrium ψ (R,Z).
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Figure 2.4 – Example of basis functions Λα (ρ) , α = 1, 2, ...,m with m = 5
used to spatially discretize the electron density (2.16).

We assume that the parameter values are available through real-time equilib-
rium reconstruction (see e.g. [Blum et al., 2012; Ferron et al., 1998; Moret et al.,
2015]) and/or diagnostics.

2.2.6 Spatial discretization using finite elements

The numerical solution of (2.2), (2.9) and (3.14) is implemented using a finite
element method (see e.g. [Hughes, 1987]) for the spatial discretization similar
to [Felici and Sauter, 2012] and a trapezoidal method for the time discretization.
The methodology describing the use of finite elements and the time discretization
are discussed in detail in 2.A and 2.B respectively, but a brief outline is given
here.

First, the electron density is approximated as

ne (ρ, t) =

m∑
α=1

Λα (ρ) bα (t) (2.16)

where the basis functions Λα : [0, ρe] → [0, 1] , α = 1, 2, ...,m are chosen as
cubic B-splines with finite support [de Boor, 2001]. B-splines are continuous
and differentiable piecewise polynomials on a finite domain [de Boor, 2001]. An
example set of basis functions is shown in Figure 2.4. The variables b (t) =[
b1 (t) · · · bm (t)

]T
are the time-varying spline coefficients. For the purpose

of control-oriented modeling, a small number of basis functions (m = 5) with
closely-spaced spline knots around the plasma edge is chosen. The boundary
conditions discussed in Subsection 2.2.1 are imposed by restricting the values
and derivatives of the basis functions at the boundaries.

Second, an equidistant time discretization tk = t0 + kTs, k = 0, 1, ..., N is
chosen, where Ts > 0 is the time step and N = (tf − t0) /Ts.

Finally, applying the finite element method and the trapezoidal time dis-
cretization on (2.2), (2.9) and (3.14) as described in 2.A and 2.B yields the
system of nonlinear discrete-time ODEs

xk = fd (pk−1, xk−1) +Bd (pk−1)uk−1 (2.17)
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where pk = p (tk), and the state xk ∈ Rnx and the input uk ∈ Rnu are defined
as

xk =

 b (tk)
Nw (tk)
Nv (tk)

 uk =

 Γvalve (tk)
ΓNBI (tk)
Γpellet (tk)


with nx = m + 2 and nu = 3. Because of the products of ne, Nw and Nv in
(2.6), (2.7) and (2.10), fd (pk, xk) is a nonlinear function of xk.

2.2.7 Interferometry measurements

The interferometry output signal is proportional to the line-integrated electron
density along a laser chord intersecting the plasma (see e.g. [Hutchinson, 2002]).
Multiple chords with different line of sight through the plasma allow to infer the
electron density profile. The interferometry phase signal ∆φ of the c-th chord
at the sampling time instant tk is denoted by ∆φck ∈ R and is given by

∆φck = cFIR

∫
Lc

ne (ρ (ψ (R,Z)) , tk) dL (2.18)

where Lc is the intersection length of the plasma and the c-th laser chord, and
the interferometry constant is given by cFIR = λe2/

(
4πε0mec

2
)

where λ is the
laser wavelength, e is the electron charge, ε0 is the the permittivity of vacuum,
me is the electron rest mass and c is the speed of light.

Modeling fringe jumps

Fringe jumps are counting errors of the interferometry phase difference ∆φ and
form infrequent jumps at individual output channels. While fringe jumps are
infrequent, their magnitude is sufficiently large to disturb density estimates and
reconstructions. The jump magnitude in the phase signal equals an integer
multiple of 2π, i.e. 2πk, k ∈ N. By incorporating a description of fringe jumps
in the measurement, (2.18) is replaced by

∆φck = cFIR

∫
Lc

ne (ρ (ψ (R,Z) , tk)) dL+ 2πdck (2.19)

dck = dck−1 + ∆c
k−1 (2.20)

where dck ∈ N is the cumulative number of fringe jumps on chord c at time tk
and ∆c

k−1 ∈ N is a stochastic variable that represents possibly multiple jumps
on chord c between time tk−1 and tk.

The probability of jumps is known to be strongly correlated with fast changes
of the plasma density [Gil et al., 2010; Mlynek et al., 2011], but obtaining the
probability density function for ∆c

k as a function of (the time derivative of) the
plasma density is beyond the scope of this paper. For the present purposes, it
is assumed that initially dc1 = 0 and that the expected value E [∆c

k] = 0.
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2.2.8 Synthetic output equation

The measurement output vector of all nFIR available interferometry chords can,
by stacking (2.19), be represented as yk ∈ RnFIR and is given by

yk =


∫
L1
ne (ρ, tk) dL

...∫
LnFIR

ne (ρ, tk) dL

+ δdk (2.21)

where δ = 2πc−1
FIR and dk =

[
d1
k · · · d

nFIR

k

]T ∈ NnFIR is the column of the
cumulative number of fringe jumps on all chords at time tk. The fringe jump
state equation of all chords is given by

dk = dk−1 + ∆k−1 (2.22)

where ∆k =
[

∆1
k · · · ∆nFIR

k

]T ∈ NnFIR .
The numerical evaluation of the line integrals is discussed in 2.C. The spatial

discretization (2.16) and an equilibrium ψ (R,Z) allow to express the line inte-
grals in (2.21) as a linear combination of the electron density spline coefficients
bk from (2.16). By evaluating the line integrals, the synthetic output equation
is written as

yk = C (pk)xk + δdk (2.23)

where C (pk) =
[

Ω (pk) 0nFIR×2
]

and Ω (pk) is given by

Ωij (pk) =

∫
Li

Λj (ρ (ψ (R,Z))) dL (2.24)

It is assumed that ρ (ψ) and ψ (R,Z) are known from real-time 2D equilibrium
reconstruction (see [Blum et al., 2012; Ferron et al., 1998; Moret et al., 2015]).

2.2.9 Computational time requirements

For real-time control, the sampling interval must be at least an order of mag-
nitude smaller than the particle confinement time. On TCV, the particle con-
finement time τp is at least 10ms [Weisen et al., 1996]. The sampling frequency
of the density feedback controller is 1ms on TCV [Paley et al., 2010] and 1.5ms
on ASDEX Upgrade [Mlynek et al., 2011], which is slower than the respective
interferometer sampling frequencies [Barry, 1999; Boboc et al., 2010; Mlynek,
2010]. Note that typically, the controller bandwidth used at TCV is below 25Hz
[Vijvers et al., 2012]. Currently, Thomson scattering measurements of the elec-
tron density are not available in real time on TCV and ASDEX Upgrade. The
time resolution of Thomson scattering is limited by the repetition rate of the
laser. The repetition rate is in itself typically too low for feedback control, but
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real-time Thomson scattering measurements may be used to correct the inter-
ferometry signals and enhance profile reconstruction.

TCV has a total of 14 interferometry chords, while ASDEX Upgrade has 6
chords. Presently, the evaluation of (2.17) and (2.23) with nx = 7 and nFIR = 14
and Ts = 1ms, for which details are given in 2.A through 2.C, takes 2ms of com-
putational time. Here, MATLAB using an Intel R©CoreTM2 DUO E6600 at 2.40
GHz PC running Windows 7 was used. On TCV, the energy confinement time
τe is between 2ms and 50ms [Kirneva et al., 2015; Pochelon et al., 1999; Weisen
et al., 1997] and the particle confinement time τp from 5τe up to 10τe [Weisen
et al., 1996]. Implementation on a tokamak control system can easily reduce the
computational time to below a cycling time of 1ms, satisfying the required time
resolution.

2.2.10 TCV and ASDEX Upgrade simulation: qualitative
model validation

To validate the model, we present simulations of the model and compare them
with measurement data from TCV and ASDEX Upgrade.

First we use the parameter signals, equilibrium reconstruction and gas valve
input signal from TCV shot #45109 as a test case to simulate a TCV discharge.
The model coefficients are chosen to be representative for a typical discharge in
the TCV tokamak. In Figure 2.5, the simulated density with Thomson scattering
measurements are shown. The plasma is diverted at t = 0.25s and enters a high
confinement mode around t = 0.5s. Note that the Thomson scattering data is
mapped to ρtor loci using an (offline) equilibrium. The errorbars represent the
sample standard deviation of binned data, in bins with a ρtor = 0.05 width and
covering three consecutive time points.

The simulation replicates the measurement with reasonable similarity. The
decay of plasma density after the plasma is diverted is not accurately followed:
the model assumes an instantaneous change of configuration and transport,
whereas the evolution of the strike point location towards their stationary lo-
cation takes longer. The decay of plasma density therefore takes longer than
modeled. Similarly, the rise of plasma density during the low to high confine-
ment mode transition is not accurately followed: again, the model assumes and
instantaneous change of transport dynamics, whereas the low to high confine-
ment transition is a more complex process. There is a good agreement before
1.6sbetween the Thomson scattering measurements and the simulated density
profiles (Fig. 2.5(c)). After 1.6s, the measured density increases, while the simu-
lated density does not, see Fig. 2.5(b). Here, the model simulation shows a slight
decay of the plasma density which is caused by the decreasing plasma current
and increasing plasma volume. It is not clear what causes the increase of the
measured density, nor what needs to be modeled to reproduce such behaviour
with the model. Note that the wall retention model (2.10) is a severe simplifica-
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Figure 2.5 – Nominal simulation of TCV plasma using plasma parameters and
the mass flow of the gas puff (in red) signal from TCV shot #45109 (a). The
plasma current is normalized to 300kA. The simulated density time traces and
Thomson scattering points at three loci of ρtor are shown in (b). The simulated
density profiles with Thomson scattering points at three time points are shown in
(c). Note that error bars are provided with the Thomson scattering data; these
represent the sample standard deviation of the data.

tion of reality. It is challenging to estimate the coefficients Nsat and cwv a priori
to predict the absolute value of the plasma density and the wall inventory, both
transiently and in flat-top for various discharge scenarios.

Second, we use the parameter signals, equilibrium reconstruction and input
signals from ASDEX Upgrade shot #32527 as a test case to simulate an ASDEX
Upgrade discharge. The model coefficients are now chosen to be representative
for a standard H-mode discharge in ASDEX Upgrade. Note that the wall satu-
ration inventory Nsat,H was taken as 1.8× 1022 atoms, as was also identified for
ASDEX Upgrade H-mode discharges [Rohde et al., 2009a]. In Figure 2.6, the
simulated plasma density, plasma inventory and wall inventory are shown and
compared to interferometry and Thomson scattering measurements. The plasma
is diverted at t = 0.5s and enters a high confinement mode around t = 1.8s. Note
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that the Thomson scattering data is mapped to ρtor loci using an offline available
equilibrium.

Here, the simulation replicates the interferometry and Thomson scattering
measurements best during the high confinement mode. During ramp-up, the
density is not well replicated. Since the plasma particle inventory is small com-
pared to the total integrated valve inflow in ASDEX Upgrade [Rohde et al.,
2009a,b], the simulated plasma density is very sensitive to the chosen model equa-
tions. Predominantly the wall and pumping models (2.10),(2.12) play a large
role in the evolution of the plasma density. After t = 4s, the simulated plasma
density starts to increase with respect to the interferometry measurements due
to an increase of the temperature and later drops following the closing of the gas
valve. Here, the ionization source model incorporates the known temperature
dependency on the ionization rate, see equation (2.6). In the current formula-
tion of the model, particularly the particle flows outside the main plasma, it is
challenging to reproduce the insensitivity of the plasma density to the partial
closing of the gas valve around t = 5s, which is attributed to inefficient fueling in
the high-temperature H-mode. In the future, we would like to include this effect
in a self-consistent real-time capable model. This will require better modeling of
the ionization distribution, particle losses in the scrape-off layer and the particle
recycling flows. The density profile at t = 3s is replicated with good accuracy
and shows the pedestal typically seen in high confinement plasmas. Both the
simulated profile and simulated synthetic interferometer line-integrated density
signals show at t = 3s match with the Thomson scattering measurements and
the interferometer data, respectively.

Although self-consistent modeling and simulation of a complete discharge on
two tokamaks is challenging, we emphasize that the ability of the model to pro-
duce smooth density profiles is highly valuable for the reconstruction algorithm
discussed in the next section.

2.3 Dynamic state observer design using Kalman
filtering

In this section, the problem of reconstructing the density profile as well as mod-
eling errors/disturbances in real-time is addressed. Here, we will use our knowl-
edge of the process captured in the model, as introduced in Section 2.2, to
complement real-time diagnostics.

We begin this section by introducing the basic working of an observer ap-
plied to the density reconstruction problem. Next, a solution to compensate for
systematic modeling errors is shown. Subsequently, the observer equations and
a method for detecting fringe jumps within the observer from characteristics of
this type of sensor error are described. Next, the tuning possibilities and re-
construction tradeoffs of the observer are discussed. At the end of this section,
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errors in real-time as systematic differences between measurements and model-
based predictions of the measured quantities. The advantage of this method
over adapting the model coefficients is that the observer equations remain sta-
ble, whereas adaptive parameter estimation methods [Mechoud et al., 2013; Xu
et al., 2010] introduce extra nonlinearity and may be unstable depending on the
chosen time step.

2.3.1 Extended Kalman filter for estimation of state and
disturbances

In this subsection, the Extended Kalman filter (EKF) [Anderson and Moore,
1979] including a state disturbance model is described.

In order to derive the EKF equations we need to model stochastic behavior
of our system (2.17), (2.23) with associated covariance matrices. First, the
diagnostics noise is represented by an additive zero-mean white measurement
noise vk with covariance matrix Rk on the output yk. Furthermore, uncertainty
on the evolution of the density, wall inventory and vacuum inventory is modeled
as an additive zero-mean process noise wxk with covariance matrix Qxk on the
state xk. Finally, additive unknown disturbances ζk ∈ Rm are modeled on the
plasma density state equation. These disturbances are assumed to be constant
ζk+1 = ζk. For estimating these disturbance in the EKF, a white noise signal is
added to the evolution equation, yielding ζk+1 = ζk+wζk where wζk is a zero-mean

white noise with covariance matrix Qζk.
By including these noises and disturbances in our system (2.17), (2.22),

(2.23), the augmented system is written as

xk = fd (pk−1, xk−1) +Bζζk−1 +Bduk−1 + wxk−1 (2.25)

ζk = ζk−1 + wζk−1 (2.26)

dk = dk−1 + ∆k−1 (2.27)

yk = C (pk)xk + δdk + vk (2.28)

where Bζ is chosen as Bζ =
[
Im×m 0m×2

]T
such that each disturbance entry

influences one variable of the electron density. Let us define the augmented state

xk ∈ Rnx+m as xk =
[
xTk ζTk

]T
and

Fk =

[
∂fd
∂xk

∣∣∣
pk,x̂k|k

Bζ

0 Im×m

]
G =

[
Bd

0

]

Hk =
[
C (pk) 0

]
Qk =

[
Qxk 0

0 Qζk

]
The EKF equations for the system (2.25)-(2.28) consist of a prediction and

an update step. First, the predicted augmented state x̂k|k−1, the predicted
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fringe jump state d̂k|k−1 are based on a forward evaluation of the dynamics
(2.25)-(2.27) given the state estimates at the previous time step and are given
by

x̂k|k−1 =

[
fd

(
pk−1, x̂k−1|k−1

)
ζ̂k−1|k−1

]
+Guk−1 (2.29)

d̂k|k−1 = d̂k−1|k−1 (2.30)

The covariance matrix Pk|k−1 of the prediction error of the augmented state
xk|k−1 is given by

Pk|k−1 = Fk−1Pk−1|k−1F
T
k−1 +Qk−1 (2.31)

Next, in the update step, the prediction is adjusted according the measurement
sample yk. The innovation residual is the difference between the measurement
sample and the prediction of the measured quantity, and is based on the output
equation (2.28). The innovation residual zk, its covariance matrix Sk and the
near-optimal Kalman gain Lk are given by

zk = yk −Hkx̂k|k−1 − δd̂k|k−1 (2.32)

Sk = Rk +HkPk|k−1H
T
k (2.33)

Lk = Pk|k−1H
T
k S
−1
k (2.34)

Finally, the updated estimate x̂k|k of the augmented state, its covariance matrix

Pk|k and the estimated fringe jump state d̂k|k are given by

x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 + Lk (zk − δE [∆k−1 | zk]) (2.35)

d̂k|k = d̂k|k−1 + E [∆k−1 | zk] (2.36)

Pk|k = (I − LkHk)Pk|k−1 (2.37)

where E [∆k−1 | zk] denotes the expected value of fringe jumps at time tk given
zk, as discussed in the next subsection.

The EKF (2.29)-(2.37) iteratively produces estimates of the augmented state
x̂k|k, its associated covariance matrix Pk|k and estimates of the fringe jump

state d̂k|k, based on the measurements yk, the inputs uk and the initial values

x̂0|0 and d̂0|0 = 0, where k = 1, ..., N . The computational speed of the EKF
is dominated by (2.29). Because the EKF uses a linearization of the nonlin-
ear dynamics (2.25) in (2.31), the expressions for the matrices Pk|k−1 (2.31),
Sk (2.33) and Pk|k (2.37) are approximations of the true covariance of the pre-

diction error E
[(
xk|k−1 − x̂k|k−1

) (
xk|k−1 − x̂k|k−1

)T ]
, the true covariance of

the innovation residual E
[
zkz

T
k

]
and the true covariance of the estimation er-

ror E
[(
xk|k − x̂k|k

) (
xk|k − x̂k|k

)T ]
respectively. No a priori guarantees can be
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given about the stability and estimation accuracy of the EKF and results have
to be checked a posteriori.

Note also that the fringe jump state prediction (2.30) equals its estimate at
the previous time step since we do not anticipate for fringe jumps. In Section
2.3.3, the estimation tradeoffs involved with choosing the covariance matrices
Qxk, Qζk and Rk are discussed.

Naturally, the estimated density profile can be computed using the density
profile parametrization 2.16, by substituting the updated state estimate x̂k|k
in 2.16. For the results analysis in Sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5, confidence bounds
are plotted on the estimated profiles. These represent the standard deviation
of the profile estimation error. They are denoted as σ (ρ, tk) and are computed
from the a posteriori covariance matrix Pk|k (2.37) as

σ (ρ, tk) =

m∑
α=1

Λα (ρ)
√
pα,k|k (2.38)

where pα,k|k, α = 1, 2, ..,m are the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix
Pk|k (2.37). Also, the updated interferometer signals are presented in the figures
of Sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5. These are the synthetic interferometer signals (2.23),

evaluated using the updated estimates x̂k|k and d̂k|k, i.e.

ŷk|k = C (pk) x̂k|k + δd̂k|k (2.39)

These represent the estimated measurement, based on the updated state esti-
mates.

2.3.2 Fringe jump detection

Sensor errors can be detected from the innovation residual zk, since it is the
difference between measurements, containing the sensor errors, and the model-
based prediction of the measured quantity. We choose to flag a fringe jump on
the c-th interferometry channel when both the absolute value of the innovation
|zck| exceeds a threshold and its time difference

∣∣zck − zck−1

∣∣ exceeds a threshold.

Since fringe jumps have a magnitude of an integer multiple of δ on an in-
terferometry channel, the c-th channel is flagged to contain a jump if both the
magnitude of the innovation |zck| and its time difference

∣∣zck − zck−1

∣∣ exceed the
thresholds γδ and κδ respectively, where zck is the c-th element of the innova-
tion zk. Recall from Section 2.2.7 that δ = 2πc−1

FIR. The constants γ ∈ (0, 1) and
κ ∈ (0, 1) set the detection sensitivity, where lower values of γ and κ increase
the sensitivity, but also increase the false alarm probability. The expected value
of fringe jumps at time tk is composed of contributions of individual chords and

is written as E [∆k−1 | z̃k] = E
[[

∆1
k−1 . . .∆

nFIR
k−1

]T | zk]. The detected jump on
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chord c is denoted by E
[
∆c
k−1 | zk

]
and is now chosen as

E
[
∆c
k−1 | zk

]
≈

{
w (zck) if

∣∣zck − zck−1

∣∣ ≥ κδ
0 if

∣∣zck − zck−1

∣∣ < κδ
(2.40)

where the estimated jump magnitude w (zck) is chosen as a truncation function

and is defined as w (zck) = sgn (zck)
⌈∣∣∣ zckδ ∣∣∣− γ⌉ where dae is the smallest integer

larger then or equal to a ∈ R. The corrected innovation residual is denoted by
z̃ck and is given by

z̃ck = zck − δ E
[
∆c
k−1 | zck

]
(2.41)

Effectively, (2.41) is a modification of a wrapping (or modulo) operator applied
on zck. In fact, (2.41) reduces to z̃ck = zck(mod δ) for γ = 1 and if

∣∣zck − zck−1

∣∣ ≥ κδ.
We choose γ = 0.9 and κ = 0.5. The satisfactory response of the corrected
innovation z̃ck to an example innovation signal zck containing both jumps and
ramps is shown in Figure 2.8, including also the signals w (zck) and

∣∣zck − zck−1

∣∣ ≥
κδ. The detected jump (2.40) is subtracted from the innovation residual in (2.41)

(also in (3.31)) and stored in the fringe jump state d̂k in (2.36).
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Figure 2.9 – Graphical representation of the matrices Rk (a), QT (b) and Qxk (c).

2.3.3 Design of the covariance matrices

The estimation accuracy and estimation convergence speed of an EKF is deter-
mined by the choice of the covariance matricesQxk, Qζk and Rk (see e.g. [Anderson
and Moore, 1979]).

The measurement covariance matrix Rk is chosen a priori as the sample
covariance of high-pass diagnostic data. The covariance is increased on distrusted
output channels or channels whose numerical evaluation of the line-integrals are
sensitive to errors in the equilibrium reconstruction, as discussed in Section
2.2.7. In this way, the EKF estimates rely less on interferometry chords deemed
unreliable.

The choice of the covariance matrices Qxk and Qζk is a design tradeoff be-
tween estimation accuracy, estimation convergence speed and noise level of the
estimated state. Furthermore, the choice of the spatial structure of Qxk and Qζk
determines the smoothness of the estimated profiles and the spatial correlation
of the disturbance estimates.

The process covariance matrixQxk is chosen as a symmetric Toeplitz (constant-
diagonals) matrix, with a descending first row. Its entries reflect the amount of
uncertainty on the state evolution. Increasing the values of Qxk increases the
Kalman gain Lk (see (2.31) and (2.34)) and thereby improves the estimation
accuracy, but also increases the amplification of measurement noise to the state
estimate. The values of the first row determine the spatial correlation of the
estimated profile and are chosen as exponentially decaying values. Increasing
the decay width causes the profile estimates to be more spatially correlated and
thus smooth, but decreases the estimation convergence speed.

The disturbance covariance matrix Qζk is chosen as the product of a diagonal
matrix QD and a symmetric Toeplitz matrix QT with a unit diagonal and a de-
scending first row. The entries of QD determine the rate at which the estimated
state disturbances ζ̂k change. Increasing these increases the convergence speed
of estimated model errors/disturbances. The values of the first row of QT de-
termine the spatial correlation of the estimated disturbances and are chosen as
exponentially decaying values. Increasing this decay width promotes smoothness
of the estimated disturbances [Felici et al., 2014a]. An example of the matrices
Rk, QT and Qxk is given in Figure 2.9. In Section 2.3.4, the effects of two different
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settings is investigated.

2.3.4 Observer performance with simulated data

In this subsection, the estimation performance of the EKF on simulated data for
TCV is assessed. The comparison allows to assess the estimation quality with
respect to the simulated density. Results for two different settings of the Kalman
gain (2.34) and different numbers of interferometry chords are presented.

Estimation quality and tuning tradeoffs for different observer gains

In order to assess the performance of the observer, two cases in which the ob-
server estimates a simulated density profile with two different settings of the
observer gain are shown. The system (2.17) is simulated and the observer (2.29)-
(2.40) is applied to the simulated diagnostic signals (2.23). Some model coeffi-
cients (see Table 2.1) used in the observer are perturbed with respect to those
used in the simulation, representing inaccurate knowledge of the transport pro-
cesses, to assess the ability of the observer to estimate the density in the presence
of modeling uncertainties. The simulation uses input and parameter data from
TCV shot #41953 to recreate a realistic discharge scenario. White noise with
the sample covariance of high-pass measurements of TCV shot #41953 is added
to (2.23) as measurement noise.

The simulation results for the cases of high and low Kalman gain are shown
in Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11, respectively. As expected from the discussion
in Section 2.3.3, a high Kalman gain yields accurate estimates of the density,
as seen in the estimation error (Figure 2.10(c)), density profile (Figure 2.10(f))
and the spatial profile of the measurements (Figure 2.10(g)), but these estimates
are affected by the measurement noise (Figure 2.10(c)(d)). On the other hand,
a low Kalman gain yields less accurate estimates of the density, as seen in the
estimation error (Figure 2.11(c)), density profiles (Figure 2.11(f)) and the spa-
tial profile of the measurements (Figure 2.11(g)), but these estimates contain
less measurement noise (Figure 2.11(c)(d)). However, in both cases the estima-

tion error is favourably small and the disturbance estimate ζ̂k|k compensates for
systematic modeling errors formed by the perturbed coefficients.

While either choice for the Kalman gain used in this section has its advantages
and drawbacks, optimal settings follow from requirements. We feel that an
intermediate setting provides the best estimation accuracy and an acceptable
noise level in the estimated density. In this case, we proceed with an intermediate
gain with respect to the gains used in this section.

Estimation quality for different numbers of interferometry channels

The number of interferometry channels nFIR is different for each tokamak. Ex-
isting density profile reconstruction methods require m ≤ nFIR to invert Ω (pk)
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Figure 2.10 – Observer results for simulated data. A high Kalman gain
is used. The input and parameter data of TCV shot #41953 are shown in
(a). The estimated central and average density are shown in (b), with sim-
ulated densities in black. The elements of the corrected innovation residual
zk− δE [∆k−1 | zk] (see (3.31)) are shown in (d), individually offset at intervals of
1× 1019 m−2. The estimated disturbance is shown in (e). The estimated density
profiles with confidence bounds (2.38) at t = 0.25s (blue) and t = 1s (magenta)
are shown in (f), with simulated profiles in black. The measurements and updated
measurements (2.39) at these time slices are shown in (g).
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Figure 2.11 – Observer results for simulated data. A low Kalman gain is used.
The input and parameter data of TCV shot #41953 are shown in (a). The esti-
mated central and average density are shown in (b), with simulated densities in
black. The elements of the innovation residual zk − δE [∆k−1 | zk] (see (3.31))
are shown in (d), individually offset at intervals of 1 × 1019 m−2. The esti-
mated disturbance is shown in (e). The estimated density profiles with confidence
bounds (2.38) at t = 0.25 (blue) and t = 1 (magenta) are shown in (f), with
simulated profiles in black. The measurements and updated measurements (2.39)
at these time slices are shown in (g).
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Table 2.1 – Model perturbations

Coefficient Unit Nominal Perturbed

D [m2/s] 1 0.8

ν [m/s] 10 5

Nsat [#] 3× 1019 6× 1019

〈σv〉iz (Te,b) [m3/s] 1× 10−14 2× 10−14
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Figure 2.12 – Observer response to different number of interferometry channels.
The simulated density is shown as a black dashed line. Reconstructed densities
using either central channel #7 (blue), side channel #11 (magenta), three channels
#3,#7,#11 (green), all 14 channels (cyan). The density profiles at t = 1s are
shown in the lower figure. In case of a single channel, the profile shape is deduced
from the model. In case of multiple channels, the profile shape is reconstructed
from the measurements. The reconstruction quality is best when all channels are
used.

in (2.23) and provide the static mapping yk → x̂k. The observer (2.29)-(2.40)
with m = 5 is applied on the system simulation from Section 2.3.4 for different
subsets of the 14 interferometry channels of TCV. Again, the observer uses the
perturbed coefficients with respect to those used in the simulation, see Table
2.1. In Figure 2.12, the observer performance is shown using either a central
channel #7, a side channel #11, three channels #3,#7,#11, and all 14 chan-
nels. In case of using a single channel, the profile shape is entirely deduced
from the model known to the observer. Consequently, the estimation error (see
Figure 2.12(b)) is large and there are large differences between the simulated
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and estimated profile. While 14 output channels provide the best accuracy, only
three channels already provide a small steady-state estimation error. This result
can be attributed to the smoothness of the profile predicted by the model, while
the update step keeps the predicted density evolution from drifting away from
the measurements.

2.3.5 Observer performance with experimental data

In this section, the estimation performance of the observer on experimental
interferometer data of TCV is assessed and compared to Thomson scattering
measurements. Quantitative statements on the accuracy of estimated density
profiles with respect to Thomson scattering points are challenging, since the
error bars provided with the Thomson scattering measurement only account for
noise. They do not account for inaccuracies in equilibria, which are used to map
the measurement locations to ρtor loci.

Low density L-mode shot

The performance of the observer on measurement data from TCV shot #47675 is
shown in Figure 2.13. This shot contains two consecutive fringe jumps on chord
#10. All 14 channels except three central and one outer malfunctioning chords
are used to estimate the density. The model coefficients used in the observer
are those chosen in Section 2.2.10, which were found to be representative for
a typical discharge in TCV. Up to 0.6s, the estimated density profiles lie close
to the Thomson scattering measurements, see Figure 2.13(b)(e)). After 0.6s,
the density is estimated to increase, although this is not visible in the Thomson
scattering measurements, see Figure 2.13(b)(e)). The cause for these may be
in inaccurate evaluation of the line integrals (see Section 2.7) due to inaccurate
reconstructed equilibria. Note that the measured and estimated interferometer
signals match well at the low-field side interferometer chords, but show large
discrepancies at the high-field side interferometer chords. In Figure 2.13(f),
the low-field side interferometer is #1 and the high-field side interferometer
is #14. Accordingly, the innovation residuals are large for the high-field side
interferometers, which are the uppermost traces in Figure 2.13(c). A quantitative
analysis of the propagation of equilibrium reconstruction errors to the evaluation
of the line-integrals is beyond the scope of this paper.

Two consecutive fringe jumps around t = 0.33s on chord #10 are correctly
flagged and corrected (see Figure 2.13(f)). Note that the malfunction of three
central chords (#8, #9 and #10) implies that the central density must be ex-
trapolated by the observer from the other chords using the model.
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Figure 2.13 – Observer results for experimental data of TCV shot #47675.
The input and parameter data of this shot are shown in (a). The estimated
central and average density are shown in (b) together with the Thomson scat-
tering measurements at ρtor = 0.1. The elements of the innovation residual
zk − δE [∆k−1 | zk] (see (3.31)) are shown in (c), individually offset at intervals of
1× 1019 m−2. The estimated disturbance is shown in (d). The estimated density
profiles with confidence bounds (2.38) and Thomson scattering measurements at
three time slices are shown in (e). The interferometer measurements and synthetic
estimated interferometer signals (2.39) at these time slices are shown in (f). The
error bars on the Thomson scattering measurements represent the sample stan-
dard deviation of the data in bins with a ρtor = 0.05 width and covering three
consecutive time points.
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High density H-mode shot

The performance of the observer on measurement data from TCV shot #48656
is shown in Figure 2.14. All 14 channels are used to estimate the density. Mul-
tiple fringe jumps occur on interferometer channel #14, although they are all
corrected, see Figure 2.14(c)(f). The estimated density profiles lie close to the
Thomson scattering measurements, see Figure 2.14(b)(e)). However, discrepan-
cies can be seen when the estimated profile shapes are compared to the Thomson
scattering measurements, see Figure 2.14(e). Yet, the measured interferometer
and synthetic estimated interferometer signals at these time slices match to a
high degree, see Figure 2.14(f). These discrepancies might be caused by in-
accurate equilibrium reconstruction and evaluation of the line-integrals. Note
that equilibria are used both to evaluate the line-integrals, as well as to map
the Thomson scattering points to ρtor loci. Errors in reconstructed equilibrium
may propagate in different ways to these to applications. Inaccurate recon-
struction of the location of the magnetic axis because of inaccuracies in the
free source terms in the equilibrium reconstruction problem due to inaccurate
pressure measurements can lead to inaccurate evaluation of the central inter-
ferometer line-integrals. In Figure 2.15, the density profiles obtained by the
observer are compared to profiles obtained by a static static least-squares fit
of interferometry data using the measurement matrix Ω (pk), see equation 2.24.
The least-squares fit uses a minimum amount of Tikhonov regularization to sup-
press spatial oscillations at the plasma edge. However, the fringe jumps on the
edge chord #14 after 0.6s cause the profile fit to display a steep internal gra-
dient. Recall from Figure 2.14 that although the estimated profiles from the
observer show shape discrepancies with respect to the Thomson scattering mea-
surements, its measured and updated interferometry signals show remarkable
similarity. The differences between the profiles are most likely related to the
ill-conditioned least-squares fit which requires regularization, and to the propa-
gation of equilibrium errors to the calculation of line-integrals and the mapping
Thomson scattering points.

Still, the inclusion of Thomson scattering measurements into a real-time
implementation of the observer using a common real-time reconstructed equilib-
rium could produce more accurate density profile estimates. When comparing
their respective advantages and disadvantages, we can note that Thomson scat-
tering density measurements provide better spatial resolution and do not suffer
from fringe jumps when compared to interferometry measurements. However,
Thomson scattering measurements are typically available at a lower sample fre-
quency. When employing both diagnostics appropriately in an observer, the
combined advantages could compensate for their respective drawbacks.
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Figure 2.14 – Observer results for experimental data of TCV shot #48656.
The input and parameter data of this shot are shown in (a). The estimated
central and average density are shown in (b) together with the Thomson scat-
tering measurements at ρtor = 0.1. The elements of the innovation residual
zk − δE [∆k−1 | zk] (see (3.31)) are shown in (c), individually offset at intervals of
1× 1019 m−2. The estimated disturbance is shown in (d). The estimated density
profiles with confidence bounds (2.38) and Thomson scattering measurements at
three time slices are shown in (e). The interferometer measurements and syn-
thetic estimated interferometer signals (2.39) at these time slices are shown in (f).
Again, the error bars on Thomson scattering measurements represent the sample
standard deviation of the data in bins with a ρtor = 0.05 width and covering three
consecutive time points.
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Figure 2.15 – Comparison of density profiles obtained by the observer, by a static
least-squares fit of interferometry data and Thomson scattering measurements for
TCV shot #48656. Again, the error bars on Thomson scattering measurements
represent the sample standard deviation of the data in bins with a ρtor = 0.05
width and covering three consecutive time points. Note that both the estimated
density profiles and the least-squares fit use interferometry data, but no Thomson
scattering data.

2.4 Future extensions and research

It is known that the fuelling efficiency of the gas valve decreases with increas-
ing electron temperature in the SOL, since the ionization depth decreases with
increasing electron temperature [Belo et al., 2015; Romanelli et al., 2015]. This
is problematic for ITER and different actuators must be used instead for den-
sity control at high plasma temperature. Pellet injection is foreseen to provide
fuelling at high temperature, while the strike point positions could influence the
pumping and ECRH influences the peaking of the density profile. In the fu-
ture we will extend the modeled ionization (2.6) with a temperature-dependent
ionization distribution. This will allow the design of controllers which are able
to deal with the changing fuelling efficiency of available actuators. Moreover we
may model the effect of the strike point locations on pumping, and the pump-out
mechanism: the influence of ECRH on the density transport.

Additional diagnostics systems such as Thomson scattering, Bremsstrahlung,
reflectometry and polarimetry may be incorporated in the observer for even
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more reliable real-time density profile estimation. The detection of fringe jumps
may be improved by incorporating the measurement residuals of neighbouring
interferometry chords, or including information from other diagnostics such as
Thomson scattering.

The observer will be implemented on tokamak control systems in the near
future, and tested against more detailed physics codes for ITER.

2.5 Conclusion

A model-based approach to the design of a real-time plasma density profile
reconstruction algorithm has been presented.

A control-oriented model was derived from a spatially discretized plasma
transport equation which takes main particle transport channels into account.
Simulation results show that the model is able to reproduce the evolution of
interferometry signals during a TCV and an ASDEX Upgrade discharge with
gas fuelling, by tuning the appropriate coefficients.

Based on this model, an extended Kalman filter was designed that estimates
the density profile, state disturbances as well as fringe jumps in the interferome-
try signals. The state disturbance estimates form an effective way to compensate
for model-reality mismatches, even with significant mismatch between the model
assumed in the algorithm and the model used to simulate the system. Recon-
structions on simulated data as well as offline reconstruction simulations on
experimental data show that the observer estimates the density profile with an
accuracy that is comparable to static fits when compared to Thomson scattering
measurements. Yet, the proposed method provides profiles that are physically
more realistic, whereas static fits can have spatial oscillations caused by their
ill-conditioned inversion problem. It is shown that the estimation accuracy in-
creases with the number of measurement channels used and increases with a
well-chosen observer gain. In the light of scarce diagnostics on future reactors,
additional and improved selfconsistent modeling of radial transport and par-
ticle recycling could further improve the estimation accuracy. The extensions
mentioned in Section 2.4 as well as implementation, testing and validation on
tokamak control systems are planned for the near future.
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Appendix

This appendix treats the details of the numerical implementation, including the
spatial and temporal discretization of the radial particle density transport equa-
tion (2.2) as well as some measures which have been taken to render the problem
computationally efficient for real-time applications. Appendix 2.A treats the
spatial discretization of the PDE using finite elements and Appendix 2.B shows
the time discretization. Finally, Appendix 2.C shows how the line-integrals of
the electron density in (2.21) are efficiently numerically evaluated.

2.A Spatial discretization using a finite-element
method

The infinite-dimensional problem of the PDE (2.2) in the spatial coordinate ρ is
transformed into a finite-dimensional problem using the finite-element method
(see, e.g. [Hughes, 1987]) similar to [Felici and Sauter, 2012]. An important
advantage of using a finite element method is that it allows efficient computation
of the dynamics, required for real-time applications, and also that the order of
spatial derivatives of the elements involved are, as we will see, one order lower
than the order of the PDE.

The resulting system of ODEs will contain the physical quantities in the pa-
rameter p (t) =

[
cD cH Te,b Ip V ′ G1 G0 Ω

]
defined in Section 2.2.5,

which lies in the parameter space P, i.e. p (t) ∈ P. For reasons of brevity, the
parameter space is not explicitly specified, but the letter P is used to indicate
functional dependencies of the parameter p (t) in the remainder of this paper.

Consider our time-varying, inhomogeneous PDE (2.2) on the domain Ω =
{(t, ρ) ∈ R | t0 ≤ t ≤ tf , 0 ≤ ρ ≤ ρe}

1

V ′
∂

∂t
(neV

′) +
1

V ′
∂Γ

∂ρ
= S (2.42)

with the radial particle flux Γ given by (2.3) and the net electron source S given
by (2.4). First, we approximate the electron density by

ne (ρ, t) =
m∑
α=1

Λα (ρ) bα (t) (2.43)
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where the basis functions Λα : [0, ρe] → [0, 1] , α = 1, ...,m are chosen as cubic
B-splines with a finite support [de Boor, 2001]. The knot sequence is denoted by
ρ1 < ρ2 < · · · < ρm−1 < ρm and we fix ρ1 = 0, ρm−1 = 1 and ρm = ρe. The

boundary conditions ∂ne
∂ρ

∣∣∣
ρ=0

= 0 and ne|ρ=ρe = 0 of Section 2.2.1 are satisfied

by choosing the basis functions Λα as the appropriate linear combination of the

B-splines [de Boor, 2001] such that ∂Λα
∂ρ

∣∣∣
ρ=0

= 0 and Λα (ρe) = 0 for every

α = 1, ...,m. For the purpose of control-oriented modeling, a small number of
density states (m = 5) with closely-spaced knots near the plasma edge is chosen,
see Figure 2.4 for an example of basis functions.

By substituting the electron density parameterization (2.43) in (2.42), (2.3)
and (2.4), the electron density continuity is written as

m∑
α=1

Λα
∂

∂t
(bαV

′) =
m∑
α=1

bα
∂

∂ρ

(
V ′
(
G1D

∂Λα
∂ρ

+G0νΛα

))
+ V ′S (2.44)

where the net electron source S is written as

S =

(
Λiz 〈σv〉iz (Te,b)

Nv

Vv
− H(ρ−1)

τSOL

) m∑
α=1

bαΛα

−Λrec 〈σv〉rec (Te,b)

(
m∑
α=1

bαΛα

)2

+ ΛNBIΓNBI + ΛpelletΓpellet(2.45)

Projecting (2.44) onto a set of test functions Ψβ : [0, ρe]→ [0, 1] , β = 1, ...,m
and integrating over the spatial domain yields the weak formulation of (2.42).
The test functions Ψβ (ρ) , β = 1, ...,m with

∑m
β=1 Ψβ (ρ) = 1 are chosen as

cubic B-splines with a finite support on the same knot sequence ρ1 < · · · < ρm.
The weak form can be formulated for every β = 1, 2, ...,m and is written as

m∑
α=1

dbα
dt

∫ ρe

0

ΨβΛαV
′dρ = −

m∑
α=1

bα

∫ ρe

0

∂V ′

∂t
ΨβΛαdρ+

∫ ρe

0

ΨβSV
′dρ

+
m∑
α=1

bα

∫ ρe

0

Ψβ
∂

∂ρ

(
V ′
(
G1D

dΛα
dρ

+G0νΛα

))
dρ

= −
m∑
α=1

bα

∫ ρe

0

∂V ′

∂t
ΨβΛαdρ+

∫ ρe

0

ΨβSV
′dρ

−
m∑
α=1

bα

∫ ρe

0

dΨβ

dρ
V ′
(
G1D

dΛα
dρ

+G0νΛα

)
dρ

+
m∑
α=1

bαΨβV
′
(
G1D

dΛα
dρ

+G0νΛα

)∣∣∣∣ρe
0

(2.46)
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Note that integration by parts is used which reduces the order of the maximum
radial derivative to be evaluated. The weak form is now written1 as

m∑
α=1

[M ]βα
dbα
dt

=
m∑
α=1

[H]βα bα +Nv

m∑
α=1

[J ]βα bα

+

m∑
i=1

m∑
α=1

[Lβ ]iα bαbi + [P ]β

[
ΓNBI

Γpellet

]
which can also be written in vector form

M
db

dt
= Hb+NvJb+

 bTL1

...
bTLm

 b+ P

[
ΓNBI

Γpellet

]
(2.47)

where the elements of the matrices functions M,H, J, Lβ : P → Rm×m, β =
1, ...,m and P : P → Rm×2 are defined as

[M ]βα =

∫ ρe

0

ΨβΛαV
′dρ (2.48)

[H]βα = −
∫ ρe

0

∂V ′

∂t
ΨβΛαdρ−

∫ ρe

0

dΨβ

dρ
V ′
(
G1D

dΛα
dρ

+G0νΛα

)
dρ

+ ΨβV
′
(
G1D

dΛα
dρ

+G0νΛα

)∣∣∣∣ρe
0

− 1

τSOL

∫ ρe

1

ΨβΛαV
′dρ (2.49)

[J ]βα =
〈σv〉iz (Te,b)

Vv

∫ ρe

0

ΛizΨβΛαV
′dρ (2.50)

[Lβ ]iα = −〈σv〉rec (Te,b)

∫ ρe

0

ΛrecΨβΛαΛiV
′dρ (2.51)

[P ]β =

∫ ρe

0

Ψβ

[
ΛNBI Λpellet

]
V ′dρ (2.52)

The term ΨβV
′
(
G1D

dΛα
dρ +G0νΛα

)∣∣∣ρe
0

in (2.49) reduces to

ΨβV
′
(
G1D

dΛα
dρ +G0νΛα

)∣∣∣
ρe

since V ′|ρ=0 = 0. This resulting term represents

particle flux Γ at the domain boundary ρe in the weak formulation (2.47). There-
fore Γ|ρe has been added as an inflow to the vacuum inventory (2.11). Note the
nonlinear terms in (2.47).

Next, the wall and vacuum particle inventory balances (2.9) and (2.11) are

1For ease of notation, the i, j-th element of a matrix A ∈ Rm×n or a matrix function
A : U → Rm×n is denoted as [A]ij , where i ∈ {1, ...,m}, j ∈ {1, ..., n} and U is the argument
space.
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written as

dNw

dt
= Awbb+AwwNw +AwvNv +A2Nwb (2.53)

dNv

dt
= Avbb+AvwNw +AvvNv −A2Nwb

+AizNvb+ bTArecb+ Γvalve (2.54)

where the elements of the row functions Awb, A2, Avb, Aiz : P → R1×m, the
elements of the matrix function Arec : P → Rm×m, the functions Awv, Avv :
P → R and the constants Aww, Avw ∈ R are defined as

[Awb]α =
1

τSOL

∫ ρe

1

ΛαV
′dρ (2.55)

Aww = −τ−1
release Avw = −Aww

Awv =
cwvVv,0

Vvτrelease
Avv = −Awv −

Vv,0

Vvτpump

A2 = −N−1
satAwb

[Avb]α = − V ′
(
G1D

dΛα
dρ

+G0νΛα

)∣∣∣∣
ρe

[Aiz]α = −
〈σv〉iz (Te,b)

Vv

∫ ρe

0

ΛizΛαV
′dρ (2.56)

[Arec]iα = ne 〈σv〉rec (Te,b)

∫ ρe

0

ΛrecΛiΛαV
′dρ (2.57)

Finally, (2.47) is premultiplied by M−1 and stacked with (2.53)-(2.54) to get
the nonlinear system of ODEs

dx

dt
= A(p (t))x (t) + f(p (t) , x (t)) +Bu (t) (2.58)

where state vector x (t) ∈ Rnx with nx = m+2 and the input vector u (t) ∈ Rnu
with nu = 3 are defined as

x (t) =

 b (t)
Nw (t)
Nv (t)

 u (t) =

 Γvalve (t)
ΓNBI (t)
Γpellet (t)


The matrix function A : P → Rnx×nx , the vector function f : P × Rnx → Rnx
and the matrix B ∈ Rnx×nu are defined as

A (p) =

 M−1H 0 0
Awb Aww Awv

Avb Avw Avv

 (2.59)
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f(p, x) =


M−1JNvb+M−1

 bTL1

...
bTLm

 b
A2Nwb

−A2Nwb+AizNvb+ bTArecb

 (2.60)

B =

 0 M−1P
0 0
1 0

 (2.61)

To quickly compute (2.59)-(2.61), the integrals in (2.48)-(2.52) and (2.55)-(2.57)
can be precomputed if the integrands do not depend on time, i.e. if all time- and
space-dependent variables are written as (a sum of) products of time-varying
variables and functions of ρ. This was naturally done for the electron density
in (2.43) but is also done for ν, V ′ and the mode-dependent D, ν0, Nsat, τSOL,
Λiz. The time-varying part of V ′ is separated as e.g. V ′ = ∂V

∂ρ ≈ 2ρVp (t).

For example, (2.48) is written as a product M = 2Vp (t)ZM where the matrix
ZM ∈ Rm×m does not depend on time and is given by

[ZM]βα =

∫ ρe

0

ρΨβΛαdρ

Next, this integral and (2.49)-(2.52) and (2.55)-(2.57) are numerically evalu-
ated using Legendre-Gauss quadrature [Quarteroni et al., 2007] as is also done
in [Felici, 2011], for each combination of the switching parameters cD × cH ∈
{0, 1} × {0, 1}.

2.B Time discretization using a trapezoidal method

The system of continuous-time ODEs (2.58) can be discretized in time. Consider
an equidistant time grid tk = t0 +kTs, k ∈ {0, 1, ..., N} where Ts > 0 is the time
step and N = (tf − t0)/Ts ∈ N. We choose a finite difference approximation of
the time derivative dx

dt

∣∣
tk
≈ (xk+1 − xk)/Ts and apply the trapezoidal method

on (2.58) to get

xk+1 − xk
Ts

= (1− θ) (A (pk)xk + f (pk, xk) +Buk)

+θ (A (pk+1)xk+1 + f (pk+1, xk+1) +Buk+1) (2.62)

where the discrete-time state, input and parameter are defined as xk = x (tk),
uk = u (tk) and pk = p (tk) respectively, and θ ∈ [0, 1] is a discretization param-
eter2. We choose θ = 1

2 . For practical reasons, the approximations pk+1 ≈ pk

2This is a generalization of the trapezoidal rule; θ = 1
2

yields the trapezoidal rule, whereas
θ = 0 and θ = 1 yield the forward and backward Euler method respectively.
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and uk+1 ≈ uk are applied. To obtain a scheme that requires no iterations, we
set f (pk+1, xk+1) ≈ f (pk, xk). To ensure stability of the scheme given the latter
choice, the time step must be sufficiently small. Since most dynamics in the
right-hand side of equation 2.58 are linear in the state x, the scheme is found to
be stable in practical use with the time step of 1ms used for TCV simulations
and 1.5ms for ASDEX Upgrade simulations, presented in Sections 2.2.10, 2.3.4
and 2.3.5.

Rewriting (2.62) and applying these approximations yields the nonlinear sys-
tem of difference equations

xk = fd (pk−1, xk−1) +Bd (pk−1)uk−1 (2.63)

where fd : P × Rnx → Rnx and Bd : P → Rnx×nu are defined as

fd (pk, xk) = (I − θTsA (pk))
−1

[(1− θ)TsA (pk)xk + Tsf (pk, xk)]

Bd (pk) = (I − θTsA (pk))
−1
TsB

2.C Numerical evaluation of line integrals

The spatial discretization (2.43) and an equilibrium ψ (R,Z) allow to write the
line integrals in the measurement equation (2.23) as a linear combination of the
state xk. The output equation (2.23) is given by

yk = C (pk)xk + δdk

where C (pk) =
[

Ω (pk) 0nFIR×2
]

and the matrix function Ω : P → RnFIR×m
is defined as

[Ω]iα =

∫
Li

Λα (ρ (r, Z)) dL (2.64)

First, the spatial distribution of ψ is assumed to be available from real-time
2D equilibrium reconstruction on a rectangular R-Z grid of the plasma cross-
section (see e.g. [Ferron et al., 1998; Moret et al., 2015]). It is assumed that
ρ (ψ) is known.

Next, the integrals are divided in intervals of subsequent points X
(i)
p =

[R
(i)
p Z

(i)
p ]T , p = 1, ..., np which are defined as the intersections between the

i-th chord and the rectangular grid lines.

[Ω]iα =

np−1∑
p=1

∫ X
(i)
p+1

X
(i)
p

Λα (ρ (X)) dL

Finally, the integrals in (2.64) are numerically evaluated using the trapezoidal
method as

[Ω]iα ≈
np−1∑
p=1

Λα

(
ρ
(
X

(i)
p+1

))
+ Λα

(
ρ
(
X

(i)
p

))
2

L(i)
p
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where Λα

(
ρ
(
X

(i)
p

))
is approximated by a linear interpolation between the

function values Λα (ρ (X)) evaluated at the two R-Z grid points adjacent to

the chord-grid intersection point X
(i)
p , and L

(i)
p =

√(
X

(i)
p+1

)2

+
(
X

(i)
p

)2

, p =

1, ..., np−1 is the distance between subsequent chord-grid intersection points.



Chapter 3

Model-based real-time
plasma electron density profile

estimation and control
on ASDEX Upgrade and TCV

Abstract Real-time plasma electron density profile estimation and control
are essential in the operation of future tokamaks. In particular, the robustness
against diagnostics failure and disturbances is important for long pulse operation.

A model-based approach to profile estimation is implemented on the control
systems of ASDEX Upgrade and TCV, which is able to merge information from
various diagnostics for both core and edge density, as well as systematically han-
dling diagnostic failure. The model used for profile estimation is employed to
tune a feedback controller before an experiment, thereby reducing the experi-
mental time required for tuning.

Subsequently, this observer and controller have been employed in scientific
experiments on ASDEX Upgrade and TCV. On ASDEX Upgrade, the density
profile estimator was used in high-density pellet-fuelled discharges, providing a
more reliable real-time estimate of the core density for feedback control than
previously achieved. On TCV, in experiments on integrated pressure and safety
factor profile control, the density profile estimator and feedback controller pro-
vide a constant density despite disturbances from time-varying ECCD power.
Additionally, the real-time density profiles provide an essential input for other

This chapter is submitted to Fusion Engineering and Design. The authors of the
manuscript are T.C. Blanken, F. Felici, C. Galperti, O. Kudláček, F. Janky, A. Mlynek,
L. Giannone, P.T. Lang, W. Treutterer, W.P.M.H. Heemels, M.R. de Baar, the TCV team,
the ASDEX Upgrade team and the EUROfusion MST1 team.
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real-time plasma state estimation codes including Electron Cyclotron ray trac-
ing codes, contributing to a complete real-time estimation of the entire plasma
state.

3.1 Introduction

In future tokamak reactors such as ITER and DEMO, the plasma particle
density must be controlled since it directly affects the fusion power, radiation
and the non-inductive current distribution [Pironti and Walker, 2005; Wesson,
2004]. Moreover, the density restricts Electron Cyclotron (EC) heating sys-
tems (through e.g. EC cutoff) and neutral beam operation (through e.g. beam
shinethrough). Additionally, future reactors will necessarily operate close to op-
erational limits (formed by e.g. the Greenwald density limit and tearing modes)
which can lead to disruptions. Therefore, these operational limits must be ac-
tively avoided, and the requirements for the control of the density on reactors
will be increasingly stringent than those on present-day devices [Biel et al., 2015;
Gribov et al., 2007].

In particular, the plasma density must be controlled in feedback, since shot-
to-shot differences and disturbances (e.g. confinement deterioration from (un-
expected) MHD activity or varying wall conditions) could otherwise result in
deviations from the target density. Feedback control requires an accurate esti-
mate of the controlled density. However, the diagnostics can have failures (e.g. ,
fringe jumps on interferometers) and have a finite reliability; in particular in a
nuclear environment [Biel et al., 2015]. Therefore, the real-time density estimate
must be resilient to common failure modes of diagnostics which could otherwise
lead to loss of control and early termination of a discharge.

In recent years, successful research has been done to address the various
challenges. Research on real-time density estimation has focused on static fit-
ting methods [Fischer et al., 2010; Mlynek et al., 2011]. However, these methods
are susceptible to diagnostic faults. Integrated diagnostic analysis methods for
full profile estimation using Bayesian inference employing multiple diagnostics
(e.g. , interferometry, Thomson scattering, ECE and/or impact excitation spec-
troscopy) are powerful [Fischer et al., 2010; Galante et al., 2015; Rathgeber et al.,
2010; Reusch et al., 2018], but have not been done in real time for control appli-
cations. Detection of faults on density diagnostics has focussed on fringe jump
detection from interferometers [Gil et al., 2010; Mlynek et al., 2011].

In work on density feedback control, the controlled density signal is often
derived from a single diagnostic system or channel, and it is assumed that this
measurement is reliable, see e.g. [Janky et al., 2015; Vijvers et al., 2012]. In [Lang
et al., 2012], a hardwired switch from the estimate based on DCN laser interfer-
ometers [Mlynek et al., 2011] to an estimate based on CO2/HeNe laser interfer-
ometer was used for density control where pellet injection proved problematic for
the DCN system. This paper will provide a generalization of these approaches,
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to allow an arbitrary number of diagnostics to be used and allow handling of a
wide range of fault scenarios. In our previous work [Blanken et al., 2018b] (this
thesis, Chapter 2), a model-based estimator was introduced for profile estima-
tion, which included fringe jump correction. In this approach, a Kalman filter is
used to merge interferometry measurements with a model for the density profile
evolution. Thereby, it provides redundancy against diagnostic failure, and pro-
motes smoothness of profile estimates to the extent that is in accordance with the
physics-based model. The Kalman filter is a recursive Bayesian filter for linear
systems [Anderson and Moore, 1979]. It is also used in the RAPTOR-observer
for estimation of the temperature and q profile [Felici et al., 2014a, 2016]. Also,
the method allows for fringe jump correction based on mismatches between diag-
nostic signals and model predictions. This real-time capable model was derived
from radial transport and heuristic particle flow (e.g. recycling and molecular
processes) modeling, since both full first-principle modeling and modeling based
on identification from data is considered too challenging, see [Blanken et al.,
2018b]. However, this model-based estimator was not yet employed in experi-
ments. This paper provides the first results of actual application of this method
in both TCV and ASDEX Upgrade.

In the existing practice of plasma density feedback control, the controller
gains are often manually tuned using trial and error on multiple discharges.
This is not practical for ITER and DEMO, where experimental time is costly
and limited. Instead, a tuning procedure based on a model of the dynamic
response of the density to actuation commands should be used. This allows
to tune the controller gains before a discharge, so that the experimental time
required for tuning can be reduced significantly.

This paper reports on the implementation of the observer on the real-time
control systems of ASDEX Upgrade and TCV for experimental use. Moreover,
the model [Blanken et al., 2018b] is employed to derive a feedback controller for
TCV using robust H∞ synthesis.

The density profile observer has been employed on ASDEX Upgrade in
high-density pellet-fuelled discharges [Lang et al., 2018], which raise the central
plasma density above the Greenwald limit. In order to provide diagnostic redun-
dancy, the model-based density profile estimator [Blanken et al., 2018b] is ex-
tended with a forward model for the CO2 interferometer and the Bremsstrahlung
measurement. While [Lang et al., 2018] presented the scenario development and
results, this paper provides more details on the estimator and its diagnostics
integration and fault handling.

On TCV, the profile observer is combined with the density feedback con-
troller for use in experiments on profile control [Maljaars et al., 2017]. In these
experiments, the controller ensures a constant density in time despite distur-
bances from feedback-controlled pressure and safety factor profile using ECCD.
The profile observer is included in the architecture for integrated plasma con-
trol on TCV [Blanken et al., 2018a; Vu et al., 2018] (this thesis, Chapter 4) to
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provide the Greenwald density fraction.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 3.2, a sum-
mary of the control-oriented model, the forward diagnostics models and the
density profile observer is given. In Section 3.3, the control problem in the high-
density pellet-fuelled discharges, implementation of the observer on the ASDEX
Upgrade control system and the density estimation and control are presented. In
Section 3.4, the control problem in profile control experiments, the feedback con-
troller design, the implementation of the observer and the controller on the TCV
control system, and the results of density control are presented. In Section 3.5,
the methods and experimental results are discussed. Finally, in Section 3.6,
conclusions are presented.

3.2 Model-based density profile observer

A model-based observer for the density profile was introduced in [Blanken et al.,
2018b]. It consists of an Extended Kalman filter (EKF) [Anderson and Moore,
1979] which incorporates the RAPDENS model. Moreover, a number of fault
handling strategies are employed. A summary of the observer is given in this
section.

3.2.1 RAPDENS: a control-oriented 0D+1D model of the
electron density evolution

The RAPDENS model [Blanken et al., 2018b] is a control-oriented predictive
model for the evolution of the electron density profile ne (ρ, t), vacuum neu-
tral particle inventory and wall inventory. It is a physics-based dynamic self-
consistent model, which includes the effects of:

• particle conservation law for radial (1D) plasma electron evolution,
• 0D models for wall and vacuum neutral particle inventories,
• semi-empirical radial diffusion-drift model,
• semi-empirical source models for inter-inventory channels, e.g. recycling

and ionization,
• switched model coefficients for limited versus diverted plasmas. Similar

for Ohmic or L-mode versus H-mode plasmas,
• parametrized equilibrium-related quantities given as external (time-varying)

input,
• low execution time due to specific choices of temporal and spatial dis-

cretization. For example, the execution time is about 10% of the simulation
time on the TCV digital control system hardware.
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In this model, the electron density profile inside the confined region of the plasma
is parametrized as

ne(ρ, t) =
m∑
i=1

Λi(ρ)xi(t) (3.1)

where ρ is the normalized toroidal flux, Λi (ρ) are cubic spline basis functions
(see [Blanken et al., 2018b]) and xi (t) is the vector containing the state vari-
ables parametrizing the density. A summary of the model equations is given in
Appendix 3.A. The full details and derivations are provided in [Blanken et al.,
2018b]. For the applications reported in this paper, the dynamics are discretized
in space and time similar to equation (3.19) as

f (x (tk) , x (tk−1) , p (tk−1) , u (tk−1)) = 0 (3.2)

where x (tk) is the system state at time tk, p (tk) contains external physics quan-
tities that influence the density evolution such as plasma current, volume and
temperature, and u (tk) is the actuation input such as gas valve flux, pellet
particle flux and neutral beam injection.

3.2.2 Forward synthetic diagnostic models

For the application of a state observer, synthetic models for the relations between
the system state x and the measured quantities are needed. These forward
synthetic diagnostic models are written in a generic form as

y = h (x, ζ) (3.3)

where y is the vector of measured quantities and ζ is a vector containing physical
quantities other than the plasma density which may affect the diagnostic mea-
surement. Device-specific functions h (x, ζ) for the ASDEX Upgrade and TCV
diagnostic systems are derived in Section 3.3.2 and Section 3.4.3.

3.2.3 Profile observer design

The operation of the observer is explained next, while the relevant equations are
provided in full detail in Appendix 3.B. A dynamic state observer for the density
profile [Blanken et al., 2018b] incorporates an Extended Kalman filter [Anderson
and Moore, 1979] based on the RAPDENS model (Section 3.2.1) and forward
diagnostics models. The Kalman filter is a minimum-variance iterative estimator
for linear dynamical systems [Anderson and Moore, 1979]. Since the dynamics
in (3.2) are nonlinear, local linearizations are substituted in the Kalman filter
equations, resulting in the Extended Kalman filter.

At every time step tk at which the measurement yk becomes available,
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1. a one time step ahead prediction of the state, denoted1 as x̂k|k−1, is com-
puted based on the previous estimate x̂k−1|k−1 using the model (3.2),

2. a prediction of the measurement, denoted as ŷk|k−1 = h
(
x̂k|k−1, ζ̂k−1|k−1

)
,

is computed based on the predicted state x̂k|k−1 and ζ̂k−1|k−1 using the
forward diagnostic model (3.3),

3. the difference between the measurement yk and the predicted measurement
ŷk|k−1, called the residual zk, is computed,

4. the residual is corrected for any detected faults in the diagnostic measure-
ments (discussed in the next subsection),

5. the posterior state estimate x̂k|k and ζ̂k|k is computed by summing the

predicted state x̂k|k−1 and ζ̂k−1|k−1 with the corrected residual multiplied
by the Kalman gain matrix (see (3.31) and Appendix 3.B),

6. various output signals of the observer are computed, e.g. the estimated
density profile by substituting x̂k|k in (3.1).

These steps are repeated at each time step. By proper tuning of the observer
gain matrix, the state estimate x̂k|k converges to the actual (not directly mea-
sured) state xk of the system. In Figure 3.1, a block diagram of the observer is
shown. This diagram illustrates the steps above, as well as its input and output
signals, while the underlying equations are provided in Appendix 3.B.

3.2.4 Fault handling

Since information of the observer is used by the density controller and other
real-time algorithms, errors in the observer results due to diagnostic faults may
propagate downstream to the controller and other real-time algorithms. This
can have negative consequences for the discharge. Therefore, the density pro-
file estimates should not become invalid following diagnostics faults and faults
on other input signals. Typical examples of diagnostic faults are fringe jumps
on interferometers due to fast density transients and signal degradation due
to hardware malfunction. Moreover, other real-time algorithms can experience
numerical issues and might provide invalid inputs for the observer.

In the observer implementations on ASDEX Upgrade and TCV, two types
of fault handling are considered:

1. diagnostics fault handling by real-time detection and correction of known
fault modes, and

2. fault handling of the parameter values p (tk) by only passing values that
are within specified credibility limits.

First, information about diagnostic fault detection in the ASDEX Upgrade dig-
ital control system (DCS) is communicated via dedicated validity flags for each

1The variable x̂i|j denotes the estimate of quantity x at time i, given measurements available
up to time j.
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Figure 3.1 – Block diagram of the RAPDENS profile observer. This diagram il-
lustrates the recursive Extended Kalman filter equations provided in Appendix 3.B
as well as the fault detection from Section 3.2.4. The observer receives measure-
ments, fuelling commands, as well as the forward diagnostic mapping matrix,
plasma current, volume and temperature. At every iteration of the observer, a
one-sample ahead prediction is made based on the nonlinear model (3.2) and a
forward diagnostics model (3.3) given the state estimate at the previous time step.
The state estimate is updated with information from the measurement sample yk.

real-time signal (see [Treutterer et al., 2014a]). If a diagnostic signal has a valid-
ity flag that is not ‘good’ or the signal is not being produced, the corresponding
entries are ignored in the observer equations. Moreover, both implementations
have detection and correction schemes for fringe jumps on interferometers. This
is shown in more detail in Section 3.3.2, 3.4.3 and Appendix 3.B.

Second, faults on input signals are detected by comparing the signal value to
pre-configured validity limits. If a signal value is considered invalid, the previous
valid value is held or a user-defined backup value is substituted. For example,
if the signal of the real-time reconstructed plasma volume is below or above
credible limits (e.g. due to invalid information from the real-time equilibrium
reconstruction), the previous credible value is held. Examples of the handling
of fault events in experiments are shown in Section 3.3.3 and 3.3.3.

3.3 Profile estimation in high-density experiments
on ASDEX Upgrade

In this section, the implementation of the observer on ASDEX Upgrade and its
estimation performance in experiments are presented.
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3.3.1 Plasma scenario and control problem

In high-density scenarios on ASDEX Upgrade, a core density above the Green-
wald limit is reached through pellet injection [Lang et al., 2018]. The scenario
is a diverted H-mode at a central density of about 1.6 × 1020 #

m3 corresponding
to a Greenwald fraction of fGW = 1.25.

The central electron density is required to follow a step reference signal during
the current flat-top phase. Reference tracking is achieved by a feedback controller
that commands the pellet launcher as the actuator, see [Lang et al., 2018]. The
controlled quantity is provided in real time by the density observer, which can
be either the core density, volume- or profile-averaged density. This observer
should:

• minimize the profile estimation error, in particular the estimation error of
the central density,
• detect and correct for measurement faults,
• be robust against model mismatches.

Moreover, the observer implementation should stay within the available compu-
tational time per cycle time of the real-time computer. The cycle time of the
DCS is either 1ms or 1.5ms.

3.3.2 Implementation on the ASDEX Upgrade control sys-
tem

The observer from Section 3.2 is programmed in MATLAB Simulink [The Math-
works Inc., a], then automatically converted into C code for implementation in
the DCS [Treutterer et al., 2014a]. A block scheme of the implementation of
the density profile observer on the DCS is shown in Figure 3.2. The observer
receives:

• interferometer and Bremsstrahlung measurements (discussed next),
• a forward interferometer model CFIR (discussed next) from the real-time

equilibrium reconstruction JANET [Giannone et al., 2015],
• equilibrium information (plasma current Ip, plasma volume Vp, normalized

poloidal flux ρpol(ρtor) and x-point presence indicator cLD) from JANET [Gi-
annone et al., 2015],
• the estimated plasma electron temperature Te from the RAPTOR ob-

server [Felici et al., 2011, 2014a].

The quantities in the latter two points are contained in the parameter p, see
Section 3.2.1. In the experiments reported in this paper, the algorithm is run at
a cycle time of 1.5ms.
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Figure 3.2 – Block diagram of the interconnection of the density profile observer
on the ASDEX Upgrade digital control system (DCS) [Treutterer et al., 2014a].
The observer (see Figure 3.1) receives interferometry and bremsstrahlung mea-
surements, a temperature profile from the RAPTOR-observer as well as the inter-
ferometry matrix CFIR, plasma current and volume from the equilibrium solver.
In the experiment discussed in Section 3.3.3, the estimated on-axis density is the
controlled variable xc which is provided to the feedback controller by the observer.

Forward diagnostics modeling

The diagnostics available in real time on ASDEX Upgrade are the six interferom-
eter chords and two Bremsstrahlung measurement channels. Forward diagnostic
models are constructed, which relate the state of the system to the measured
quantities as expressed in Section 3.2.2.

The interferometers measure a line-integrated density. This measurement
may be corrupted by fringe jumps, and can be written as yDCN =

∫
LDCN

nedL+
δd, where δ is a constant equal to the line-integrated density corresponding to
one fringe and d is an integer representing the cumulative number of fringe jumps
at any point in time.

On the DCS, a similar calculation is done by a postprocessing routine of
the real-time equilibrium reconstruction code [Giannone et al., 2015], but for
the monomial basis functions defined on ρpol used in [Mlynek et al., 2011]. Us-
ing time-varying equilibria, this result is mapped to the basis functions on ρtor

considered in this work (i.e. (3.1)). This results in a linear algebraic relation
between the state x and the measurement yDCN.

Since the line-integrals for the V1 interferometer line-of-sight are currently
not evaluated in real-time, a different approach is taken to construct this for-
ward model. The measured signal of V1 is assumed to be proportional to the
volume-averaged density and modeled as yDCR V1 = ζV1

1
Vp

∫
Vp
nedV where ζV1
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is a slowly-changing coefficient that is to be estimated by the observer. Also,
the electronics of V1 is naturally resilient to fringe jumps because of its long
wavelength [Mlynek et al., 2012].

The Bremsstrahlung depends on effective charge, electron temperature and

density as SB ∝ ZeffT
1/2
e n2

e [Wesson, 2004]. On ASDEX Upgrade, the Bremsstrahlung
is measured along two lines of sight tangential to the toroidal direction. A real-
time evaluation of the density basis functions over the tangential line of sight was
not available, therefore a different approach was taken. Instead, it is assumed
that the density dependence is a volume-averaged density dependence. More-
over, it is assumed that the effective charge and temperature change slowly with
respect to the density. Accordingly, the Bremsstrahlung measurement equation

is written as yBr = ζBr

(
1
Vp

∫
Vp
nedV

)2

where ζBr is a slowly varying coefficient

that is to be estimated by the observer. Substituting the density parametriza-
tion (3.1) yields the algebraic relation between the state x and the measurement
yBr.

The above forward diagnostics models are stacked as

y =



yDCN H1

...
yDCN H5

yDCR V1

yBr1

yBr2


=


CFIRx+ δd
ζV1Cpx

ζBr1x
TCT

p Cpx
ζBr2x

TCT
p Cpx

 (3.4)

where C
(i,j)
FIR =

∫
LDCN Hi

ΛjdL and C
(i)
p = 1

Vp

∫
Vp

ΛidV .

Fault handling

In the real-time implementation, all input signals to the RAPDENS-observer are
checked for validity. If a diagnostic sign is labeled valid2, the observer uses it as
shown in Section 3.2.3. However, whenever a diagnostic signal is invalid, that
diagnostic signal is ignored by the observer at that step in time. This is done
by excluding the signal and its entry in the forward diagnostic model (3.4) from
the observer equations (see Appendix 3.B) at that time step. In a similar way,
the V1 interferometer signal is ignored whenever the total ICRH power exceeds
100kW, since the ICRH system produces electromagnetic interference on the V1
electronics, rendering the V1 signal invalid.

When large pellets are injected, the H1-H5 interferometers are often rendered
unusable: numerous fringe jumps occur due to pellet-induced density transients.

2In this context, a signal is considered valid if it has the Confidence state good or corrected
and the Production state running. Likewise, it is considered invalid if it has Confidence state
corrupt, raw or invalid, or has Production state outdated, timeout or stopped. See [Treut-
terer et al., 2014a].
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An example of this is shown in Section 3.3.3. The H1-H5 interferometers are
considered invalid when pellets injection starts.

Moreover, the validity flags of the forward interferometry matrix CFIR and
the signals in p, are checked. Whenever a signal is labeled invalid, the previous
(valid) signal value is held.

Moreover, a detection scheme for fringe jumps is employed. The original
fringe jump detection scheme developed in [Blanken et al., 2018b] did not prove
successful for a set of ASDEX Upgrade discharges. This was due to two reasons:
density transients (e.g. ramping density) resulted in false positive detection of
fringe jumps, and fringe jumps do not present themselves as sharp step-like
characteristic on the DCN signals available on the control system but represent
as a transient step signal that takes a small number of samples (2 to 4 samples).
Therefore a novel detection scheme was developed, which is described next.

In order to detect a fringe jump, each channel of the DCN interferometer
measurements is fed through a finite impulse response filter. This filter outputs
the difference between two lines fitted on two consecutive time windows. There-
fore, this filter lets steps in the signal pass, but filters out ramps and filters out
the moving average: slow transients of the density are filtered out, whereas the
filter output is sensitive to fringe jumps.

The filter design is best understood when formulated as a least-squares min-
imization problem. At every cycle of the observer, two lines of equal slope are
fitted on a finite history of the measurement yk−2m−1, yk−2m, ..., yk. The line
l1(k) = a1 + ck is fitted on the measurement series yk−m, yk−m+1, ..., yk, and the
line l2(k) = a2+ck is fitted on the measurement series yk−2m−1, yk−2m, ..., yk−m−1.
Note that both series have length m and the lines have equal slope c. If the ver-
tical distance between the lines exceeds one fringe, it is assumed that a fringe
jump has occurred at time point k −m. This vertical distance equals a2 − a1

and is derived from the solution of the least-squares problem

Jk = min
a1,a2,c

(
k∑

i=k−m

(yi − l1(i))
2

+
k−m−1∑

i=k−2m−1

(yi − l2(i))
2

)
(3.5)

The vertical gap at time k is denoted as ak = a2,k − a1,k and is derived
from the solution of (3.5). It is a linear combination of the measurement se-
ries yk−2m−1, yk−2m, ..., yk. Therefore this is implemented as a finite-impulse
response filter.

Finally, the estimated number of fringes that is jumped at time step k is the
quotient of the division with remainder of ak by δ and is expressed as

∆̂k =
ak − (ak mod δ)

δ
(3.6)

where mod ( · ) denotes the modulo operation, i.e. x mod y is the remainder after
division of x by y.
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In the implementation on the DCS, a window length of m = 10 is chosen.
This results in a detection delay of m = 10 samples, but makes the scheme
robust to signal noise.

3.3.3 Experimental results of profile estimation

Profile estimation with fringe jump correction

In this section, the real-time estimation results on a ASDEX Upgrade discharge
with fringe jumps is presented. In discharge #34188, two fringe jumps occur
on edge interferometer channels. These are detected and corrected for, while a
number of false detections occur due to fast signal transients resembling fringe
jumps.

In Figure 3.3, time traces of the diagnostic signals are shown, together with
the estimated measured quantities (see (3.34) of Appendix 3.B). The compari-
son of the estimated profiles with offline available Thomson scattering data in
Figure 3.4 indicates good estimation accuracy, despite the false jump detections.
The pedestal density gradient is modeled by an appropriate reduction of the
diffusivity in the model, see Appendix 3.A and [Blanken et al., 2018b].

These correct and false detections are shown in more detail in Figure 3.5.
The observer is able to detect and correct for the two fringe jumps, while two
false detections take place in a transient phase of the discharge. This is shown
in more detail in Figure 3.5. Whereas the first two jumps are detected by a
clear shift of the signal, the two false detections are caused by a sudden decrease
preceded by a less sudden increase. The fast signal decrease is flagged as a fringe
jump.

Profile estimation and control with fault handling

In this subsection, the real-time estimation results for a high-density scenario
with NBH and ICRH is presented. This scenario (see [Lang et al., 2018]) was
developed to reach a central density above the Greenwald limit using feedback
control on pellet fuelling. Here, the results are presented for a different discharge
than in [Lang et al., 2018].

In Figure 3.6, time traces of the diagnostics as well as real-time forward es-
timated measured quantities are shown for ASDEX Upgrade discharge #34114.
Electromagnetic interference between the ICRH launcher and the V1 interfer-
ometer causes the latter to produce invalid signals when the ICRH is on. During
the pellet injection phase, all interferometers feature fringe jumps.

Depending on the scenario on ASDEX Upgrade, pellet injection causes one
or more interferometers to produce fringe jumps. On the interferometer signals
sampled at the DCS cycle time of 1.5ms, this fast increase resembles a fringe
jump. However, not all launched pellets arrive in the plasma. Some pellets may
be partially disintegrated before reaching the plasma. Also, in some cases the
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Figure 3.3 – Real-time results for AUG shot #34188. First panel: plasma
current. Second to fifth panel: measured signals of the interferometers and
Bremsstrahlung together with the real-time estimated diagnostics signals (com-
puted from the estimated density profile). Sixth panel: real-time estimated den-
sity traces. Two fringe jumps occur around t = 2.5s and t = 3.8s on interfer-
ometers H5 and H4, respectively. These are detected and corrected for, as the
real-time estimated forward interferometer signals follow these jumps while the
estimated density is not affected. The falsely detected jumps around 5.2s and
5.9s. These affect the estimated density traces, but do not lead to significantly
incorrect profiles as can be seen in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4 – Real-time estimated density profiles with Thomson Scattering mea-
surements for ASDEX Upgrade shot #34188. Top row: estimated profiles at four
points in time. Bottom row: time traces at four loci of the normalized toroidal
flux ρtor. Despite the falsely detected fringe jumps on the edge interferometers
shown in Figure 3.3, the estimated profiles show good agreement with the offline
available Thomson scattering measurements.
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Figure 3.5 – Detailed view of detected and falsely detected fringe jumps in AS-
DEX Upgrade shot #34188. Top row: measured interferometer signals yDCN,k

and the real-time synthetic interferometer estimates ŷDCN,k|k. Bottom row: esti-

mated jump state d̂k. The left two columns are examples of successful fringe jump
detection, while the right columns are false detections. The false detections are
caused by steep transients in the interferometer signals. Note that an unavoidable
delay between signal jump and detection is present.
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Figure 3.6 – Real-time results for ASDEX Upgrade shot #34114. Top panel:
plasma current, total ICRH power and pellet firing triggers. Second to fifth panel:
measured signals of the interferometers and Bremsstrahlung together with the
real-time estimated diagnostics signals. Sixth panel: real-time estimated density
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Figure 3.7 – Comparison of the real-time estimated density profiles with offline
Thomson Scattering measurements for ASDEX Upgrade discharge #34114. Top
row: estimated profiles at four points in time. Bottom row: time traces at four
loci of the normalized toroidal flux ρtor. The estimation accuracy at the plasma
core is good. However, the pedestal density is systematically underestimated.
Also note that the observer cannot track the fast density profile transients due to
pellet ablation.

pellet causes a change in the phase of the signal that is not detected by the
electronics, yielding no signal increase despite increased line-integrated density.
Effectively, this also corresponds to a fringe jump. Consequently the observer
can not distinguish between two cases:

• a pellet does not reach the plasma and yields no signal increase on the
interferometer,
• a pellet reaches the plasma, and yields no signal increase due to a simul-

taneous fringe jump that cancels out the signal increase.

On the other hand, the Bremsstrahlung diagnostic can be used for density es-
timation during pellet injection. The fault handling algorithm is programmed to
ignore the interferometers once pellets are launched, and only the Bremsstrahlung
signals are used for density estimation. Since no profile shape information can
be deduced from Bremsstrahlung measurements alone, the observer relies solely
on the RAPDENS model in estimating the profile shape.

In Figure 3.7, the real-time estimated density profiles at four time points and
the time traces of the estimated density at four loci of the normalized toroidal
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flux ρtor are shown, together with Thomson scattering data points (not available
in real time at the time of writing). From the maximum density location of the
Thomson scattering data in the top right panel, taken at a pellet arrival, it can
be seen that the pellets ablate around ρ = 0.3.

From the profile plots at t = 3.6s and t = 5.2s, which is during the pellet
phase, as well as the time trace of the estimated density at ρ = 0.4, it can be
seen that the observer does not track the local density transients from pellet
ablation. The observer’s density estimates are only valid in a low-frequency
range, since it can not track the fast transients from pellet ablation. This can
be seen from the estimated density trace at ρ = 0.4. The high-frequency signal
content originates from the Bremsstrahlung (see Figure 3.6, panel 4 and 5). Also,
the profile shape estimates in the pellet injection phase rely only on the internal
model and therefore does not feature the local density increase at the ablation
location (see e.g. the profile estimate at t = 5.2s). Moreover, towards the end
of the pellet phase (around t = 5s, see the bottom right panel), the observer
underestimates the central density, as can be seen in the bottom right panel.

From the bottom left panel, it can be seen that the observer systematically
underestimates the edge density. This can also be seen in the third panel of
Figure 3.6, where the estimated line-integrated density for the edge line-of-sight
of channel H5 is lower than measured. In Section 3.5, the performance and
proposed improvements are discussed.

3.4 Density control in integrated control exper-
iments on TCV

In this section, the design, implementation and performance of the observer and
controller on TCV experiments is presented.

3.4.1 Plasma scenario and control problem

In the considered scenario, the plasma density is required to remain constant
despite the presence of disturbances. The physics goal for the profile control
experiment described in [Maljaars et al., 2017] is to achieve various targets for the
plasma pressure and inverse safety factor profile using EC heating and current
drive. The scenario is a limited L-mode at a low density of about 2× 1019 #

m3 to
maximize the EC current drive efficiency. The two available gyrotron clusters
are aimed at the magnetic axis.

The density controller aims to make the average electron density track a
reference. This reference density consists of a ramp followed by a step toward
a constant. This constant is the desired density during for the profile control
experiment. Reference tracking is to be achieved by a feedback controller using
gas injection as the actuator. The controller should:
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• minimize the tracking error e = xref − xc up to a bandwidth of 20Hz,
• reject disturbances from MHD activity and EC heating and current drive,
• be robust against model mismatches in the model-based tuning procedure.

The controlled quantity is provided in real time by the observer. This observer
should:

• minimize the profile estimation error,
• detect and correct for measurement faults,
• be robust against model mismatches.

Moreover, the observer and controller should stay within the available compu-
tational time per 1ms cycle time of the real-time computer (see Section 3.4.3).
The controller has command over one gas valve. The valve can handle an input
voltage between 0V and 10V, yielding a (nonnegative) gas flow into the vac-
uum vessel. The mapping between input voltage uvalve and mass flow Γvalve has
been determined in calibration experiments. This nonlinear function is strictly
increasing and can be written as Γvalve = v(uvalve).

3.4.2 Feedback controller design

The feedback controller is designed using the model-based robust H∞ design for-
malism [Morari and Zafiriou, 1989]. This approach enables to design the control
law based on a linear plant model and requirements for the closed-loop response,
and therefore requires minimal experimental time dedicated to controller tun-
ing. Moreover, the robust H∞ control method allows to account for uncertainties
in the plant dynamics. Regarding the density dynamics, these uncertainties are
formed by shot-to-shot differences in machine conditions, unmodeled (nonlinear)
effects and coupling to plasma physics other than solely the density dynamics.

Robust control design procedure

The main ingredients and outcome of the design procedure are stated next, while
the details are provided in Appendix 3.C.

The nonlinear continuous-time dynamics (3.18) are linearized around a nomi-
nal operating point (x0, p0). Uncertainties in the steady-state response and time
scales of the dynamics are captured by including static variability in certain
parameters and coefficients of the model (3.18). These are listed in Table 3.1.

A set of weighting functions that express the required closed-loop responses
are specified by the user. These weighting functions impose zero steady-state
tracking and disturbance rejection by penalizing the response of the closed-loop
transfer functions in certain frequency ranges. The robust H∞ design procedure
for the linear feedback controller subject to the uncertain linearized plant model
and the weighting functions is given in Appendix 3.C.3. It is a proportional-
integral (PI) controller with additional high-frequency roll-off. The frequency
response of the controller is shown in Figure 3.13.
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Anti-windup compensation

Since the actuation input (the gas valve mass flow) is constrained by a lower
limit and an upper limit, an anti-windup scheme has to be employed. This
scheme prevents oscillations of the actuation signal (and consequently the plasma
density) when the controller has saturated the actuation signal at one of its
limits.

The controller (3.39) is implemented as

uk = auk−1 + (1− a)(KPek + uI,k) (3.7)

where KP is the proportional gain and a = exp(−frolloffTs) where frolloff is the
roll-off frequency and Ts is the cycle/sample time. The anti-windup is imple-
mented in the formulation of the integral action uI,k, which is evaluated as

uI,k =

{
uI,k−1 +KITsek umin < uk−1 < umax

uI,k−1 umin > uk−1 ∨ uk−1 > umax
(3.8)

where KI is the integral gain. Here, the integration of the error e is halted when
the actuator input u is saturated.

3.4.3 Implementation on the TCV control system

The controller and the observer (described in Section 3.2) are implemented on the
SCD [Anand et al., 2017], the digital control system of TCV.The observer and
controller are designed in the dedicated software environment for development,
testing and experimental use of control algorithms [Maljaars et al., 2017].

All real-time software is programmed in MATLAB Simulink [The Mathworks
Inc., a], which allows for automated code generation for real-time use [Felici et al.,
2014b]. It is worth to note that the code underlying the observer equations is
the same on ASDEX Upgrade and TCV, whereas only the machine-specific di-
agnostic models and settings differ between the machines. This greatly enhances
portability to other implementations.

An overview of the observer and controller implementation on the SCD is
given in Figure 3.8. The observer is connected to other real-time algorithms.
First, the real-time equilibrium reconstruction code LIUQE [Moret et al., 2015]
provides equilibrium geometry information to the RAPTOR-observer and the
profile controller, as well as the interferometry matrix to the density observer.
Second, the real-time RAPTOR-observer [Felici et al., 2011, 2014a] provides the
estimated edge electron temperature. This is estimated by merging soft X-ray
measurements of the central electron temperature with the RAPTOR model
in an Extended Kalman filter scheme. Also, it estimates the plasma pressure
and safety factor profile for the profile controller [Maljaars et al., 2017]. Last,
the measured plasma current is provided [Moret et al., 2015]. The real-time
algorithms on the SCD mentioned above are run at a cycle time of 1ms.
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Figure 3.8 – Block diagram of the density observer and controller as imple-
mentated on the SCD. Also shown are the RAPTOR-observer and the real-time
equilibrium reconstruction code LIUQE. The latter provides the interferometry
matrix to the observer. Note that the profile controller for control of the plasma
pressure and safety factor profile is not displayed for simplicity.

Forward diagnostics model

The TCV interferometry system measures the line-integrated electron density
along fourteen vertical lines of sight [Barry et al., 1998]. These lines of sight range
from (nearly) intersecting the magnetic axis to intersecting the plasma edge, both
on the high and low field side. Similar to (3.4), the forward diagnostics model
can be written in the form of (3.3) as

y = CFIRx+ δd (3.9)

where C
(i,j)
FIR =

∫
Li

ΛjdL where Li is the line of sight of channel i, δ is the line-
integrated density corresponding to one fringe, and d is the cumulative number
of fringe jumps. The matrix CFIR is computed by a postprocessing routine in
the implementation of LIUQE [Moret et al., 2015] on the SCD.

Fault handling

The signals originating from the RAPTOR observer and LIUQE (see Figure 3.8)
are checked for validity. For example, if LIUQE has convergence issues (reported
by a dedicated output signal) the density observer holds the interferometry ma-
trix CFIR, plasma volume Vp, and X-point presence indicator cLD to their pre-
vious valid values.

In order to filter out fringe jumps, the innovation residual zk of the observer
(see Appendix 3.B) is fed through a filter that removes multiples of one fringe.
This fringe jump correction scheme is documented in [Blanken et al., 2018b].
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Figure 3.9 – Real-time results for TCV discharge #54769. First panel: plasma
current. Second panel: measured interferometer signals and estimated line-
integrals (computed from the estimated density profile). Third panel: controlled
variable, reference, central density and control error. Fourth panel: feedforward,
feedback and command (feedforward plus feedback) signals for the gas valve. In
this experiment, the density averaged over ρv is controlled by a combination of
feedforward and feedback. At t = 0.25s, the feedback controller introduced in
Section 3.4.2 is activated. The estimated density profiles and Thomson scattering
data are shown in Figure 3.10.

3.4.4 Experimental results of density control

In this subsection, the results of the observer and controller are presented.
In these experiments the density is required to stay constant while EC heat-
ing and current drive is used to control the plasma pressure and safety fac-
tor profile (see [Maljaars et al., 2017]). The controlled variable xc is selected

to be the electron density averaged over ρv =
√

V
Vp

, i.e. n̄e =
∫ 1

0
ne dρv =

1

2
√
Vp

∫ 1

0
ne

V
∂V
∂ρtor

dρtor. This quantity is somewhat equivalent to a line-average

(as commonly derived from interferometry measurements), yet is not dependent
on the machine-specific interferometer geometry.

In TCV discharge #54769, the feedback controller is activated at t = 0.25s.
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Figure 3.10 – Real-time estimated density profiles with offline Thomson Scat-
tering measurements for TCV shot #54769. Top row: estimated profiles at four
points in time. Bottom row: time traces at four loci of the normalized toroidal
flux ρtor. The agreement between the estimated density and Thomson scattering
data is good, despite an error in the overall profile shape. This can be attributed
to the accuracy of the chosen transport and source models (see Section ??) as well
as unknown errors in the evaluation of line-integrals from real-time reconstructed
equilibria.

The legacy controller [Vijvers et al., 2012] is active between 0.1s and 0.25s. A
model-predictive controller [Maljaars et al., 2017] is used to control the safety
factor profile using one EC cluster driving co-current. In Figure 3.9, the plasma
current, EC powers and interferometry signals are shown, together with the real-
time estimations from the observer. Also, the control reference and gas valve
commands are shown. After initial transients, a zero tracking error e is achieved.
In Figure 3.10, the real-time estimated density profiles and the time traces of
the estimated density at four loci of the normalized toroidal flux ρtor are shown,
together with Thomson scattering data points. These comparisons show that
the observer provides an estimate with good accuracy.

In TCV discharge #55117, the feedback controller is activated at t = 0.2s. A
controller originally developed for ITER is used (see [Kim et al., 2016]) to control
the plasma pressure using one EC cluster driving co-current. In Figure 3.11, the
plasma current, EC powers, rotating mode markers and interferometry signals
are shown, together with the real-time estimations from the observer. Also, the
control reference and gas valve commands are shown. In Figure 3.12, the real-
time estimated density profiles and the time traces of the estimated density at
four loci of the normalized toroidal flux ρtor are shown, together with Thomson
scattering data points.

After initial density transients, the tracking error e decays to zero in the
flat-top phase. At t = 1.77s, a rotating mode forms. The resulting thermal
confinement deterioration prompts the pressure controller to increase the EC
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Figure 3.11 – Real-time results for TCV discharge #55117. First panel: plasma
current. Second panel: presence markers of rotating modes. Third panel: mea-
sured interferometer signals and estimated line-integrals (computed from the esti-
mated density profile). Fourth panel: controlled variable, reference, central den-
sity and control error. Fifth panel: feedforward, feedback and command signals
for the gas valve. Again, the density averaged over ρv is controlled by a combina-
tion of feedforward and feedback. From the start of the discharge until t = 0.25s,
the legacy density controller is active. At t = 0.25s, the feedback controller in-
troduced in Section 3.4.2 is activated. The control error decreases to zero for the
duration of the discharge. The estimated density profiles and Thomson scattering
data are shown in Figure 3.12.

heating. At the same time, a change in the density profile shape is observed
on the interferometers, as the HFS edge interferometer (#13) increases while a
central and the LFS edge interferometer (#6 and #1, respectively) do not. The
observer interprets this as a slightly hollow profile (see the profile at t = 2.0s in
Figure 3.12). Interestingly, the Thomson scattering data does not show a similar
hollow profile.

Between t = 0.2s and t = 0.5s, oscillations are seen in the interferometry
measurements, estimated density as well as the feedback actuation. After the
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Figure 3.12 – Real-time estimated density profiles with offline Thomson Scat-
tering measurements for TCV shot #55117. Top row: estimated profiles at four
points in time. Bottom row: time traces at four loci of the normalized toroidal
flux ρtor.

EC heating switches on, these oscillations are smaller and decay. Note that the
oscillation are not caused by integrator windup, as it takes one period of the
oscillation before the actuation command signal saturates at 0V for the first
time. Multiple reasons could cause such oscillations.

• The feedback controller gains could be too aggressive for the plasma re-
sponse in the ohmic phase. The gains prove satisfactory in the EC-heated
phase, where the oscillation is much smaller. Note that the controller is
tuned on a linearized model (see Appendix 3.C.3), linearized at an oper-
ating point in the EC-heated phase.
• The plasma dynamics of the pressure and density are coupled. The in-

terconnection of the state observers and controllers for the pressure and
density, as well as their respective computational delays, could cause the
two feedback loops to become oscillatory.

Additional results of discharges with the same scenario, pressure and safety
factor profile control, and density control can be found in [Maljaars et al., 2017;
Mavkov et al., 2018].

3.5 Discussion

In this section, we provide a discussion of the estimation and control performance
in experiments that are shown in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4.
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3.5.1 Profile estimation accuracy

In Section 3.3 and 3.4, we have shown good agreement between the real-time
estimated density profiles and offline Thomson Scattering measurements.

In the high-density pellet-fuelled experiments on ASDEX Upgrade, the ob-
server systematically underestimates the edge density and does not track fast
local density transients due to pellet ablation. Since many interferometers give
invalid signals in this experiment, the estimate is based on a limited set of
Bremsstrahlung measurements. The underestimation did not prove harmful for
the experimental goal.

Moreover, the systematic integration of multiple diagnostics in a real-time
estimator is novel in present-day tokamaks and will be essential in ITER and
DEMO due to scarce diagnostics and harsh environment. Future addition of
real-time Thomson scattering measurements can alleviate the discrepancy at
the edge.

3.5.2 Control performance

The real-time estimated central density proved essential for the feedback con-
trol in the high density scenarios on ASDEX Upgrade (see [Lang et al., 2018]).
The central density was maintained above the Greenwald limit for more than 2s.
While alternative real-time reconstructions of the central density proved unreli-
able in earlier discharges (see [Lang et al., 2012, 2018]), the estimation accuracy
of the proposed method is better and sufficient for the purpose of control in this
experiment.

In experiments on the simultaneous control of density, pressure and safety fac-
tor profile on TCV, the feedback controller was tuned a priori using the modeled
plasma response of the actuator to the controlled variable. Such a model-based
tuning practice is advised for ITER and DEMO, where experimental time can
not be used for controller tuning by trial and error.

Although strict requirements for control performance are not yet formed, the
controller algorithms proved successful for the experimental goals.

3.5.3 Future extensions

The accuracy and robustness of real-time estimated profiles, both in the plasma
core and in the edge, can be enhanced by incorporating additional diagnostics,
as well as improved transport modeling. While modeling accuracy of particle
transport internal to the plasma has progressed in recent years [Angioni et al.,
2009], the real-time capable self-consistent modeling of recycling and pumping
is still not well understood and currently requires large-scale simulations using
numerical codes such as SOLPS [Wiesen et al., 2015].

The inclusion of real-time available Thomson scattering measurements on
ASDEX Upgrade and TCV will greatly improve the profile estimation accuracy.
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In particular, a Thomson scattering measurement sample fired after a pellet
launch can prove useful for correcting any fringe jumps on the interferometers.
Also, the inclusion of real-time dedicated plasma edge diagnostics will improve
accuracy and robustness of the estimation of the pedestal density gradient, which
is important for e.g. bootstrap current estimation.

3.6 Conclusions

Reliable real-time plasma density profile estimation is essential for the operation
of next-generation tokamaks and nuclear fusion reactors. An integrated solu-
tion using all available yet scarce diagnostics should be in place to provide an
accurate estimate of the electron density profile in real time. This is crucial for
density control, and valuable for determining diagnostics validity and actuation
constraints (e.g. ECE, ECH cut-off), and control loops for pressure and MHD.

In this paper, the successful results of a real-time density profile estimator
and diagnostic fault handling algorithm in experiments on ASDEX Upgrade and
TCV are presented. This observer uses multiple diagnostics and can deal with
various diagnostic faults. In ASDEX Upgrade discharges on high-density pellet
fuelling, the observer provides good agreement with offline Thomson scattering
measurements, and provides a reliable estimate of the controlled core density
for the feedback controller. In TCV discharges on integrated pressure, iota and
NTM control, the density controller provides a constant density despite dis-
turbances from time-varying ECCD power. Here also, the real-time estimated
density profile shows sufficiently good agreement with Thomson scattering mea-
surements. Shortcomings in estimation quality can be attributed to limitations
of the model as well as unmodeled diagnostics characteristics.

The observer has well-defined validity limits. The estimation accuracy deteri-
orates when these limits are exceeded. False positives of fringe jumps occur when
the signal resembles one. Also, pellet-induced transients and fringe jumps are
inherently difficult to distinguish. Future work on pellet modeling and real-time
pellet arrival detection can solve these difficulties.

On the one hand, given this experience, it will be important for ITER that
the real-time estimated density is based on all available diagnostics to achieve
accuracy, reliability and redundancy. On the other hand, future modeling ad-
vances and knowledge gained from ITER will allow real-time density estimation
from a more limited set of diagnostics, such as is the case on DEMO.
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Appendix

3.A Equation summary of RAPDENS model

In this appendix, a summary of the RAPDENS equations, governing the evolu-
tion of the plasma electron density, and its spatial and temporal discretization
is given.

The evolution of the plasma density ne (ρ, t) is modeled by mass conservation
and radial transport [Hinton and Hazeltine, 1976] on the domain 0 < ρ < ρe as(

∂V

∂ρ

)−1
∂

∂t

(
ne
∂V

∂ρ

)
+

(
∂V

∂ρ

)−1
∂Γe

∂ρ
= Se (3.10)

where ρ =
√

Φ/ Φ|LCFS is the radial variable associated with the toroidal flux,
ρe > 1 is an artificially extended boundary to include a scrape-off layer volume
(see [Blanken et al., 2018b]) and ∂V

∂ρ is the radial volume derivative. The radial

transport flux Γe (ρ, t) is modeled as

Γe = −∂V
∂ρ

(〈
(∇ρ)

2
〉
χ
∂ne
∂ρ

+ 〈|∇ρ|〉 νne
)

(3.11)

where χ is the diffusivity and ν is the drift velocity. The boundary conditions

for (3.10) are ∂ne
∂ρ

∣∣∣
ρ=0

= 0 and ne|ρ=ρe = 0. The net electron source Se (ρ, t) is

modeled as

Se = 〈σv〉iz nnne − 〈σv〉rec neni −
ne|ρ>1

τSOL
+ Spellet + SNB (3.12)

where 〈σv〉iz (Te) and 〈σv〉rec (Te) are the temperature-dependent ionization and
recombination cross-sections [Wesson, 2004], and τSOL is the time constant for
particle loss through the scrape-off layer. These sources and sinks arise from
particle flows between the plasma, the vacuum and the wall. The evolution of
the neutral vacuum density nn (t) and wall inventory Nw (t) are modeled as

dNw

dt
= −Nw−cwVv,0nn

τrelease
+
(

1− Nw

Nsat

) ∫
VSOL

ne
τSOL

dV (3.13)
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Vv
dnn

dt
=

Nw−cwVv,0nn

τrelease
+ Nw

Nsat

∫
VSOL

ne
τSOL

dV

+
∫
Vp

(〈σv〉rec neni − 〈σv〉iz nnne) dV

−nnVv,0

τpump
+ Γ|ρe + Γvalve (3.14)

where τrelease is the particle release rate from the wall, Nsat is the inventory at
which the wall is saturated, τpump is the pumping time scale, cwVv,0, Vv is the
vacuum volume and VSOL =

∫ ρe
1

∂V
∂ρ dρ.

The equilibrium-related quantities are parametrized as

∂V

∂ρ
= 2 V |LCFS (t) ρ (3.15)〈

(∇ρ)
2
〉

= (g1 − 1) ρg3 + 1 (3.16)

〈|∇ρ|〉 = (g2 − 1) ρg4 + 1 (3.17)

where g1 =
〈

(∇ρ)
2
〉∣∣∣

LCFS
, g2 = 〈|∇ρ|〉|LCFS, g3 and g4 are derived from a

fixed equilibrium. Also, distributed time-varying quantities are parametrized as
e.g. SNB = ΛNB (ρ) ΓNB (t), and similar for the pellet deposition Spellet and the
neutral density nn in the plasma, see also [Blanken et al., 2018b].

A system of ordinary differential equations (ODE) is constructed in [Blanken
et al., 2018b] by parametrizing the spatial dependency of the electron density
ne (ρ, t) (as expressed in equation (3.1)) using cubic splines [de Boor, 2001] and
applying a finite-element method (see e.g. [Hughes, 1987]) to (3.10), (3.13) and
(3.14). This system of ODEs is written as

dx

dt
= g (x, p, u) (3.18)

where x (t) is the state vector containing Nw (t), nn (t) and the parametrization

coefficients for ne (ρ, t), u (t) = [Γvalve (t) ΓNB (t) Γpellet (t)]
T

is the input vector
and p (t) is the parameter vector, containing time-varying quantities Ip, Te,
VLCFS, cLD, cLH, see [Blanken et al., 2018b]. A backward Euler scheme with
constant time step Ts is employed to transform (3.18) to the nonlinear3 discrete-
time equation

f (xk, xk−1, pk−1, uk−1) = −Tsg (xk, pk−1, uk−1) + xk − xk−1 = 0 (3.19)

where xk = x (tk) denotes the time-discretized vector and tk = t0 + kTs, k =
0, 1, · · · , tf/Ts. Linearizations of both g in (3.18) and f in (3.19) can be ana-
lytically derived. In the applications described in this paper, equation (3.19) is
solved using a Newton-Raphson method.

3Note that for the modeling presented in this paper, the function g in (3.18) is in fact linear
with respect to u.
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3.B Equation summary of the observer equa-
tions

In this appendix, the observer equations based on an Extended Kalman filter
for the RAPDENS dynamical model (3.19) and measurement equation (3.3) are
stated.

3.B.1 Augmented system equations

The state of the system (which is to be estimated by the observer) is composed
of three vectors. In the Kalman filter formalism, the state evolution and mea-
surement are assumed to be corrupted by stochastic noise. The three parts of
the state and the respective stochastic noise terms are listed below.

1. The first part is the state xk of the RAPDENS dynamics (3.19). A term
wx
k is added in order to handle model uncertainties that influence the state

evolution. This term is assumed to be a zero-mean white noise with co-
variance Qx

k.
2. The second part is the vector of coefficients ζk in (3.3). In Section 3.3.2, ζk

is assumed to be slowly changing with respect to the state of the system.
This allows them to be estimated by the observer. It is assumed to have
random walk dynamics as expressed by ζk = ζk−1 + wz

k, where wz
k is

assumed to be zero-mean white noise with covariance Qz
k.

3. The third part is the number of fringe jumps on each channel of the inter-
ferometry system (see Section 3.3.2 and Section 3.4.3). It must be stored
over time in order to compensate the measurement yFIR at every time step
following such a jump. In Section 3.3.2, the influence of fringe jumps on
the interferometry measurements is written as an additive term δdk, where
δ is a constant. This state vector dk accumulates the jumps on each chan-
nel as dk = dk−1 + ∆k−1, where ∆k ∈ N. For example, a downward fringe

jump on channel i at time tk is represented by ∆
(i)
k = −1.

Summarizing, the equations governing the state transitions are

f (xk, xk−1, pk−1, uk−1)− ∂f

∂xk
wx
k−1 = 0 (3.20)

ζk = ζk−1 + wz
k−1 (3.21)

dk = dk−1 + ∆k (3.22)

Note that in (3.20), the additive term wx
k is multiplied by the derivative of f

to xk. If f would be linear with respect to its arguments, as is the case for
linear dynamical systems, then the usual state-space form with additive term as
used in e.g. [Anderson and Moore, 1979] is recovered. This implies that (3.20)
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represents a nonlinear state transition with additive noise, as is assumed in the
Extended Kalman filter formalism [Anderson and Moore, 1979].

The measurement is assumed to be corrupted by a zero-mean noise vk with
covariance Rk, and is given by

yk = h (xk, ζk) + δdk + vk (3.23)

where the additive terms wx
k, wz

k and vk are assumed to be zero-mean white
noise with covariances Qx

k, Qz
k and Rk, respectively.

The Extended Kalman filter relies on local linearizations of the relevant
dynamics and measurement relation. For the purpose of readability later on,
three functions related to local linearizations of (3.20) and (3.23) are defined

as f̃ (xk, xk−1, pk−1) = −
(

∂f
∂xk

∣∣∣
xk,pk−1

)−1
∂f

∂xk−1

∣∣∣
xk−1,pk−1

, h̃x(xk, ζk) = ∂h
∂x

∣∣
xk,ζk

and h̃z(xk, ζk) = ∂h
∂ζ

∣∣∣
xk,ζk

. Moreover, an augmented state is defined by stacking

xk and ζk as xk =
[
xTk ζTk

]T
.

3.B.2 Observer equations based on an Extended Kalman
filter

The observer equations consist of two distinctive parts: the model-based state
prediction and the measurement-based state update. The state prediction step
is based on (3.20)-(3.22) and is given by

f
(
x̂k|k−1, x̂k−1|k−1, pk−1, uk−1

)
= 0 (3.24)

ζ̂k|k−1 = ζ̂k−1|k−1 (3.25)

d̂k|k−1 = d̂k−1|k−1 (3.26)

The covariance matrix Pk|k−1 of the prediction error of the augmented state
x̂k|k−1 is given by

Pk|k−1 = Fk−1Pk−1|k−1F
T
k−1 +Qk−1 (3.27)

where the matrix Fk is derived from a local linearization of (3.20) and is given
by

Fk−1 =

[
f̃
(
x̂k|k−1, x̂k−1|k−1, pk−1

)
0

0 I

]
where I is the identity matrix and Qk is a block-diagonal matrix with blocks Qx

k

and Qz
k.

In the update step, the predicted estimate is adjusted according the mea-
surement sample yk. The innovation residual zk is the difference between the
measurement sample and the prediction of the measured quantity. The latter is
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computed on the output equation (3.23). The innovation residual, its covariance
matrix Sk and the near-optimal Kalman gain Lk are given by

zk = yk − h
(
x̂k|k−1, ζ̂k|k−1

)
− δd̂k|k−1 (3.28)

Sk = Rk +HkPk|k−1H
T
k (3.29)

Lk = Pk|k−1H
T
k STk

(
SkSkSTk

)−1
(3.30)

where the matrix Hk is derived from local linearizations of (3.23) and is given by

Hk =
[
h̃x

(
x̂k|k−1, ζ̂k|k−1

)
h̃z

(
x̂k|k−1, ζ̂k|k−1

) ]
and Sk is a selection matrix.

Its purpose is discussed later on.
Finally, the updated estimate x̂k|k of the augmented state, its covariance

matrix Pk|k and the estimated fringe jump state d̂k|k are given by

x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 + LkSk
(
zk − δ∆̂k

)
(3.31)

d̂k|k = d̂k|k−1 + ∆̂k (3.32)

Pk|k = (I − LkSkHk)Pk|k−1 (3.33)

where ∆̂k is the vector of the estimated number of fringes jumped at time k at
each interferometer channel. The expressions for ∆̂k on the ASDEX Upgrade
implementation is given in equation (3.6), whereas for the TCV case it is given
in [Blanken et al., 2018b].

In the diagnostic fault handling scheme of Section 3.3.2, at each time step k
the validity of a measurement is assessed. If invalid, the measurement must be
ignored by the observer in the update step. This is accomplished in the observer
equations by a selection matrix Sk in equations (3.30), (3.31) and (3.33). The
matrix Sk is constructed at every time step k by taking an identity matrix with
the dimension of the total number of measurement channels and removing the
rows corresponding to the invalid channels. The selection matrix Sk ensures that
the state estimate is only updated using valid measurements in (3.31) and (3.33).
Note that this implies that the Kalman gain matrix Lk constructed in (3.30) and
Sk have time-varying dimensions.

In the observer implementations described in Section 3.3.2 and Section 3.4.3,
the recursive equations (3.24)-(3.33) are computed at every cycle step. This is
illustrated in Figure 3.1.

In the figures of Section 3.3.3, 3.3.3 and 3.4.4, estimated diagnostics signals
are shown. These are evaluated using (3.23) as

ŷk|k = h
(
x̂k|k, ζ̂k|k

)
+ δd̂k|k (3.34)

and represent the expected diagnostic signal based on the updated state esti-
mates of (3.31) and (3.32).
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Table 3.1 – Nominal values and uncertainty interval of uncertain coefficients and
parameters in the model (3.18) for the TCV target scenario.

Coefficient / parameter Unit Nominal value with uncertainty interval

τSOL→wall s 2.3× 10−4 ± 30%

b #e
s

Ls
mbar 2.47± 10%

Nsat #e 2.5× 1019 ± 50%

Te (ρ = 1) eV 50± 10%

Vp m3 1.6± 20%

3.C Details of controller design

In this appendix, the design of a feedback controller using H∞ synthesis tools is
elaborated. This state feedback controller stabilizes the closed-loop and achieves
robust performance against the modeled uncertainties.

3.C.1 Uncertain plant model

The continuous-time model (3.18) is linearized around a nominal stationary op-
erating point x0, u0 and written as

dx̃

dt
= Ax̃+Bũ =

dg

dx

∣∣∣∣
x0,u0

x̃+
dg

du

∣∣∣∣
x0,u0

ũ (3.35)

where x̃ = x − x0 and ũ = u − u0. Next, a subset of the parameters in p
and coefficients (see Appendix 3.A) is considered uncertain with nominal values
p, c and uncertainty sets ∆p,∆c. The system matrix and input matrix of the
uncertain plant model are Aunc = A|p,c and Bunc = B|c where p and c are
samples from the uncertainty sets p+ ∆p and c+ ∆c. The nominal values and
uncertainties considered in this work are shown in Table 3.1. These correspond
to uncertainty in the steady-state gain and time scales of (3.35).

The controlled variable is defined as a linear combination of the plant states
and is defined as xc = Zx̃. The transfer function of the uncertain plant model
is denoted by G (s) and is given by

G (s) = Z (sI −Aunc)
−1
Bunc (3.36)

The frequency response of G for various values in the uncertainty set is shown in
Figure 3.13. Recall that the control error is defined as e = xref − xc where xref

denotes the reference. We define P to be the open-loop tracking interconnection
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Figure 3.13 – Bode diagram of various frequency responses of the uncertain plant
G (jω) (red), controller K (jω) (blue) and open-loop L (jω) (green). Note that
the low-frequent response of the plant G has a stable pole around 1rad/s. The
pole location and steady-state response vary due to the uncertain coefficients and
parameters.

of the plant G. This interconnection is given by
e
ũ
xc
e

 = P

[
xref

ũ

]
=


I −G
0 I
0 G
I −G

[ xref

ũ

]
(3.37)

3.C.2 Weighting filters

In order to impose reference tracking below the required bandwidth ωb, zero
steady-state error and disturbance rejection, the tracking interconnection P with
weighting filters. The augmented tracking interconnection is given by

PW =


WS

WR

WT

I

P (3.38)
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Figure 3.14 – Bode diagram of control sensitivity S (jω) (blue) (and inverse shap-
ing function W−1

S (jω) in dashed blue), complementary control sensitivity T (jω)
(red) (and inverse shaping function W−1

T (jω) in dashed red). The sensitivity
crosses the 0dB between 65rad/s and 100rad/s.

where WS (s), WR (s) and WT (s) are the weighting filters. Here, WS (s) imposes
zero steady-state error, penalizes tracking error below the bandwidth ωb and
penalizes the sensitivity above 6dB, WT (s) penalizes closed-loop gain above
3dB and WR (s) penalizes control action over all frequencies. The inverse of the
filters WS (s) and WT (s) are shown in Figure 3.14.

3.C.3 Controller synthesis by H∞ norm minimization

A controller of the form

K (s) =
(KPs+KI)ωrolloff

s (s+ ωrolloff)
(3.39)

is chosen. The gains KP and KI are to be determined by the synthesis, while
ωrolloff is fixed at 40πrad/s. The closed-loop interconnection F is defined as F =
PW ?K where ? denotes the Redheffer star product. The free gains are then tuned
by minimizing the H∞-norm of F using the MATLAB function hinfstruct from
the Robust Control toolbox [The Mathworks Inc., a]. The resulting controller
K stabilizes the closed-loop interconnection and achieves robust performance
against the uncertainties. In Figure 3.13, the frequency response of the controller
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K and open-loop transfer L = GK are plotted. In Figure 3.14, the sensitivity
S and complementary sensitivity T are plotted. These are defined as S = I

I−L
and T = L

I−L . These bode plots show that the sensitivity and complementary
sensitivity have the desired shape, since the magnitude response is smaller than
those of their respective inverse weighting filters.





Chapter 4

Real-time plasma state
monitoring and supervisory

control on TCV

Abstract In ITER and DEMO, various control objectives related to plasma
control must be simultaneously achieved by the plasma control system (PCS),
in both normal operation as well as off-normal conditions. The PCS must act
on off-normal events and deviations from the target scenario, since certain se-
quences (chains) of events can precede disruptions. It is important that these
decisions are made while maintaining a coherent prioritization between the real-
time control tasks to ensure high-performance operation.

In this paper, a generic architecture for task-based integrated plasma con-
trol is proposed. The architecture is characterized by the separation of state
estimation, event detection, decisions and task execution among different algo-
rithms, with standardized signal interfaces. Central to the architecture are a
plasma state monitor and supervisory controller. In the plasma state monitor,
discrete events in the continuous-valued plasma state are modeled using finite
state machines. This provides a high-level representation of the plasma state.
The supervisory controller coordinates the execution of multiple plasma control
tasks by assigning task priorities, based on the finite states of the plasma and
the pulse schedule.

These algorithms were implemented on the TCV digital control system and
integrated with actuator resource management and existing state estimation al-
gorithms and controllers. The plasma state monitor on TCV can track a multi-

This chapter is accepted for publication in Nuclear Fusion. The authors of the manuscript
are T.C. Blanken, F. Felici, C. Galperti, N.M.T. Vu, M. Kong, O. Sauter, M.R. de Baar, the
EUROfusion MST1 team and the TCV team.
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tude of plasma events, related to plasma current, rotating and locked neoclassical
tearing modes, and position displacements.

In TCV experiments on simultaneous control of plasma pressure, safety fac-
tor profile and NTMs using electron cyclotron heating (ECH) and current drive
(ECCD), the supervisory controller assigns priorities to the relevant control
tasks. The tasks are then executed by feedback controllers and actuator al-
location management. This work forms a significant step forward in the ongoing
integration of control capabilities in experiments on TCV, in support of tokamak
reactor operation.

4.1 Introduction

In long-pulse scenarios in tokamak reactors, multiple plasma quantities such as
current, shape, kinetic profiles, impurities and various magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) activity need to be controlled simultaneously in real time [Humphreys
et al., 2015; Pironti and Walker, 2005; Snipes et al., 2014]. The plasma condi-
tions must stay at the target references despite unknown or unpredictable dis-
turbances such as MHD activity or actuator/diagnostic failure. It is envisioned
that multiple feedback controllers will operate concurrently, and that each will
control a subset of the relevant plasma quantities [Snipes et al., 2017; Treutterer
et al., 2014b].

What are the requirements for the plasma control system (PCS) for a toka-
mak reactor? First, the PCS should execute the pulse schedule during plasma
operations. Second, the PCS should decide which plasma quantities must be
controlled subject to not only the pulse schedule but also to the state of the
plasma and the machine. Third, unforeseen events (such as MHD activity, ex-
ceeding operational limits, and deviations from the target scenario, see [De Vries
et al., 2011; Humphreys et al., 2015]) must be suppressed, controlled or miti-
gated by the PCS [Maraschek et al., 2018; Raupp et al., 2017; Snipes et al., 2017]
to maintain plasma performance and stability. If suppression of instabilities or
rejection of disturbances is not possible, the PCS must decide on future action,
e.g. pursue a lower performance target or initiate an emergency ramp-down.

By definition, a reactor will have limited actuation resources, and it is there-
fore foreseen that actuators will be shared between the controllers that execute
the various control tasks [Humphreys et al., 2015]. For example, NBI, ICRH
and EC systems provide heating and current drive (H&CD), allowing control of
the plasma pressure, the safety factor profile and the MHD modes [Henderson
et al., 2015; Snipes et al., 2012]. Depending on the plasma state and actuator
availability, not all control objectives may be achieved simultaneously, so the
PCS must prioritize the control tasks and allocate actuation resources to the
tasks [Humphreys et al., 2015].

In present day tokamak control systems, the integration of various plasma
controllers and plasma supervision for the internal plasma quantities is expand-
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ing. Although advanced control of e.g. pressure and shape is done routinely, the
real-time decision-making is uncommon.

Often, individual control algorithms are developed and used for specific ex-
periments, and are not operated concurrently with other controllers. Significant
research has recently been conducted towards real-time control of multiple quan-
tities simultaneously; for instance at TCV [Kim et al., 2016; Maljaars et al., 2017;
Mavkov et al., 2018; Vu et al., 2016], DIII-D [Lauret et al., 2017; Wehner et al.,
2016, 2017] and in simulations for ITER [Barton et al., 2015]. While these repre-
sent important steps towards integrated plasma control, they lack dedicated task
coordination logic for actuator sharing management among multiple (different)
controllers. Furthermore, significant work has been done at ASDEX-Upgrade
in switching actuation resources between multiple controllers for simultaneous
pressure and NTM control [Rapson et al., 2016]. While this marks a major
step in integrated control, the resource switching is hardcoded for the intended
experiment, based on a single trigger. Accommodating additional functional-
ity in a specific implementation often requires substantial rewriting of existing
code. Moreover, in present-day practice, signals of (combinations of) individ-
ual diagnostics are used to trigger specific control/event handling algorithms.
While recent research on real-time off-normal event handling on DIII-D and
KSTAR [Eidietis et al., 2018] provides the required real-time decision-making,
this linked individual diagnostics to specific event handling algorithms and actu-
ators. The links between diagnostics and event handling are done in an ad-hoc
fashion, and a modification of the event triggering logic requires manual ad-
justments of the control code. Also, algorithms are difficult to port from one
tokamak to another since they depend on specific diagnostics and actuators.

Instead, it is desirable to have a generic architecture separating

• the estimation of the full generic plasma state from tokamak-specific diag-
nostics,
• the detection of events in the plasma (or tokamak subsystems) based on

the generic state description rather than specific diagnostic signals, and
• the decision logic on how to respond to these events,

as is also elaborated in [Humphreys et al., 2015]. This allows for programming
arbitrary decisions based on combinations of multiple events.

The PCS of future tokamaks is responsible for high-level discharge super-
vision, meaning segment scheduling, managing control objectives, but also off-
normal event handling. It is important to note that these functionalities must
be performed in real-time for long pulse scenarios, as opposed to inter-discharge
decision-making common in today’s tokamak experiments. The requirements
for the supervisory control come from the quantities that should either be con-
trolled, or the quantities that should be monitored since the PCS should respond
to them. Also, the set of requirements is different for a small and flexible exper-
imental tokamak like TCV (operated in many different scenarios with different
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experimental needs on a day), than for a long-pulse experiments like ITER (per-
forming a few scenarios for exploration) or a reactor like DEMO (performing
one scenario). Because of the inherent physics coupling between many plasma
quantities, information of the plasma state is needed for real-time control deci-
sions. It is desirable to centralize all high-level plasma decisions so that decisions
may be taken by a single algorithm that has the maximally available informa-
tion about the plasma and the relevant tokamak subsystems [Raupp et al., 2017;
Treutterer et al., 2017]. Here, high-level relates to the integrated operation and
coordination across all plasma control objectives and algorithms, as opposed to
the low-level operation of individual control algorithms and hardware control.

The aim of this paper is twofold. First, a conceptual framework for inte-
grated control of tokamak plasmas employing full plasma state monitoring and
supervisory control is presented. Second, the results of plasma state monitor and
the supervisory controller at TCV applied to experimental simultaneous MHD
and kinetic profile control with real-time decisions based on the NTM state are
reported.

The conceptual framework has an architecture that is characterized by a
strict separation between:

1. a suite of reconstruction algorithms for the plasma and actuator states,
2. a finite-state machine representation for the monitoring of these states,
3. a centralized supervisory controller for enabling and prioritizing control

tasks, and
4. the algorithms responsible for the execution of the control tasks, being

(feedback) controllers and actuation resource management.

The ordering in the above list is intentional: each component sequentially feeds
information into the next. In Figure 4.1, we show a diagram of several high-level
software components in a PCS, corresponding to the above list.

One aim of the real-time state monitoring is to automate the offline analysis
of plasma events, such as carried out in [De Vries et al., 2011; Gerhardt et al.,
2013], for the purpose of plasma control. The result of high-level decisions exe-
cuted by the supervisory controller consists of the real-time enabling prioritized
control tasks, subject to the plasma state and available resources. Each control
task represents a specific objective that a (feedback) control algorithm should
accomplish in the plasma (see [Vu et al., 2018]). Yet, the control task does
not contain explicit directives on how a controller must execute this task, such
as which actuators and control laws to use. The control task is therefore per
definition tokamak-agnostic.

The development and application of the architecture at TCV is a collabo-
rative effort. This paper deals primarily with the plasma state monitoring and
supervisory controller, as the (compatible) actuator manager and interfaces to
feedback controllers and actuators are reported in [Vu et al., 2018]. One of the
difficulties encountered during development, implementation and integration of
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Figure 4.1 – Block diagram of (a selection of) envisioned high-level PCS func-
tionalities. Besides standard feedback control loops, plasma state monitoring and
supervision provide high-level decisions regarding multiple control tasks. More-
over, an actuator management algorithm dynamically assigns actuators to con-
trollers, see [Vu et al., 2018]. These components for pulse supervision and control
were also defined in [Humphreys et al., 2015; Treutterer et al., 2014b]. However,
in this paper and in [Vu et al., 2018], signal interfaces for integrated control are
defined explicitly.

these complex integrated control algorithms on the TCV control system [Anand
et al., 2017] is that existing input-output signal interfaces were different among
various controllers. This proved to be impractical and confusing, particularly
while asserting genericity and anticipating future expansions of the control capa-
bilities. Therefore, all signal interfaces between the finite-state machine models,
the supervisory controller, the actuator management algorithm and the control
algorithms are standardized [Vu et al., 2018]. This provides ease of development
and scalability to additional actuators and control algorithms. The standard-
ization defines the signal dimensions, as well as their meaning in terms of either
tokamak-agnostic quantities (e.g. kinetic profiles, ECH deposited power and de-
position location) or tokamak-specific quantities (e.g. ECE data, power supply
voltages and mirror angles of EC launchers).

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in Section 4.2, the
generic software architecture containing the state estimation, state monitor and
supervisory control algorithms is discussed. The generic design of the state mon-
itor and the supervisory controller are described in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4,
respectively. In Section 4.5, the implementation of the state monitor and su-
pervisory controller on TCV’s control system, as well as results of finite state
monitoring on TCV discharges are presented. Experimental results with the
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application of the supervisory control in a TCV discharge are presented. The
results of the latter sections are discussed in Section 4.6. Finally, conclusions
and an outlook are given in Section 4.7.

4.2 Generic plasma control system software ar-
chitecture

In this section, the proposed architecture for integrated plasma control on a PCS
is presented and motivated. This architecture facilitates concurrent execution
of multiple control tasks using multiple actuators. It is characterized by a strict
separation of components based on their functionality as well as their degree of
independence to the specifics of the tokamak diagnostics and actuators. First,
the concept of control tasks is explained and their usage for handling multiple
control tasks is motivated. Second, the proposed control system architecture
is discussed. In particular, the functionality and input-output signals of the
software components that are described in this paper are highlighted. Last, the
design choice of using tokamak-agnostic signal interfaces between the algorithms
is motivated.

4.2.1 Task-based supervisory control

In order to facilitate real-time prioritization of multiple control objectives, an
abstraction of the representation of these objectives is proposed, called control
tasks. As explained in more detail in [Vu et al., 2018], a control task is defined
as a specific objective that should be accomplished in the plasma. Examples
of various control tasks are confinement mode control, NTM suppression, NTM
preemption, sawtooth pacing, safety factor profile control and impurity removal
control. The supervisory control algorithm enables and prioritizes each control
task, based on the discharge time, pulse schedule, the state of the plasma as well
as the state of the actuators. These priorities represent the (relative) importance
of the tasks. Many other research has addressed these tasks, yet with ad-hoc
implementations for the specific task and binary prioritizations of tasks, see
e.g. [Rapson et al., 2016].

The design choice of abstracting the task execution to facilitate the coordina-
tion of integrated plasma control and exception handling has several advantages
compared to existing solutions. These are:

• the supervisory decision logic on task priorities may be designed and in-
terpreted more easily, since these decisions do not involve the specifics of
the task execution by the responsible controller,
• the tasks are generic and similar among different tokamaks, such that the

generic supervisory controller may be used for different devices,
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• different feedback controllers may be used interchangeably for a given con-
trol task, without changing the supervisory logic,
• since functionalities (e.g. state estimation, task decision logic and task exe-

cution) are disentangled and reside in different algorithms with generalized
input-output interfaces, the algorithms may be developed separately. This
enhances interchangeability and portability of algorithms.

Ultimately, these priorities are taken into account by the actuator manage-
ment algorithm, which assigns the scarce actuators to the tasks. These latter
tasks are executed by controller algorithms given the assigned resources. In the
actuator manager, the priorities are used as input to an optimization problem,
together with factors such as actuator availability, (possibly conflicting) require-
ments, and actuation requests from controllers, to assign actuation resources to
each task. Examples of such optimization algorithms are presented in [Maljaars
and Felici, 2017; Rapson et al., 2015; Vu et al., 2018].

Still, while the supervisory controller determines the priority of tasks, it
does not produce explicit commands and directives on how the controllers must
accomplish this task, e.g. which specific actuators and control laws to use. This
abstraction of the objectives decouples the design of the supervisory control
algorithm from the specifics of the task execution, which is handled by the
controllers. When enabled, each control task will be executed by one (feedback)
controller algorithm.

4.2.2 Control system software architecture

Different architectures for real-time supervisory control and actuator allocation
are possible [Maljaars and Felici, 2017]. Although distributed supervisory control
among the controllers is more easy to design for local optimality, they may take
decisions that are globally contradictory or counterproductive. For instance, for
the suppression of NTMs using ECH it may be needed to temporarily reduce the
plasma kinetic pressure, overriding the normal reference for a pressure controller.
In contrast, all decision-making can be merged in a single centralized supervisory
controller, avoiding contradictory actions by consistent globally optimal decision-
making. In this work, the latter centralized supervisor is considered.

In Figure 4.2, a block diagram of the software components and signals is
presented, which includes three layers. These layers, the software components,
their functions and their input and output signals are introduced next.

Tokamak-agnostic signal definitions between algorithms

The components seen in Figure 4.2 are grouped among three distinct layers,
namely a tokamak-specific layer , an interface layer and a tokamak-agnostic
layer . Algorithms in the interface layer form the boundary between the signals
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Figure 4.2 – Block diagram of the generic architecture of a plasma control sys-
tem. This architecture facilitates event detection, integrated control, exception
handling and actuator sharing. All signals in the tokamak-agnostic layer are de-
fined in terms of generic quantities, while algorithms in the interface layer form
the boundary between the tokamak-agnostic and tokamak-specific signal quanti-
ties.

from device-specific hardware (e.g. the diagnostics and actuators in the tokamak-
specific layer) and signals in the tokamak-agnostic layer . The algorithms in the
tokamak-agnostic layer are characterized by an input-output interface where sig-
nals are defined in terms of plasma states (e.g. kinetic profiles, equilibrium and
MHD states) and actuation resource signals (e.g. injected heating power and
deposition location in terms of normalized radius), rather than device-specific
diagnostics signals (e.g. ECE data, line-integrated density) and device-specific
actuator signals (e.g. power supply voltages, EC mirror angles). In [Vu et al.,
2018], the architecture and the design choices for these software layers are further
motivated.

Plasma and actuator state reconstruction

As introduced in Section 4.1, a single unified representation of the physical state
of the plasma and actuators is chosen in order for a single centralized agent to
make decisions about all control tasks, as well as providing the plasma state to
all controller algorithms for the purpose of feedback control.

In this paper, the state of a system is defined as the (smallest) set of (in-
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ternal) physical quantities that describe the dynamical evolution in time of the
system sufficiently for the purpose of control. The choice of what quantities are
represented in the state depend on the level of detail required for the applica-
tion. For typical control tasks on tokamaks, the state of the plasma and tokamak
is roughly represented by the plasma equilibrium, the currents in the conduct-
ing structures, all kinetic and magnetic profiles (including fast ions or runaway
electrons), the presence, type and amplitude of MHD modes, the availability
of actuator systems, and angles of movable mirrors and waveguide switches.
These are chosen because they are the typical quantities that a control system
may attempt to manipulate or may need to react to, and are generic for all
tokamaks. The representation of this state in the control system software is a
parametrization of this physical state.

Note that it may or may not be possible to reconstruct the state of the plasma
based on diagnostic measurements, depending on the quality and quantity of di-
agnostic signals, as well as the modeling understanding of the underlying physics
that determine the state evolution. This is discussed in more detail in [Felici
et al., 2011, 2016].

All algorithms that estimate the continuous real-valued state of the plasma
and actuators based on the specific diagnostic and actuator signals are grouped
in the plasma and actuator state reconstruction. The state reconstruction algo-
rithms are typically equilibrium reconstruction (e.g. EFIT [Ferron et al., 1998]
and RT-LIUQE [Moret et al., 2015]), MHD analysis (e.g. [van den Brand et al.,
2016; Galperti et al., 2014]), profile estimators (e.g. the RAPTOR-observer [Fe-
lici et al., 2014a, 2016]), ray-tracing codes (e.g. RT-TORBEAM [Poli et al.,
2018]), and more. The resulting state contains the estimates of kinetic pro-
files, equilibrium, MHD states, absorbed auxiliary heating power, actuator state,
among others. This is the common state fed to all other algorithms.

Depending on the requirements, these state estimates should probably be
available at different sample rates. For example for the purpose of control and
plasma monitoring, the vertical position must be computed at a higher rate than
plasma equilibria. The proposed framework is not restricted to a single sample
rate.

Plasma state monitor

Since the decisions about control tasks are taken in the supervisory controller
based on discrete assessments of the condition of the plasma, a translation of
the continuous representation of the state (e.g. values of physical quantities) to
a discrete representation is made. In the plasma state monitor, this discrete
state representation is formed using finite state machines (see [Cassandras and
Lafortune, 2008]) representing the state of the plasma and the actuators at every
time step during a plasma discharge. The finite state machines represent all the
states of the plasma that the PCS should respond to or control. In Section 4.3,
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the plasma state monitor is discussed in more detail.

Supervisory controller

The supervisory controller is responsible for all real-time decision-making re-
garding the coordination of all control tasks, as is also mentioned in [Raupp
et al., 2017; Treutterer et al., 2014b, 2017].

The proposed supervisory controller has explicitly defined inputs and output
signal interfaces to other algorithms in the PCS. It produces the task priorities,
the task activation as well as quantities specific to eask task (e.g. references,
parameter settings), based on the discrete state of the plasma and the pulse
schedule. These task priorities form the basis on which actuators are allocated
in real time to the control tasks and their executing control algorithms. In
Section 4.4, the proposed supervisory controller is discussed more in detail.

Actuator manager, actuator interface and controller algorithms

An actuator management algorithm (e.g. [Maljaars and Felici, 2017; Rapson
et al., 2015; Vu et al., 2018]) assigns the available actuation resources (in terms
of heating power, current drive, fuelling) to the control tasks, based on the task
priority, actuator availability and requests from controller algorithms. A set of
(feedback) controllers is responsible for the execution of the tasks, using the
assigned actuation resources. The focus of this work is on the plasma state
estimation and monitoring, and supervisory control. The design of a compat-
ible actuator manager and the interface to controller algorithms and actuator
hardware can be found in [Vu et al., 2018].

4.3 Design of a generic plasma state monitor

In this section, the architecture and design of a plasma state monitor, containing
finite-state models, are presented. These models are tokamak-agnostic, mean-
ing that they can represent the state of any tokamak plasma. Plasma states
and events (such as those in [De Vries et al., 2011; Gerhardt et al., 2013]) are
formalized using the concept of finite state machines (FSM) [Cassandras and
Lafortune, 2008].

The list of FSMs needed to represent a tokamak plasma for the purpose of
real-time control and event handling should be dictated by requirements. The
required FSMs are determined by the quantities that need to be controlled or
the events that should be monitored since the PCS may need to respond to
them (e.g. limit violations, deviations from the target scenario, hardware faults).
This list poses requirements on which plasma quantities should be estimated in
real time and their reconstruction accuracy. The required quantities will be
the confinement mode, detachment state, proximity of quantities (e.g. current,
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Figure 4.3 – The finite state machine representation of the 2/1 mode frequency.
The transitions are triggered on conditional tests, specified in Table 4.1. These
state transitions are triggered on the estimated 2/1 mode amplitude and frequency,
as well as the estimated n = 1 locked mode amplitude. The dashed arrow indicates
the initially active state. An non-exhaustive list of required finite state machines,
their states and input signals are given in the respective columns of Table 4.2.

Table 4.1 – The conditions for the transitions of the finite state machine in
Figure 4.3. These transitions use the plasma state signals f2/1mode, A2/1mode

and An=1LM, see Table 4.2. Note that small numbers εA and εf are added to
the signal thresholds on reciprocal transitions, e.g. FS and SF. The resulting
hysteresis prevents fast switching between states due to small signal variations.
Furthermore, the threshold values are chosen such that f thresh,FS

2/1mode > f thresh,SL
2/1mode +εf .

Similar conditions are formulated for all FSMs in Table 4.2.

Transition Conditional test

FS f2/1mode < f thresh,FS
2/1mode AND A2/1mode > Athresh,FS

2/1mode + εA

SF f2/1mode > f thresh,FS
2/1mode + εf OR A2/1mode < Athresh,FS

2/1mode

FL, SL f2/1mode < f thresh,SL
2/1mode OR An=1LM > Athresh

n=1LM + εA

LF f2/1mode > f thresh,FS
2/1mode + εf AND An=1LM < Athresh

n=1LM

LS f2/1mode > f thresh,SL
2/1mode + εf AND f2/1mode < f thresh,FS

2/1mode + εf AND

An=1LM < Athresh
n=1LM

q95, internal inductance, shape parameters, pressure, density, rotation, NTM
amplitude and frequency, locked mode amplitude and phase) to their respective
physics and operational limits, deviations of the controlled quantities from their
references/targets, among others.

In general, each plasma state or set of physically related states that the
PCS should respond to is modeled by a single FSM. Discrete quantities such
as confinement mode (ohmic, L-mode, ELMy H-mode, quiescent H-mode) and
number of X-points may be directly represented by FSMs. In line with mod-
ular modeling practice [Baeten et al., 2016; Cassandras and Lafortune, 2008],
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each FSM should represent one quantity (or component) and be as small as
possible (atomic), avoiding unnecessary large FSMs which could be divided in
sub-FSMs. This prevents redundancy among the FSMs. The combination (or
synchronous composition, see [Cassandras and Lafortune, 2008]) of all individual
FSMs represents the full system.

As an example, the finite state machine for the rotational frequency of a 2/1
mode, which may be indicative of the mode locking, is depicted in Figure 4.3
and is further detailed in Section 4.3.2. Its transition conditions are listed in
Table 4.1. The meaning of the finite states depends on the requirements for
(supervisory) control. For example, the states slow can represent a mode that is
predicted to lock within a set amount of time, while the state fast can represent
a mode that does not pose immediate threat of locking. Although the threshold
values of the transition conditions are specific to the application on a tokamak,
they represent physics quantities rather than device-specific measured quantities.

A number of FSMs representing the plasma may be considered for the pur-
pose of integrated plasma control. In Table 4.2, an overview of finite state
machines F , their states S and their input signals u is given. This table pro-
vides an initial set of plasma states which should be used for decision-making in
integrated plasma control. Yet, the table is in no way complete or exhaustive.
FSMs for additional plasma quantities may be added, for example for (low)
plasma rotation, (excessive) tile temperature at strike point locations, MHD
mode classification ((neoclassical) tearing mode, resistive wall mode, external
kink, etc) and normalized beta limit proximity and violation. In Figure 4.4, the
input signals u and output signals Y of the plasma state monitor, which contains
the finite state machines, are depicted. These FSMs are briefly introduced next.

4.3.1 Plasma current segment

A simple set of discharge segment labels are considered in this work, namely the
ramp-up, flat-top, ramp-down, as well as the absence of plasma. The observation
of these discharge phases may be important for enabling control tasks. For
instance, fusion power production may only be initiated in a reactor once the
plasma is observed to be in flat-top and the current is constant.

In this paper, it is chosen to derive the discharge segment from the measured
plasma current and its time derivative. Thresholds tests on the sign and absolute
value of the time derivative of the plasma current cue the transitions between the
ramp-up, flat-top or ramp-down states. The plasma is considered absent when
the absolute value of the measured plasma current is below a given threshold.

4.3.2 Rotating modes

A number of states of rotating modes are considered, being the magnetic per-
turbation amplitude, frequency and rotational acceleration of the magnetic per-
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Table 4.2 – Non-exhaustive list of finite state machines F that should be con-
sidered for representing a tokamak plasma for the purpose of control and event
handling, with signals u used for the state transitions. Note that duplicates for
different m/n numbers of MHD modes are listed.

Finite state ma-
chine F name

States S Used input signals from u

Plasma current seg-
ment

• no plasma,
• ramp-up,
• flat-top,
• ramp-down

measured plasma current IP
and time derivative d

dt IP

Mode amplitude
m/n={2/1, 3/1,
3/2}

• nomode,
• small,
• large

mode amplitude A(m/n)NTM

Mode frequency
m/n={2/1, 3/1,
3/2}

• locked,
• slow,
• fast

mode frequency f(m/n)NTM,
mode amplitude A(m/n)NTM

and locked mode amplitude
A(n)LM

Mode acceleration
m/n={2/1, 3/1,
3/2}

• locking,
• stationary,
• unlocking

NTM acceleration
d
dt f(m/n)NTM and locked
mode amplitude A(n)LM

Locked mode ampli-
tude n = {1, 2, 3}

• noLM,
• LM

locked mode amplitude
A(n)LM

Position error
(slow/static): verti-
cal and radial

• negative displ.,
• no displ.,
• positive displ.

vertical and radial position er-
ror ZA,e, RA,e

Position oscilla-
tions: vertical and
radial

• no oscillations,
• oscillatory

vertical and radial position
oscillation amplitude AZ,osc,
AR,osc

Vertical displace-
ment event

• no VDE,
• VDE

vertical displacement indica-
tor ZA,e

d
dtZA,e

Greenwald density
limit ratio

• below limit,
• close to limit,
• above limit

Greenwald fraction fGW

Electron density
control error

• below control specification,
• close to zero,
• above control specification

electron density error ne,ref −
ne

Confinement mode • ohmic,
• L-mode,
• I-mode,
• ELMy H-mode
• quiescent H-mode

auxiliary heating power, H-
mode detection, ELM fre-
quency, electron density pro-
file ne(ρ), electron tempera-
ture profile Te(ρ)

Magnetic configura-
tion mode

• limited,
• lower/upper single null,
• double null

reconstructed equilibrium

Detachment mode • no detachment,
• marginally detached,
• detached

detachment detection, detach-
ment front location

Sawtooth frequency • no ST,
• slow ST,
• fast ST

sawtooth frequency fST

Current density
profile class

• inductive,
• hybrid,
• reverse-shear

normalized magnetic shear

s = ρ
q
∂q
∂ρ

Internal transport
barrier location

• no ITB,
• ITB collocated with qmin location,
• ITB non-collocated with qmin loc.

electron temperature profile

gradient ∂Te
∂ρ , current density

profile q(ρ)

Thermal radiation • close to expected radiation,
• excessive radiation,
• core radiative collapse

radiated power fraction, elec-
tron temperature gradient,
tungsten density profile
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Figure 4.4 – Block diagram of the generic plasma state monitor. Only the signals
that can be estimated in real time on TCV at present are listed, which is a subset
of those listed in Table 4.2. See Section 4.5 for the set of signals and FSMs that
are implemented on TCV.

turbation. In this paper, the m/n=2/1, 3/1 and 3/2 modes are considered,
with separate finite state machines for each mode and each of the aforemen-
tioned quantities, see Table 4.2. The mode presence, i.e. an amplitude labeled
as ‘small’ or ‘large’ may be interpreted as either the ‘MHD’ or ‘NTM’ events
from [De Vries et al., 2011], can lead to a disruption. The mode acceleration,
i.e. the time derivative of its frequency, is considered since it may be indicative
(in combination with the frequency) of mode locking and unlocking. In Fig-
ure 4.3, the finite state machine for the rotational frequency of a 2/1 mode is
shown. Note that the ‘locked’ state in the mode frequency FSMs corresponds to
the ‘ML’ label in [De Vries et al., 2011]. The FSMs for the modes require the re-
constructed continuous-valued magnetic perturbation amplitude, frequency and
acceleration of each of the m/n modes as input signals.

In order to avoid redundancy among the FSMs, only the mode amplitude
FSM indicates the mode presence. Recall that the combination (or synchronous
product [Cassandras and Lafortune, 2008]) of the finite state machines char-
acterizes the full system, thereby eliminating the need for redundancy among
atomic FSMs.
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4.3.3 Locked modes

In this work, the presence of toroidally resolved locked modes is considered,
specifically the n = {1, 2, 3} modes. A mode lock is often a precursor to a dis-
ruption [De Vries et al., 2011; Sweeney et al., 2017], and its presence may require
an emergency rampdown in a reactor.Thresholds on the magnetic perturbation
amplitude determine the transitions between the states listed in Table 4.2. The
presence of any locked mode corresponds to the ‘ML’ label in [De Vries et al.,
2011].

4.3.4 Plasma position displacements and oscillations

Concerning the plasma position, different states and events may be considered,
such as position displacements with respect to their references, vertical displace-
ment events in disruptions, and plasma position oscillations. The latter may
occur in TCV due to challenges in vertical stabilization control. In a reactor,
problems with plasma position control may require a modification of the internal
inductance or elongation to avoid a disruption. A vertical displacement event
corresponds to the ‘VDE’ label, while the vertical position displacements and
oscillations are related to the ‘VSC’ (vertical stability control problem) label
in [De Vries et al., 2011].

Threshold checks on the reconstructed position errors w.r.t. the references,
Zerr = Zreconstr − Zref and Rerr = Rreconstr − Rref , determine the transitions
between the position displacement states listed in Table 4.2. Threshold checks
on the amplitude of observed oscillations determine the transition between the
oscillation states. Moreover, threshold checks on the multiplication Zerr

d
dtZerr

indicates unstable vertical displacement events seen in disruption, as is also done
in [Gerhardt et al., 2013].

4.3.5 Plasma kinetic quantity deviations and limits

The proximity to and excursions of known operational and physics limits related
to kinetic quantities may be used to trigger recovery actions. These limits may
include the Greenwald density limit, limits on q95, and normalized kinetic pres-
sure limits. Also, deviations of controlled kinetic quantities w.r.t. their references
indicate control problems or indicate that a controller is outside its designed op-
erational space, and may be used to trigger recovery actions [Humphreys et al.,
2015]. Threshold checks on reconstructed (quantities derived from) kinetic pro-
files may determine the transitions between operational states.
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Table 4.3 – Abstract examples of supervisory control decision logic. The task
activation conditions in the second column are conditional tests on the discharge
time t and the active finite states Y , which were introduced in Section 4.3 and
listed in Table 4.2. If a condition holds, the priority is assigned to the correspond-
ing task. Different exclusive conditions may result in different priorities for a task,
as seen here for Task 1. Moreover, in the case that a controller can execute one
out of several tasks, exclusive conditions among these activation conditions ensure
that only one task becomes active at a time. This is shown here for Task 2 and 3.

Task Activation condition Priority

Task 1
y1 == state2 OR y2 == state1 pTask1 = c1
y1 == state1 AND y2 6= state1 AND t1,1 < t < t1,2 pTask1 = c2

Task 2 y2 == state2 AND t2,1 < t < t2,2 pTask2 = c3

Task 3 y2 6= state2 AND t3,1 < t < t3,2 pTask3 = c4

4.4 Design of a generic supervisory controller

In this section, the supervisory control algorithm, as mentioned in Section 4.2,
is presented. The function of the supervisory controller is to coordinate the ex-
ecution of various control objectives in the plasma. The supervisory controller
prioritizes the various control tasks and activates the low-level controllers re-
sponsible for executing the tasks. The priorities are taken into account by the
actuator management system; they are an input to the merit function that de-
termines optimal allocations of actuation resources to tasks. This output of the
supervisory controller depends on a combination of a preprogrammed response in
time, and on states observed in the plasma. For example, the transition to high
confinement mode will be programmed by a feedforward waveform for auxiliary
heating power; while the observation of an unexpected backtransition should
prompt the PCS to allocate additional resources for central heating power or
adapt the pressure reference.

4.4.1 Task-based coordination of controller algorithms

Each control task can be executed by one or more low-level controllers. For ex-
ample, the task for plasma kinetic pressure control can be executed by either pure
feedforward control, or the combination of a feedforward and feedback controller.
A single low-level controller may perform multiple control tasks, although not
necessarily simultaneously. Rules in the supervisory controller ensure that only
viable sets of control tasks are activated at a time. For instance, we consider the
stabilization and preemption of one NTM to be mutually exclusive: only one of
these tasks can be executed by the NTM controller simultaneously for a given
rational q surface. Mutual exclusive conditions for the activation of these tasks
impose that only one is enabled at a time for a given rational q surface.
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Figure 4.5 – Block diagram of the input and output signals of the supervisory
controller. The indices of active finite states originate from the plasma state
monitor, discussed in Section 4.3.

For each control task, the supervisory controller executes a set of conditional
logic expressions, which depend on the active plasma states and the discharge
time. The outcome of each conditional expression enables the task and assigns
a priority to it, or disables the task. As an example, Table 4.3 shows abstract
examples of decision rules in the proposed supervisory controller.

4.4.2 Supervisory control outputs

The supervisory controller produces multiple outputs, as shown in Figure 4.5.
First, it produces the priority for each control task, which is in the range [0, 1]. In
the proposed framework, these priorities represent the (relative) importance of
tasks, and the values are used by the actuator manager to determine an optimal
allocation of actuation resources to tasks [Vu et al., 2018]. When a given task
priority is larger than zero, the corresponding task is activated and the task
execution by the appropriate feedback control algorithm is enabled.

Second, the supervisory controller activates the controller algorithms if the
discharge time is within a pre-set activation time window. This allows a control
algorithm to run in the background even if none of its tasks are active and it
is not in command of any actuation. Last, the supervisory controller sends out
a number of signals and parameters that are specific to each control task and
are related to its execution. For instance, for a plasma pressure control task,
this may include the reference signal for the controlled quantity, while for NTM
control tasks this may include the q = m/n target and maximum heating power.
Some of these task-specific parameters are discussed in [Vu et al., 2018].

The supervisory input-output relation can be formally expressed as a task
priority function p = gP(t, Y ) and a controller activation function a = gA(t).
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Table 4.4 – Decision logic for the simulation in Figure 4.6. Note that all condi-
tions belonging to the same task are mutually exclusive.

Control task Activation condition Priority

2/1 mode
stabilization

2/1ampl==large & 2/1freq==slow p1 = 1

2/1ampl==small & 2/1freq==slow p1 = 0.9

2/1ampl==large & 2/1freq==fast p1 = 0.8

2/1ampl==small & 2/1freq==fast p1 = 0.7

2/1 mode preemption 0.4 < t < 0.8 p2 = 0.5

2/1 surface pointing 1 < t < 3 p3 = 0.45

3/2 mode
stabilization

3/2ampl==large & 3/2freq==slow p4 = 0.95

3/2ampl==small & 3/2freq==slow p4 = 0.85

3/2ampl==large & 3/2freq==fast p4 = 0.75

3/2ampl==small & 3/2freq==fast p4 = 0.65

Kinetic pressure control 0.35 < t < 1 p5 = 0.6

Safety profile control 0.35 < t < 1 p6 = 0.3

Here, p ∈ P is the vector of control task priorities where, P = [0, 1]
NT , NT is the

number of control tasks, and a ∈ A is the vector of controller activations, where
A = {off, on}NC and NC is the number of (feedback) controllers. Furthermore,

t is the discharge time and Y =
[
y1 y2 . . . yNF

]T
is the column of all

active state indices.

4.4.3 Supervisory controller simulation

To illustrate the input-output behaviour, capabilities and possibilities of the
chosen architecture of the supervisory controller, we present a simulation with
synthetic plasma state signals and a predefined set of decision rules.

The input data consists of artificial signals of appearing and disappearing
rotating modes, both m/n = 2/1 and 3/2 with varying amplitude and rotational
frequency. The supervisory control rules are listed in Table 4.4 and represent
the preprogrammed response for kinetic pressure, safety factor profile control,
mode preemption and idle EC beam pointing as well as the real-time response to
observed rotating modes. In this simulation example, the real-world problem of
prioritizing the suppression and preemption of modes versus kinetic pressure and
q-profile control is displayed. Specifically the case where the rotational frequency
and amplitude of the modes determines their relative priority: although a 2/1
mode is more important to suppress than a 3/2 mode, a sufficiently small and fast
2/1 mode is less important to suppress given limited resources than a slow, large
3/2 mode. Although unfavorable safety factor profiles cause rotating modes
to appear and therefore control of the safety factor profile is important, the
stabilization of modes (when they appear) is valued more important in this
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Figure 4.6 – Simulation of the supervisory controller with artificial plasma state
signals, illustrative of the supervisory control possibilities. In the top two panels,
synthetic rotating mode state signals are given. In the other panel, the priorities
for the various control tasks are shown, computed using the decision rules in
Table 4.4. Note that depending on the amplitude and frequency of the 2/1 and
3/2 mode, the supervisory controller prioritizes the stabilization of either mode
over the other.

case. Therefore the mode stabilization tasks receive a higher priority when a
mode is present.

The decision rules internal to the supervisory controller consider the am-
plitude and frequency of two distinct NTMs, as well as time-based triggers, to
prioritize NC = 6 control tasks related to NTM, pressure, and safety factor
control. These rules are listed in Table 4.4.

In Figure 4.6, we show the artificial plasma states and resulting control task
priorities from the simulation. In this simulation example, the suppression of
two appearing and disappearing rotating modes is prioritized over the scheduled
tasks of pressure and safety factor profile control.

4.5 Implementation and results on TCV

The plasma state monitor and the supervisory controller have been implemented
on the TCV digital control system [Anand et al., 2017] and used in experiments.
In this section, the implementation and interfacing to other real-time algorithms
is discussed, as well as results of experiments on integrated control on TCV.
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4.5.1 Implementation of the plasma state monitor and su-
pervisory controller on the TCV control system

The real-valued plasma state estimates, used in the plasma state monitor de-
scribed in Section 4.3, are derived from various existing real-time reconstruction
algorithms on the TCV control system. These algorithms and their outputs
relevant to this work are:

• the rotating mode analysis based on singular value decomposition [Galperti
et al., 2014, 2017], producing the likelihoods that the two most dominant
modes have mode number m/n=2/1, 3/2 or 3/1,

• a newly implemented phase-locked loop, providing the rotating mode fre-
quency,
• the standard odd-n and even-n rotating mode amplitudes,
• the real-time mode lock analysis, producing the locked mode amplitude

for n = 1, n = 2 and n = 3,
• the real-time event detector [Shousha et al., 2018], providing the confine-

ment mode and ELM frequency,
• the real-time equilibrium reconstruction code LIUQE [Moret et al., 2015],

producing the plasma current centroid position,
• the measurement of the plasma current, based on spatial integration of

magnetic probe measurements surrounding the plasma (see [Moret et al.,
2015]),
• the real-time EC raytracing code TORBEAM [Poli et al., 2018], producing

the power deposition locations of injected EC beams,
• the RAPTOR-observer [Felici et al., 2011, 2016], estimating the electron

temperature profile, safety factor profile and derived quantities such as
kinetic normalized pressure and internal inductance,
• the RAPDENS-observer [Blanken et al., 2018b] (this thesis, Chapter 3),

estimating the electron density profile.

In Figure 4.7, these reconstruction algorithms, as well as newly implemented
postprocessing blocks, the plasma state monitor and the supervisory controller
are shown, with the relevant input and output signals. Note that in this setup
indeed the reconstruction algorithms are specific to TCV, while the finite state
machines in the plasma state monitor contain no details of TCV hardware and
are truly tokamak-agnostic. The FSMs in the plasma state monitor are imple-
mented using the MATLAB Stateflow Toolbox [The Mathworks Inc., b]. The
relevant computational node hosting the plasma state monitor, supervisory con-
troller and actuator management runs at a cycle rate of 1kHz.

On the output side, the supervisory controller is interfaced with the actuator
manager [Vu et al., 2018] and ultimately to individual controllers, being the in-
terchangeable profile controllers [Kim et al., 2016; Maljaars et al., 2017; Mavkov
et al., 2018; Vu et al., 2016] and the NTM controller [Kong et al., 2017]. Next,
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Figure 4.7 – Block diagram of software components related to the plasma state
monitor and supervisory control on the TCV digital control system. Various re-
construction algorithm outputs are filtered and processed in order to yield suitable
inputs to the finite-state machines. The outputs of the supervisory controller are
sent to the actuation resource management and feedback controllers [Vu et al.,
2018], as shown in Figure 4.2.

the postprocessing and interface of the reconstruction algorithms to the plasma
state monitor, corresponding to the finite state machines that are used in the
results, are discussed.

Rotating mode analysis

A rotating MHD analysis algorithm based on a singular value decomposition
(SVD), see [Galperti et al., 2014, 2017], is combined with a phase-locked loop to
provide information about rotating modes, both using a set of in-vessel poloidal
field coils.

The amplitude of odd-n and even-n rotating modes is computed in the stan-
dard way by taking the root mean square value of the difference and sum of two
toroidally opposed in-vessel poloidal field coils, respectively. These amplitudes
are low-pass filtered with a cut-off frequency of 100Hz. Then, a poloidal mode
number is assigned to these odd-n and even-n amplitudes yielding m/n num-
bers, by selecting the maximum over the likelihoods that the two most dominant
rotating modes have mode numbers m/n=2/1, 3/1 or 3/2. These likelihoods are
provided by the SVD-based algorithm.
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Note that for the mode amplitude, we consider the amplitude of the magnetic
perturbation measured at the coil locations. At present, there is no reconstruc-
tion of the magnetic perturbation at the location of the mode.

In this work, the rotating mode frequency is estimated by a phase-locked loop
(PLL) [Best, 2007]. It synchronizes an oscillator to the most dominant periodic
component in an appropriate linear combination of toroidally separated poloidal
field coil signals. In TCV, rotating modes appear in a wide frequency range up
to 10kHz. The PLL is designed to estimate the mode frequency in the range
between 500Hz and 10kHz. In the present implementation of the SVD-based
analysis, a zero-crossing detector provides an estimate of the rotating mode
frequency. Since the PLL does not rely on zero-crossing detection, it is more
robust to noise. The resulting mode frequency is low-pass filtered at a cut-off
frequency of 100Hz to smooth over multiple periods of the mode. Similarly as
above, a poloidal mode number m is assigned to the estimated frequency by
selecting the maximum of the likelihoods. The mode acceleration is computed
by numerical derivation of the mode frequency. Additional low-pass filtering at
a cut-off frequency of 50Hz is applied to reject the noise amplification caused
by the numerical differentiation. The reconstructed mode amplitude, frequency
and acceleration then feed to the FSMs for the rotating modes, as discussed in
Section 4.3.2.

Locked mode analysis

A recently implemented real-time mode lock indicator for toroidally resolved
mode numbers on TCV’s control system is used [Anand et al., 2017]. The
amplitude of locked modes is computed in real time, and is fed to the FSMs for
locked modes, see Section 4.3.3. Note that the computation yields the magnetic
perturbation amplitude at the coil locations. There is no reconstruction of the
physical mode magnitude.

Equilibrium reconstruction and measured plasma current

The magnetic axis position is provided by real-time LIUQE [Moret et al., 2015]
and is subtracted from the reference position and low-pass filtered with a time
constant of 100ms. It is then fed to the position excursion FSMs, see Sec-
tion 4.3.4. The position oscillation amplitude in both the radial and vertical
directions are computed as the square root of the signal power in the frequency
range between 10Hz and 100Hz, with the latter obtained through band-pass
filtering. These feed to the FSMs for position oscillations, introduced in Sec-
tion 4.3.4. Moreover, the vertical velocity is numerically derived from the verti-
cal position. Similar to [Gerhardt et al., 2013], the multiplication ZerrdZerr/dt
is used to indicate unstable vertical movement events, as mentioned in Sec-
tion 4.3.4.
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The plasma current and its time-derivative are used for the plasma current
segment states in Section 4.3.1. The plasma current is estimated by the trapeze
approximation (see [Moret et al., 2015]). The time-derivative of the plasma
current is numerically computed and is low-pass filtered with a second-order
filter at a cut-off frequency of 20Hz is applied to reject the noise amplification
from numerical differentiation.

4.5.2 Real-time detection of NTMs and locked modes on
TCV

In this subsection, the capabilities of the state monitor to detect behaviour
of several quantities related to MHD and plasma position control problems is
demonstrated.

The results of the plasma state monitoring in TCV discharge #57382 are
depicted in Figure 4.8. In this discharge, a 2/1 NTM grows in amplitude, while
accelerating and decelerating, before locking. Subsequently, the rotating mode
reappears, before a VDE develops and the plasma disrupts. These consecutive
events are flagged by the state monitor.

In Figure 4.9, the results of plasma state monitoring results in TCV discharge
#59183 are shown. In this discharge, a 2/1 NTM accelerates to twice its initial
frequency. Subsequently it disappears while a n = 2 locked mode appears at
1.6s. Although further analysis in [Sheikh et al., 2018] reveals that the mode
spins up and locks consecutively between 1.6s and 2s, these events happen too
fast for the real-time MHD analysis to pick up. These fast transients can be
seen in the magnetics spectogram. In the last phase of the discharge, radial and
vertical position oscillations develop, before disrupting.

Design tradeoffs exist between the detection delay and detection accuracy.
In the present implementation, all input signals u are filtered in order to reduce
fast switching between finite states due to signal noise. Similarly, a delay is
introduced in filtering out the noise introduced by the numerical derivation of
the NTM acceleration from its frequency. These delays introduced by the filters
propagate to the state monitor, and will cause delayed (re)actions by the super-
visory controller and the task-executing algorithms. For the present purposes of
control-focused experiments on TCV, 10ms of delay between the physical event
and a supervisory control decision is acceptable.

4.5.3 Experimental results of integrated kinetic profile and
NTM control on TCV

In this subsection, the capabilities of the supervisory controller in a TCV dis-
charge to provide prioritized control task is demonstrated. A low-density limited
discharge is considered for simultaneous control of the plasma pressure, safety
factor profile and NTMs. The goal is to control the plasma pressure and safety
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Figure 4.8 – Result of event detection for TCV#57382. At time point À, a 2/1
mode briefly appears. Around t = 0.33s it appears again and is detected at time
point Á. The mode briefly accelerates and decelerates after time point Â, before
locking at t = 0.69s at time point Ã. The rotating mode reappears at time point
Ä after which a VDE develops and the plasma disrupts at time point Å.
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Figure 4.9 – Result of event detection for TCV#59183. A 2/1 NTM appears
around 0.55s (time point À). After a deliberate massive neon injection at t = 1.5s
(time point Á), the NTM accelerates to 6kHz. At time point Â, the 2/1 NTM
disappears while an n = 2 locked mode appears. Between 1.6s and 2s, the mode
consecutively unlocks and locks [Sheikh et al., 2018], while the plasma position is
oscillating. At time point Ã the plasma disrupts.
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Table 4.5 – Implemented decision logic for the experimental result in Figure 4.10.

Task Activation condition Priority

2/1 NTM stabilization 2/1ampl==large OR 2/1ampl==small p1 = 1

2/1 NTM preemption 2/1ampl==noNTM AND 0.8 < t < 2 p2 = 0.5

Beta control 0.25 < t < 2 p3 = 0.6

Safety profile control 0.25 < t < 2 p4 = 0.3

factor profile, while suppressing NTMs. The supervisory controller assigns the
priorities to the tasks. Then, the actuation resource management distributes
command over two EC power supplies and the poloidally steerable mirrors on
three launchers among the controller algorithms.

In the present implementation on TCV, two controllers are interfaced to the
supervisory controller and the actuator management, and a set of control tasks
are designated to each controller (see also [Vu et al., 2018]). The control tasks
related to rotating mode control, executed by the NTM controller [Kong et al.,
2017] are:

• NTM suppression/stabilization at a specified q = m/n target,
• NTM preemption at a specified q = m/n target,
• flux surface tracking, i.e. aiming an EC launcher at a specified q surface

without power injection.

The control tasks related to kinetic profile control, executed by the (interchange-
able) profile controllers [Kim et al., 2016; Maljaars et al., 2017; Mavkov et al.,
2018; Vu et al., 2016] are:

• Plasma pressure β control,
• Inverse safety factor profile ι = 1/q control.

For the present purposes, the supervisory control decisions are programmed
by the user. The supervisory decision logic related to the tasks is shown in
Table 4.5. Note that the supervisory controller ensures that at most one of the
preemption task and stabilization task of the 2/1 mode is active at a time: the
activating conditions for these two tasks are mutually exclusive.

In Figure 4.10, the experimental results of TCV discharge #57813 are pre-
sented. Although the mode is not stabilized within the time of the discharge.
Still, the supervisory controller evolves the task priorities among the relevant
control tasks as intended by the user. It first enables the preemption of a 2/1
mode with limited power on launcher #6. At 1.3s, a 2/1 mode is observed and
the supervisor enables the mode suppression task instead of the mode preemp-
tion task. This prompts the actuator manager to grant full power availability
on launcher #6 to the NTM controller.
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Figure 4.10 – Experimental result of simultaneous pressure and NTM control
on TCV #57813. The supervisory controller executes the decision logic shown
in Table 4.5. Furthermore, the actuator manager distributes the available EC
launchers and power supplies to the NTM controller and the profile controller.
The appearance of an NTM prompts the supervisory controller to assign top
priority to the stabilization task.
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Due to technical limitations of the EC system, the gyrotrons of launcher
#4 and #6 are on the same power supply such that equal power is delivered
by these launchers. Yet, they are not depositing power on the same location.
At 1.8s, the actuator manager assigns a second EC launcher (#4) to the mode
suppression task. This prompts the NTM controller to direct launcher #4 to
the resonant surface, where launcher #4 was previously aimed at the magnetic
axis. This experiment demonstrates the succesful execution of the implemented
supervisory control rules, and showcases its capability to manage the execution
of multiple control tasks by multiple controllers.

4.6 Discussion

In this work, we provide a supervisory control framework that deals with sev-
eral aspects of advanced plasma control. The supervisory controller needs to be
programmed by the user according to the intended experimental needs, similar
to [Eidietis et al., 2018; Rapson et al., 2016]. However, extending the method to
include a complete set of functionalities as required in a reactor is challenging.
First, design of a supervisory controller for a highly complex system is difficult
due to the large dimension of the state space [Wonham et al., 2017]. Second,
manual design of a supervisory controller for large systems may lead to a su-
pervisor that contains blocking situations, i.e. when the system ends up in a
state from which it cannot be driven toward a desired state. A tailored solution
from the control engineering community is the requirement-driven design pro-
cedure [Baeten et al., 2016; Ramadge and Wonham, 1987], which provides an
optimized supervisory controller that is guaranteed to be non-blocking, correct
and controllable. This solution may be the topic of future work. Yet, the current
proposed method remains generic, promising and flexible to be extended using
a requirement-driven design procedure.

In this work, the fact that the signal thresholds that determine the state
transitions must be specified by the user implies that the physical meaning of
the finite states is arbitrary. In other research, the semantics of events was
expressed in terms of a statistical proximity to disruptions [De Vries et al.,
2011; Gerhardt et al., 2013]. For future applications of supervisory control in
tokamaks, the meaning of finite states must be dictated by requirements on the
real-time control capability, which includes proximity to disruptions.

In the present implementation on TCV, the set of finite state machines does
not cover the complete set of plasma, hardware and control system states that
is relevant for real-time control as required in future tokamaks and reactors. As
such, this research forms a proof of concept for supervised plasma control. For
the purposes of experimental tokamaks, only coverage of states related to the
intended experiments is needed, as done in this work and [Eidietis et al., 2018;
Rapson et al., 2016]. In [De Vries et al., 2011; Gerhardt et al., 2013], larger sets
of events are considered, in an offline analysis focussed on disruption causes.
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Yet, our work can be extended with additional finite state representations for
the plasma, and is valuable for the application of event detection to coordination
of all relevant control tasks in future reactors.

Moreover, the selection of available diagnostics and reconstruction algorithms
determines the physical meaning of the discrete states. In this work, several
states are expressed in terms of plasma quantities, such as plasma current, posi-
tion, density, temperature, safety factor and EC beam deposition. However, the
real-time MHD analysis provides the amplitude of NTMs and locked modes as
being the perturbation amplitude as observed at the magnetic field coils, rather
than the island width or the magnetic field perturbation amplitude local to the
mode. This implies that these quantities are not (yet) tokamak-agnostic. For
the present experimental purposes on TCV, this does not limit the applicability.
Yet, in the future a tokamak-agnostic state representation is valuable. This al-
lows for developed and proven controller algorithms that take tokamak-agnostic
state quantities as input to be ported to other tokamak PCS’s.

4.7 Conclusions and outlook

4.7.1 Conclusions

In next-generation tokamaks and reactors, the plasma control system should deal
with the magnetic control as well as a number of control tasks associated with
the performance and stability of the plasma. These control tasks will rely on a
limited shared set of actuators. Supervisory control is a necessary component in
future tokamak reactor control systems.

At present, state-of-the-art supervisory control for advanced plasma control
on tokamaks is done at ASDEX-Upgrade and DIII-D. In our work, feedback
controllers are integrated in a generic architecture for advanced plasma control to
allow for the real-time coordination of multiple objectives. This work extends the
research at DIII-D by a strict separation between event detection and execution,
which allows for a modular and extendable architecture.

This paper shows the design, implementation and experimental demonstra-
tion of a generic plasma state monitor and supervisory controller. This supervi-
sory controller sets the relative priority of various control tasks, based on a set
of finite states of the plasma. These priorities determine how the available ac-
tuators are allocated to the tasks, which is computed by an actuator allocation
algorithm. The signal thresholds that determine the boundaries between the
finite states must be specified by the user, and need to be adjusted according
to the experimental needs of the user. In this way, the supervisory controller
ensures that the most important task at any time has highest priority, since it
coordinates all tasks. Abstracting the integration of controllers and actuators
using tasks and their prioritization yields a less complex control system design
in (future) machines, where the number of actuators, controller algorithms and
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tasks (control functionalities) is much larger than in present-day devices.

In the implementation on TCV, the monitored discrete states are the real-
time estimated NTM state, discharge segment, locked mode amplitude and
plasma position excursions, oscillations and vertical displacement events.

This work showed that the proposed framework can be used to carry out
experiments on TCV with real-time centralized prioritization of control tasks,
which can be programmed by the user. In this paper, we have shown real-
time event detection and supervisory control for a set of plasma states. More
specifically, we have demonstrated examples of rotating mode, mode lock and
plasma displacement monitoring, as well as an experimental result of supervisory
control of multiple control tasks based on NTM occurence. In the latter, the
supervisory controller distributes priority among NTM control tasks and kinetic
profile control tasks.

The plasma state monitor and supervisory controller are suited to perform
physics experiments on TCV. Moreover, this work supports the integration of
control capabilities for ITER and DEMO.

4.7.2 Outlook

In the future, depending on the real-time available diagnostic signals and plasma
state reconstruction algorithms, the number of state machines and discrete states
can be extended at will to monitor more complex situations. This is facilitated
by the generic architecture of the proposed PCS. Our generic layout can be easily
extended with additional discrete states that cover the entire range of physical
and technical events. The latter includes both hardware as well as control system
events and states.

The semantics of the discrete states may be refined using physics interpre-
tation, statistical analysis [De Vries et al., 2011; Gerhardt et al., 2013], as well
as hardware and software design specifications [Humphreys et al., 2015]. Fu-
ture applications of the finite-state modeling framework include development
of generic algorithms to assess the plasma health and proximity to disruptions
based on tokamak-independent representations of the plasma state, from physics
interpretation or statistics. These can be tested on existing devices before being
ported to larger machines.

In this work, some of the plasma states are not defined in terms of tokamak-
agnostic quantities. In the future, a real-time reconstruction of the MHD mode
width based on the equilibrium and coil geometry can provide a tokamak-agnostic
interpretation of the MHD states.

The supervisory control framework should be tested on a larger set of dis-
charges, such that its performance can be quantified in a statistical sense.

Note that the control tasks in this work are limited to control of performance
and stability quantities. First, additional tasks may be added, e.g. related to
control of other MHD and impurity removal [Snipes et al., 2010]. Second, the
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Chapter 5

Conclusions, discussion and
recommendations

In this thesis two important objectives related to control of tokamak plasmas
were addressed, which are stated in Section 1.4. First, algorithms for estima-
tion and feedback control of the plasma density in tokamaks were developed
and validated experimentally. Second, a control system architecture for the in-
tegration of plasma monitoring, supervision, control and actuator management
was proposed and applied in experiments. In this chapter, these contributions
are summarized and conclusions regarding the objectives set in Section 1.4 are
drawn. Furthermore, the achievements are discussed and recommendations for
future research are given.

5.1 Conclusions

Reliable real-time estimation and control of the plasma density profile is essential
for the operation of next-generation tokamaks and nuclear fusion reactors. In
reactor-relevant plasma scenarios, a high density in the plasma core must be
achieved and the sensitivity of the density control to disturbances should be
minimized. The density profile must be estimated in real time using all available
yet scarce measurements. This is crucial for density feedback control, and also
valuable for determining measurements validity, auxiliary heating constraints,
and control of pressure and magnetohydrodynamics. The first research objective,
which is set in Section 1.4, is:
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Research objective 1: Develop model-based techniques for the estimation
and control of the spatial distribution of the plasma particle density in
tokamaks.

This objective has been addressed by the following contributions. In Chapter 2,
a control-oriented model for the evolution of the plasma electron density was
developed. From this model, a density profile observer was derived using Kalman
filtering and applied to TCV data in simulations. In Chapter 3, the observer
was applied in experiments on ASDEX Upgrade and TCV. Also, a model-based
feedback controller for the profile-averaged density was applied to density control
in TCV experiments.

On ASDEX Upgrade, the observer was successful in estimating the core den-
sity in high-density pellet-fuelled discharges. This observer uses multiple mea-
surement signals and can deal with various measurement errors. The estimated
profiles were compared to offline available Thomson scattering measurements.
While the estimation accuracy at the plasma core meets the requirements for
the experiment, the plasma edge density is underestimated. This is due to an
inaccurate modeling of the H-mode transport barrier. Also, density transients
due to pellet ablation are not estimated; while the density transient due to pel-
let arrival can be modeled, there is no real-time detection of pellet arrival at
present. The observer provides reliable estimates in presence of measurement
faults. False positives of fringe jumps occur when the measurement signal re-
sembles one, due to transient phases in discharges. Moreover, pellet-induced
transients and fringe jumps prove difficult to distinguish on the interferometry
signals available to the PCS.

On TCV, the observer and the feedback controller were used in experiments
on integrated profile control. The agreement of the real-time estimated den-
sity profile with offline available Thomson scattering measurements is sufficient
within the scientific goal of the experiments. Shortcomings in estimation quality
are attributed to limitations of the source models and measurement models. A
feedback controller was tuned on the density evolution model using H∞-norm
minimization to provide low-frequency tracking and disturbance rejection. In
experiments, it is successful in ramping up the plasma density to the desired
constant value and maintaining this density with zero steady-state error for the
duration of the flat top phase, despite the presence of disturbances from ECCD.

The second research objective that is set in Section 1.4 is:

Research objective 2: Develop a control system architecture including a
plasma supervision system that allows operating a tokamak close to opera-
tional limits.

This objective has been addressed by the contributions in Chapter 4. First, a
plasma control system architecture for task-based supervisory control was de-
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veloped. The proposed architecture is characterized by a separation of algo-
rithms for state estimation, supervision, actuator management and (feedback)
controllers. In order to provide a generic solution allowing for future extensions
and portability to other tokamaks, the finite state definitions, signal interfaces
and task definitions in this architecture are device-independent. In other words,
they do not depend on the specific measurements and actuators of a given toka-
mak.

Second, finite state models were developed that represent the uncontrollable
behavior of the plasma. In particular, the finite states represent distinct oper-
ational regimes, proximity to operational limits and deviations from references.
In the proposed architecture, a suite of state reconstruction codes provide the
continuous-valued state. From this, the discrete state of the plasma is derived.
The supervisory controller has user-defined decision rules based on the discrete
state for the activation and prioritization of control tasks.

Third, the proposed architecture was implemented on the plasma control
system of TCV, and applied in experiments on integrated control of kinetic pres-
sure and neoclassical tearing modes. The plasma state monitor and supervisory
controller provide satisfactory behavior in detecting the presence of neoclassi-
cal tearing modes and in prioritizing the appropriate control tasks to suppress
NTMs and control the pressure using the available actuation resources.

The estimation and control algorithms developed in these chapters form a
substantial step towards model-based control and integration of control and su-
pervision on tokamaks. Given the generality of the developed framework, the
proposed methods and algorithms can be extended for the application to ITER
and DEMO.

5.2 Discussion

In this thesis, a number of techniques is employed for model-based control of
tokamak plasmas. These techniques are evaluated in view of other efforts in
modeling and control of tokamaks.

5.2.1 Control-oriented real-time capable density profile
evolution modeling

The RAPDENS model is capable of simulating the electron density of a dis-
charge period faster than physical time. In this thesis, the models are based
on first principles, empirical modeling and heuristics. While this allows for
self-consistency (i.e. no density measurements are needed to set boundary con-
ditions) the accuracy is limited. Higher accuracy is obtained by full physics
codes, such as SOLPS [Wiesen et al., 2015, 2017], CRONOS [Artaud et al.,
2010], ASTRA [Pereverzev and Yushmanov, 2002] and METIS [Artaud et al.,
2018]. Except for the latter, these are not real-time capable at present. In the
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latter, the density evolution must be prescribed. The practice of control-oriented
real-time capable modeling is essential for control applications, observer design,
co-simulation or faster than real-time predictions.

The RAPDENS code shares a number of design features with the RAP-
TOR code [Felici and Sauter, 2012; Felici et al., 2011] for the evolution of the
poloidal flux and the electron temperature, as well as derived quantities such
as normalized pressure, safety factor profile and internal inductance. Recently
the equations for the transport of density and temperature of multiple particle
species in the main plasma were added [Felici et al., 2018a]. Both codes are
physics-based, real-time capable, and return local linearizations of the nonlinear
dynamics. These qualities have led to various applications in plasma control [Fe-
lici et al., 2018b; Maljaars et al., 2017; Ravensbergen et al., 2018; Teplukhina
et al., 2017].

The RAPDENS model was constructed to be device-independent and portable
to different devices, such as ITER. This is done in two ways. First, the code for
the one-step ahead prediction of the state (as used in the observer implementa-
tions) receives all machine parameters and signal dimensions via configuration
parameters, rather than being hard-coded. Second, all device-specific routines
(such as input signal checks and forward measurement model evaluations) are
separated from the model and observer codes. In the observer implementations
on ASDEX Upgrade and TCV, the device-specific routines are coded in separate
Simulink blocks. Hence, the implementations are device-independent, allowing
for easy adaptations to different models, devices, diagnostics and actuators.

5.2.2 Results of density estimation and control

The experimental results of real-time density profile estimation and density con-
trol presented in this thesis are successful within the scientific goals of the re-
spective experiments.

Still there is room for improvement in the profile estimation accuracy. Nat-
urally, offline profile fit methods that include Thomson scattering data (such
as [Fischer et al., 2010]) perform better. However, real-time Thomson scattering
is not available at the time of writing on neither TCV nor ASDEX Upgrade.

In ASDEX Upgrade discharges, the edge density is underestimated when
compared to Thomson scattering measurements, but the core density is esti-
mated with sufficient accuracy. In TCV discharges, sufficient estimation accu-
racy of the profile was obtained after careful tuning of the covariance matrices
of the Extended Kalman filter. In general, the transport coefficients in the
RAPDENS model must be tuned such that it matches a (reference) discharge
in a predictive simulation. The inaccuracies in the model used in the profile
observer contribute to inaccuracies in the profile estimation. This indicates the
limitations of the model at present.

Moreover, inaccuracies in real-time equilibrium reconstructions can propa-
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gate to the forward measurement models. Detailed evaluation of the accuracy of
(real-time) equilibrium reconstructions is a difficult subject that would benefit
from further attention.

An ad-hoc forward measurement model for Bremsstrahlung was used in the
density profile observer. The use of this model is justified under the assumption
that the plasma equilibrium, temperature and effective charge change slowly in
time with respect to the plasma density. In cases where this assumption does
not hold, the profile estimates from the observer may be inaccurate. Explicitly
integrating the estimation of density, temperature and effective charge with time-
varying equilibria can resolve this issue. This is proposed in [Fischer et al., 2010;
Reusch et al., 2018], but is not implemented in a real-time observer.

Although the observer does not detect all fringe jumps in the interferome-
try measurements on ASDEX Upgrade, the profile estimation results remains
within reason. This is unlike a previous method [Mlynek, 2010], which proved
vulnerable to multiple simultaneous fringe jumps. In feedback control experi-
ments on TCV, the control error converges to zero during the flat-top. However,
oscillatory behavior during ramp-up indicate that the controller gains are too
high for the response in this part of the discharge. Better tuning would reduce
these oscillations.

In ITER and DEMO, the experimental time available for controller tuning
is costly and limited. Feedback controllers must perform adequately on first
deployment. The proposed feedback controller does not explicitly account for
actuator limits and the constraint of one-sided actuation, such that the addition
of an anti-windup scheme is necessary to prevent integrator windup. While it
therefore does not give significant performance improvements over other design
methods, its design procedure demonstrates the tuning and testing based on a
model of the system response. Such model-based design and testing procedures
are increasingly used in the field of tokamaks [Boyer and Schuster, 2015; Boyer
et al., 2014; Felici et al., 2018b; Goumiri et al., 2016; Maljaars et al., 2017;
Moreau et al., 2015; Ravensbergen et al., 2018; Wehner et al., 2017], and are
essential for ITER and beyond.

In this thesis, the estimation and control of the electron density is considered.
The ion densities of the main fuel species (deuterium and tritium) and impurities
(e.g. tungsten) could be added similarly for the purpose of prediction, estimation,
monitoring and/or control.

5.2.3 Considerations of the applied estimation and control
techniques

Model-based design techniques were used for the density profile observer and
feedback controller. While the observer uses Extended Kalman filtering, derived
from a model in time domain, the feedback control law is designed using a
frequency-domain design approach. This was done for the following reasons:
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• the feedback control problem of a volume- or profile-averaged density is
a SISO problem. Loop-shaping or H∞-norm minimization are intuitive
methods to solve this problem.
• the profile estimation problem is a distributed problem: a parameterization

of the profile using multiple coefficients must be estimated from multiple
measurements and a prediction model. Kalman filtering is a straightfor-
ward method to solve this problem.
• the recursive Extended Kalman filter equations allow for easy incorpora-

tion of time-varying covariance matrices and time-varying measurement
channel selection. This is needed when the measurements become unavail-
able during operation, or noise increases.

One can argue whether both observer and feedback controller can be designed
using similar techniques, i.e. either using time-domain techniques (e.g. LQG,
LQR, Kalman filtering, model-predictive control [Maciejowski, 2002; Mayne et al.,
2000]) or frequency-domain techniques (e.g. loop-shaping, H∞-norm minimiza-
tion [Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 2001]). A number of challenges are to be
taken into consideration for doing so. These are discussed next.

The dynamics of tokamak plasmas are inherently nonlinear. This can prove
difficult for frequency-domain approaches to estimation and control, which tra-
ditionally assume linear dynamics. Moreover, in many control challenges in
tokamaks, the transient response is as important as the steady-state responses.
Examples of transient behavior in tokamak plasmas that require an emphasis
on the design of the responsible controller include plasma ramp-up and ramp-
down, confinement regime transitions, magnetic configuration transitions and
disturbances on the kinetic profiles from MHD events.

Density control on ITER will have to be treated as a multivariable problem:
the core density must be controlled to achieve the desired fusion power, while
the edge density must be controlled to achieve beneficial divertor conditions and
to limit the heat flux onto plasma-facing components [Gribov et al., 2007].

Model predictive control (MPC) is an attractive option for feedback controller
design in tokamaks. It can explicitly handle actuation constraints and state
constraints by optimizing a future input sequence to avoid such constraints and
minimize the (future) control error and actuator inputs. In the case of density
control, it can be required to take the actuation constraints such as minimum
and maximum fuelling by gas puffing and pellet injection into account. Also,
it can be required to take state constraints such as low plasma density (leading
to neutral beam shinethrough) and high density (e.g. the Greenwald limit and
ECH reflection) into account. However, accurate models must be available in
order to apply MPC. These must be capable of self-consistently predicting the
relevant state (the density profile, wall inventory and neutral density) evolution
on a time horizon in the order of the retention and recycling timescale (i.e. the
time scale on which the wall absorbs and releases particles), but with resolution
of the particle confinement time. The former is in the order of 100ms to seconds
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on TCV and ASDEX Upgrade, while the latter is in the order of 10ms [Weisen
et al., 1996]. Accurate models for the dynamic evolution of the wall inventory
that can be used for real-time predictions on the recycling time scale do not exist.
Moreover, there is at present no effective way of measuring the wall inventory in
real time. This poses a challenge in the application of MPC to density control.
However, with certain modeling improvements and research efforts proposed in
Section 5.3, the RAPDENS code can qualify for model predictive density control
on tokamaks.

The range of scenarios that will be done in ITER is limited compared to
present-day experimental tokamaks. The latter is aimed at physics exploration
in a wider range of operating conditions. This implies that if a single scenario
is repeated many times and the wall conditions do not change significantly be-
tween discharges, then the predictive quality of control-oriented models tuned
on a set of discharges improves. This will be even more true for DEMO and
prototype fusion reactors which will essentially operate at one operating point.
Iterative learning control (ILC) [Bristow et al., 2006], as applied to density con-
trol in [Ravensbergen et al., 2018], can prove valuable for control of repeated
discharges.

5.2.4 Plasma state monitoring and supervisory control

A supervisory control system will form an integral part of the ITER control
system [Kurihara et al., 2008; Raupp et al., 2014, 2017; Treutterer et al., 2017;
Walker et al., 2014]. The supervisory controller will not only be responsible for
coordinating all control loops in normal operation, but will also be responsible
for off-normal event handling and disruption avoidance. The integration of con-
troller algorithms on the ITER plasma control system (PCS) to simultaneously
control all relevant plasma quantities is a major challenge compared to current
practice, where feedback controllers are often developed and used individually.

In Chapter 4, a demonstration of task-based supervisory control on TCV
was shown. This was done in close collaboration with [Vu et al., 2018], in
which additional experimental results on TCV are shown. The jointly proposed
architecture integrates plasma state monitoring, supervisory control, and actu-
ator management and allocation. Moreover, it incorporates device-independent
finite-state models and device-independent signal interfaces between the various
algorithms. This allows portability to different tokamaks, and ease of integrating
existing controllers in the implementation. These qualities imply that the archi-
tecture and algorithms developed on present-day tokamaks can be exploited for
use on the ITER PCS. It can be tested on various ITER scenarios in simulations
on the PCS simulation platform (PCSSP) [Walker et al., 2015].

In this work, the supervisory control laws are user-specified. This is in con-
trast with requirement-driven synthesis techniques [Wonham et al., 2017]. How-
ever, the application of supervisory control to tokamaks in this thesis is novel
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and marks a first step. Moreover, the modeling of discrete events using finite
state machines as done in this thesis allows the application of dedicated supervi-
sor control synthesis tools [Wonham et al., 2017]. These provide an efficient and
systematic way to generate supervisory controllers for discrete event systems
subject to formal requirements [Baeten et al., 2016; Ramadge and Wonham,
1987]. Numerous applications of this procedure exist in control engineering re-
search for industrial systems [Korssen et al., 2017; Reniers et al., 2017; van der
Sanden et al., 2015; Theunissen et al., 2014]. Especially for large complex sys-
tems with many requirements such as ITER and DEMO, such synthesis tools will
be essential since the design, validation and testing of a supervisory controller
are otherwise too complex and error-prone to do manually.

5.2.5 Extension to other fields

The tools developed in this thesis can be applied outside of nuclear fusion science.
Control of distributed systems is becoming increasingly important in high-tech
industry. For example in precision motion systems, spatial temperature varia-
tions can cause mechanical displacements leading to reduced accuracy. In order
to obtain higher accuracy, the thermal dynamics can be modeled and the temper-
ature distributions can be controlled, see [Bikcora et al., 2014; Evers et al., 2018;
Habets et al., 2016; van den Hurk et al., 2018; Morishima et al., 2015; Veldman
et al., 2018]. Also, for high-bandwidth motion systems, the flexible modes of me-
chanical structures must be identified, estimated and suppressed [Oomen, 2018].
Another example is local hyperthermia for improved cancer treatment [Deenen
et al., 2018; Issels, 2008; Luo et al., 2015]. In this application, human body tissue
must be locally heated while keeping the surrounding tissue at body tempera-
ture.

The observer developed in this thesis used a discretized PDE model. This can
also be applied in the above cases, where the underlying dynamics are governed
by PDEs.

5.3 Recommendations

Based on the achieved results, the expertise gained during development and
testing of the control algorithms, and the requirements of future tokamaks, a
number of future research directions are recommended.

5.3.1 Density estimation in fusion reactors

For the purpose of redundancy, it is recommended that as many as possible mea-
surements systems on ITER are available in real time to the PCS, rather than
the minimum set of measurements dedicated to control. It is wise for long pulse
operation to integrate all available measurements in a density profile observer,
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in case one or more fails during a discharge due to e.g. neutron irradiation or
thermal loads. A method based on Bayesian inference, such as Kalman filter-
ing [Anderson and Moore, 1979] or as used in [Fischer et al., 2010; Reusch et al.,
2018], is recommended. The need to integrate multiple diagnostics depends on
the requirements for estimation and control. This illustrated next.

Different measurements systems have different qualities that make them at-
tractive for density profile estimation. Interferometers typically have high tem-
poral resolution. However, long wavelength interferometers can be sensitive to
fringe jumps, in particular induced by pellet injection [Lang et al., 2012]. For
ITER, a dispersion interferometer is designed and a tangential array of inter-
ferometers/polarimeters is designed [Akiyama et al., 2016; Van Zeeland et al.,
2018]. Both are insensitive by design to fringe jumps and mechanical vibra-
tions [Akiyama et al., 2015; Van Zeeland et al., 2006], but offer limited spatial
resolution. On the other hand, Thomson scattering measurements on present-
day devices typically have a lower temporal resolution (which can be limiting
for feedback control) than interferometers, but have better spatial resolution.
The ITER Thomson scattering system is designed with a higher repetition rate
(50-100Hz) [Bassan et al., 2016; Scannell et al., 2017]. Last, Bremsstrahlung
measurements can be incorporated. However, it is recommended to explicitly in-
tegrate the estimation of density, temperature and effective charge in a Bayesian
framework [Reusch et al., 2018] since the Bremsstrahlung depends (nonlinearly)
on these quantities.

In ITER and DEMO, the real-time density profile estimate should be based
on all available core and edge measurements. Future advances in control-oriented
modeling as described later in this section will also improve the accuracy of
model-based density profile observers. This is particularly important in DEMO,
where measurements are limited.

5.3.2 Model predictive control of density in fusion reactors

Since ITER and DEMO are necessarily operated close to operational limits, the
control of the plasma density must not only achieve zero steady-state error with
respect to the reference, but also attenuate disturbances, avoid density limits
and reduce control errors as much as possible through plasma transients like
confinement regime transitions (such as low to high confinement transitions and
backtransitions). Model predictive control is an attractive option for density
control on ITER, since actuation limits and state limits are explicitly taken
into account [Maciejowski, 2002; Mayne et al., 2000]. However, it requires the
development of accurate models as discussed in the next section.
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5.3.3 Real-time capable density profile evolution modeling
for control

Better predictive accuracy of the density profile evolution model RAPDENS and
accuracy of the associated observer and controller designs can be obtained by
the combination of multiple efforts:

• particle transport modeling via semi-empirical scalings (e.g. a Bohm-gyroBohm-
like model [Erba et al., 1998], a critical-gradient model [Hillesheim et al.,
2013; Jenko et al., 2001], or empirical scaling [Witrant et al., 2007]), via
identification from data (e.g. [van Berkel et al., 2014a,b]) or via reduced
models from gyrokinetics [Angioni et al., 2011] (as done in e.g. [Citrin
et al., 2015]). See also [Angioni et al., 2009] for an overview.
• inclusion of the coupled dynamics of the profiles of density, momentum

and/or temperature for multiple particle species. Recently this was ini-
tiated in [Felici et al., 2018a], although self-consistent models of particle
sources arising from particle recycling, wall retention and fuelling are not
(yet) used.
• real-time capable modeling of scrape-off layer and wall dynamics (such as

recycling, retention and pumping) through reduced-order models of par-
ticle kinetics in e.g. SOLPS [Reiter et al., 2005; Wiesen et al., 2015] or
understanding and analysis of experiments e.g. [Asakura, 2004; Brezinsek
et al., 2013; Loarer et al., 2007; Rohde et al., 2009a,b]. In particular, the
effects of confinement transitions on these dynamics must be explicitly
modeled with sufficient predictive capability for control purposes.

The latter may also prove useful for model-based control of the detachment front
location and heat flux on divertor tiles.

5.3.4 Finite state modeling, state monitoring and
supervisory control in fusion reactors

In order to extend the supervisory control presented in this thesis, a number of
improvements can be made. These are in the realm of finite state modeling, as
well as design of supervisory controllers.

The set of finite states considered in Chapter 4 partially correspond those
considered in [De Vries et al., 2011; Gerhardt et al., 2013], which represent dis-
ruption causes. In future work, the finite state models should be extended to
cover a more complete set of plasma and hardware states, covering more opera-
tional limits, deviations from references, hardware/actuator states and controller
algorithm states.

Manual design of a supervisory controller for large systems may lead to a
supervisor that contains blocking situations, i.e. when the system ends up in a
state from which it cannot be driven toward a desired state. Moreover, it is hard
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to verify that all requirements are satisfied for large-scale complex systems [Won-
ham et al., 2017]. In order to generate supervisory controllers for large complex
tokamaks such as ITER and DEMO, a requirement-driven design procedure is
recommended [Baeten et al., 2016; Van Beek et al., 2014; Wonham et al., 2017].
This can produce a supervisory controller that is guaranteed to be non-blocking,
correct and controllable with respect to the formal requirements.

One important step is the definition of formal requirements for a supervi-
sory controller. This will allow the design as well as validation of the supervisor
against those requirements. Ultimately, the supervisory controller can be tested
in simulation on the PCSSP in various realistic ITER scenarios. These scenar-
ios should not only include nominal operation, but also physical and technical
events that could lead to disruptions, such as unexpected MHD activity, large
impurity influxes and actuator failure.

Although many questions and ideas for future work are raised by this work,
this thesis provides contributions to the modeling, estimation and control of toka-
mak plasmas that are important to produce energy from nuclear fusion.
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ASDEX Upgrade . . . . Axially Symmetric Divertor Experiment Upgrade,
tokamak at the Max-Planck-Institut für Plasmaphysik
in Garching, Germany

DCN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . deuterium cyanide

DCS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Discharge Control System, the digital control system
of ASDEX Upgrade

DEMO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DEMOnstration power station

ECCD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . electron cyclotron current drive

ECE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . electron cyclotron emission

EC(R)H . . . . . . . . . . . . . electron cyclotron (resonance) heating

EKF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Extended Kalman filter

FIR. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . far infrared

FSM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . finite state machine

ITER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . experimental nuclear fusion reactor under construc-
tion in St.-Paul-lez-Durance, France

LCFS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . last closed flux surface

LIUQE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‘equil’ spelled backwards, an equilibrium reconstruc-
tion code [Moret et al., 2015]

LM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . locked mode

MHD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . magnetohydrodynamics

MPC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . model predictive control

NBI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . neutral beam injection

NTM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . neoclassical tearing mode

ODE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ordinary differential equation

PCS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . plasma control system

PCSSP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . plasma control system simulation platform

PLL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . phase-locked loop

PDE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . partial differential equation
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RAPDENS . . . . . . . . . . RApid Plasma DENity Simulator

RAPTOR. . . . . . . . . . . . RApid Plasma Transport simulatOR

RT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . real-time

SCD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Système Distribué de Contrôle, the digital plasma
control system of TCV

SVD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . singular value decomposition

TCV. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tokamak á Configuration Variable, tokamak at the
Swiss Plasma Center in Lausanne, Switzerland

TS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson scattering

VDE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . vertical displacement event

XTe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . electron temperature measurement from soft X-rays
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